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lNTl\ODUOTION 
It was in the summer of 1960 ,. when 
televis;:to,n $till had an oasis or two in 
that nvast·wasteland" which alas~ today, 
has not e'en a blade of green grass. one 
of my favorite oases was the extremely 
well done Omnibus which on a particular 
Sunday afternoon, was prese·nting short 
excerpts .from. the newly emerging rtTheatre 
o·.f the Absurd." Too short to be excerpted 
from, even short enough to be shown in 
its entirety, THE SANDBOX was presented~ I 
had never he.ard of' it j had never heard of' 
Edware Albee; (and indeed, only then had 
even a dim awareness o:f Eugene Ionesco), but 
the viewing a.f' the fourteen .... rninute SANDBOX 
excited me (theatrically speaking) more than 
anything I had ev.er seen. I knew right then, 
that I had to do this play. Later I was to 
become familiar with THill AMERICAN DREAM and 
THE ZOO STORY, but THE SANDBOX was my first love. 
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Statement o:f Productio-n Scherns· 
I would say that the most important 
pre~rehearsal work o:f the dire<;tto~r is his 
.formation o.f a concept of the style of the 
play he chooses to deal witg., This requires 
the s.ol ving of two .fundamental problems: 
1) What is the play? and 2) How do I stage it? 
An analysis of the three scripts I had 
chosen brought me to this realization -
that the plays. 1) mo·st closely resembled 
Expressionism, and 2) required Presentational 
staging it 
',fhese s:eemed to be very logical assumptions 
has~"'tr~lil.-lthe aforementioned script analysis, 
and a study o.f John Gassner's def'initions of 
EXpressionism and Presentational Staging.~ 
On Expressionism; 
ffExpressionist.ic drama is the most 
.frankly theatrical and non-illus:tonistic o<f the 
dramatic types ... .It frankly arranges all 
events and modifies character~ dialog, and 
background in order to achieve the most 
e~e.s.si ve dramatic form .for .the content and 
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meaning o.f a play~ 
Expres$ionism mingles the· objec-t.ive and 
the s.ubjeoti ve .freely. The world~· as seen 
in many expressionist play.s, is distorted 
because it is sensed subjectively, or because 
it is ref'rae:t.ed by the authorts: criticism 
of society. 
Speech is generally telegraphic .1 in order 
to give an impression of' unreality or half-
reality" Monologs, frequently of considerable 
length, e.nable the characters to convey 
their thoughts·. Repetition; cliches, and 
uncompleted .or incoherent thoughts in 
speech, mechanical movements, and distorted 
pictures of reality - these create an impression 
of a eonfused, chaotict or mechanized world"" 
On Pres~tational staging: 
JtThe tenn presentational has been used to 
denote that type of' staging which emphasises ~ 
the stage pla;tform: and a direct relationship 
between the per.former.s and the audiences. 
Presentational staging removes that invisible 
ttf'ourth wall" which remains in pic.tur<:l staging 
even after the curl&.in is lifted.. The actors 
/ 
are in di.reet cmntact with the audience, 
psyoholog;i..oally, instead of behaving as if 
the audience were not there. The newer 
methods of staging lay a far great.er 
emphasis~ on the actor than do the techniques 
of naturalism or sym.bolism. The actor becomes 
the designers fir.st. and most important 
stage property. n 
The stage di~ction.s fn the three 
\ 
plays are very specifiC: .about the placement 
of the· .fu~rniture ,.... t.wo ·Q.hairs, one stage 
right 1 one stage left.) facing the autlien,ce, 
{Amei"ican D-:ream); two chairs, stage right, 
.faQing' the audiencej (Sand~x); two park 
henches, one stage right, one stage lef't 1 
facing the audience,. {Zoo Story), and I 
took my cues for the sta.ging the plays 
from them .• 
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RESEARCH 
Edward Albee is thirty-four -years old and 
li.ves: in Greenwich Village with his two cats~ 
That is. ail I bave .been abl.e to find ou,t 
about him) for besides the innocuous and inane 
comments o.n Amer-iq:an playm-ights occasionaly 
delive:r-ed by Theatre Arts and Madesmoiselle 
magazines,· and the exe:ellent but short comment 
on The American D1--eam by Martin Es.slin .in his 
book The Theatre o·£ The. Absurd, very little 
biographi·aal or analytiaal has been written 
about, Edward Albee or his works. 
Albeeis plays are commentaries on the 
contemporary American, very much the product 1 
and o.ft.en. the vietim~;rof tt~he American Way 
Of' Life.u 
My research of background material, then~ 
concerned itself with readings on contemporary 
American life~ sociological texts and social 
comments. 
Since two of the plays ar'e satires and 
one is a sort of melodrama, ,I also had to 
refresh mY a(quainta:noe with the techniques 
involved. w:L th the styles of writing and dt i1ecting 
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o.£ · each. To better at;:q:U&i idt myself with a 
playwright's point 0:f view; I read about 
plapa-ights - the image o.f man conceived 
in the playwright 'a mind .. 
These are the tangibles - the texts 
that ¥Y be referred to 1, the solid books of 
pri.n~ upon page. 
lt is :lm~$ib1e to say, of cours:e, 
what part o . f the direction comes .from the 
director's research, what part :from.his 
life .experj_enae (researc;h of a sort} J' and,. 
even 1 what part f':rom what, we call, for want 
of a hetter word, his rrtalent. n 
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R~views o.f THE SANDBOX April 1960 
"The Sandbox. is a striking piece o.f 
--....... ..;,;·.;;;;;-.................. = 
S::ramatio writing •. It oo:ntaina throughout so 
many original touches. of' observati.on and 
approach, sueh flashes o:f humor and wry 
sympathy t so clear an i.nd.iea:tion of' :fresh-
ness ;i.n mind and imagination as to make 
·it evident t}).a one .is in th.e preseno e of 
a t:r'Ue dramatist. n 
- Richard Watts, Jr" 
New York Post 
ttThe pieee began where so many impudent 
Collages haVe begun1 and then went on to 
insinuate, at no more than a whisper;,- a 
mood that empraced all of the diverse 
elements and turned them into a single, 
oddly sat is--:fying ,_ sigh!- !t 
- Walter Kerr 
New Yo:t>k Herald Tribune 
ReViews o£ THE AMERICAN DREAM . January 1961 
nrf sheer qreative talent appeals. to you~ I 
~ecommend The American Dream ~ • ._ It is 
pacl<ed with untamed imag:i,nation, wild humor, 
gllefuly sardonic satiri.oal implications, and 
overtones of strangely touching sadness,. and 
I thought it was ent.irely delightful ~ 
Mr~·Alhee is a playwright of fresh and 
remarkab:Le talent.n 
-· . 
-. Richard Watts, Jr,. 
New York Post 
U'fhe American Drearnttis a unique and often 
brilliant play. Its horrible aspects) which 
reach directly back to the butchery and per-. 
version of the Greek theatre, are forbidding., 
for they have nothing to do with the stage 
business of moans and blood and bodieS· Far 
worse~: tl:le play's horror is only reported 
or imp~j,ed, and it is :further pointed up by being 
juxtaposed with an ttngailing a.nd wholly 
original eomic inventiveness that is by tu:rns 
ridicu,;Lou.s,- satiric, E3ar'donic, and sensibly 
Surrealistic., No sooner has a Sophoclean 
dism~mb~rment been mentio,ned that it is 
illumined by a aomic sense that matches and 
and ofte:n res.emhles the ~omia sense ().t 
Gertrude Stein, Lewis. Oarro11 1 and Ja#ques 
Tati. The play is not realist.io, but 
neither i$ :tt purely illus.ory. l'C isj .in 
the fashion of a condo nightmare 1 fantasy 
of the highest order .. , ~· This is ~ play 
for the resilient yo'U!lg and the Wise oold .• 
All those paunchy 1 sluggish targets in· 
between had best stay away.,u 
'"". V/hit.ney ~lliet 
The New Yorker· 
nrt is: agreed that. Ed.ward Albee has talent. 
The Zoo Story • "• .: established that point •. 
. The American D~m ,. • •• reinfo.rces it ·• • 
Mr .. AJ,.bee handles his chosen technique 
with a disarmingiy childlike and sardonic 
... Howard Taubman 
The New York Times 
Reviews o:f THE ZOO STORY January 1960 
"It ~y appear hasty to proclaim the hither ... 
to tinknown Mrg Albee .as a d,l?&!flB.ti~t o:f impox-t-ancEt 
and high pr>omise an the basis o'f one play • ~· • 
But I donft kno.w how we can do anything else 
in view of the .str:iking qualitie.s Mr .. Albee 
reveals in his ab.iliit.Y to tak;e what is one the 
surface a small episode of' violence, give it 
unashamed· theatrical excitement and add to 
it overtones of' meaning present entirely by 
implica'tian.n 
- Richard Watts, . Jr .• 
.New York Post 
rtAlbee's play is the introduction to what 
eould prove to be an important talent an the 
American stage • • ~ The Zoo Story intere'Sted 
me more than any other new .A.me:rican :play 
thus t<i~ thi.s seaso.n ... n 
- lla:rold Qlurman 
The Nation 
trMr •. Albee's dra.ma is the finest play, written 
by an American,. that can be seen far love 
or money this side of' Je;r-sey • • •. Mr .. Albee t a 
dialo.gue is a dialogue of our day and no other -. 
mainly monologue, ceaselessly self-ironic, 
graphic, and in its directness, unpredictable-. 
!•'. 1-6 
l't ia a strangely satisfYing c:reation., '' 
- J(!)tt S-wan 
The Village~ 
n~. Albee has w.t"itten an ext:r~ordinar.r 
first play*u 
• Henrey He:ws 
saturday Review 
11Mr. Albee is an extu~llent wtti:teJt. 11 · 
.... B~oks Atkinson 
New Yo~k fimea 
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A study of th:ree plays~ 
THE SANDBOX 
THE ZOO ST.OEX 
. !HE .AMERICAN .. DREAM 
by Edward: Albee 
1 8 
Edward Albee wrotf;l hi$ :first play 
at the age of twelve! Except for that .. Ol3!9, 
whl,oh has neveJJ been j;>Ublished ,- T~ ZOO 
STORY, THE DEATH OF BESSIE SMITi:~ THE 
SANDBOX, and THE AME.RICA'N DREAM are his only 
plays 1 to date. Yet, on the basis o.f these 
four one-act plays.~ he has become known as 
Americarsmost promising new playwright, 
and his plays· have been lihked with those 
of Beckett, Ioneseo 1 and Genet, the play .... 
' . ' 
wrights rJii the new Theatre of the Abs~d •. 
As. yet; little bas been written about 
Albee t s plays, and I i'e el that they deserve 
a olo·se look. I shall discuss those three 
plays. I .:feel to be his most significant, 
beginning with his fi:rst play~ THE ZOO STORY. 
The scene is a·entral Park; a Sunday 
afternoon in summer; ·the present~ There 
are two park· benches,. one toward either side 
of the $tage~ both facing the audienceji 
As the curtain rises·~ PETER is seated on the. 
bench stage right~ He is reading a book: • 
. JERRY enters;. 
JERRY 
I tve been to the zoo" (PETER doesn rt notice} 
I said1 .. l 've b. ee.·n to the zoo,. MISTER, I'VE 13EEN T.u THE ZOOt . 
f ~. 1 9 
,, 
Jftt', ±is' Witih; t1ut:s~1i~d:crct.in.tt t~t:Albee 
'beginsthe strange conversation be.ween 
Jerry and Peter~ ~lb~e has made it strange 
for. several reas~'~s. He wants us to know, 
right from the begi~irlgl that s;omething 
\ ' 
unusu.al is about to be presented.,. The 
strf.!jngene:a·s,_ the off'--beat, .are conditions 
that he wants us to acoept. immediately, fo·r 
they are the very texture of the play. 
Albee r s a~;.. if.$ to startle you at the out-
set, and having done so, to keep startling 
you. throughout the play at carefully selected 
moments~ As when Peter takes out his pipet 
JERRI 
Well, boy~ you're not going to get lung 
caneter1 are you? 
PETER 
No sir, not fro:m this. 
JERRY 
No sir!!' What you,ll probably get is 
cancer of the mouth; and then you '11 have 
to wear one of those things Freud wore 
a±"'ter they took one whole side of his. jaw 
away. What die they o.all one of those things? 
PETER 
JElt."l-Y 
The very thirl.g~ A prosthesis., Youtre an 
educated :man, aren't you? Are you a doctor? 
FJ;-om a simple aQt:i.on, that of taking 
out a pipe·~ Albee uses a :a;:ltnrmt i.bl£.:-c,w~~a: :ii.n 
a .series of Short lines to set up a dramatic 
beat. !t bas an introduction,. an exploration; 
and a resolution,. which is <C>i'ten the trans-
ition to the next beat. In this way; he 
establishes a ;~:fujn;hmd:W~ek.:;S.@nte..t.lk~sJ}sib~~-e,ns ,, 
sometimes quickens, and at times seems to 
almost stop altogether;: but invariabiy 
leads the audience on tq the next beat 1 the 
ne1et image,. the next idea,. the next revelation., 
And J,t is revelat.ion which is Albeeta main 
conoe:rnl!. 
JERRY 
Do you mind if ;r ask you questions-? 
PETER 
Oh;. not really •. · 
JERRY 
~iii t@~lY~U why I do iti I don't talk 
to many people ..... except to say like~ give 
lne a beer,. or where is the john'-' or what time 
do·es the main .feature go.pn, ·or keep your 
hands t.o yourself, . buddy~ ·tou know - th:i.:ngs 
like that.. · 
PETER 
J: must say .I don tt ,. • , 
JERR.Y 
But every once in a while I like to talk to. 
somebody, really tallq lik~ to get to know 
somebody~ know ali about him •. 
'· 2 r 
It must be noted here that Jerry is 
the motivating force of the: play. When 
there is a revelatdon to be made about 
Jerry; he makes it~ When there are things we 
must know about Peter; it is Jerry who 
contrives to get i"t out o:f him~~ Jerry 
initiates every aG:'bion and ends it~ in the 
.same way that he begins the' cythln of the 
play, and ends that, too·~ It is his Will 
that predominateS:. Peter is the reactor- the 1 
nstraight man," and yet it is impohitant that 
we know as much about Peter a~ we do about 
.Jerry; for within the fabric of both their 
characterizations lies the substance of 
their problem, which is th~ thesis of 
the play., 
It is With subtlety and care that 
Albee ee·tablishes) f'ira·t with Peter and 
then with Jerry, that these are both very 
lonely men'" 
JERRY 
You have TV> haventt you.? 
PETER 
Yes t two; one :for the bhild:re:n;oi. 
JERRX 
'Jou're married! 
22 
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PETER 
Why. certainly., 
. ' 
JERRX 
It isnrt a law, for Ged1s sake~ 
:PETER. 
No .• • • no, of course not ~ 
JERRY 
And you have a wi.fe~ 
PETER 
(Bewildered by the seeming lack o:f com~· 
:muni.oation) YesJ 
JERRY 
And you have children~ 
PETER 
Yes; two~ 
JEERY 
Boys..? 
PETER 
No, girls •• " both girls* 
JERRY 
But you wanted boys. 
PETEE 
We.li -., ~· ~naturally, e'V!ery man ~ai'lts 
a son1 but • t . • 
·. 
JERRY 
But that.f ~ the· way· ·the ·G"QtJkie crumb.les? 
PETER 
I wasn't going to say that,. 
JERRY 
And youtre not going to have any m.cure children, 
are you? 
PETER 
No. No more. Hovr would you know about. that? 
Again we see another example o:f the 
exploration o:f a single idea) that of being 
married and ruiiving children in this· <1a~~ 
and how Albee uses. it to reveal certain\ things 
I' 
about his characters •. We know now that\P~ter 
. \ ' 
is married and has two girls~ but bY.C1: ~ht;te 
. \ . 
ins.inuation> w~ ai"e aware that perhaps Peter 
res:ents having girls ins.tead of boys) (they 
are; perl;taps) a slight against his virility) 
. . 
and we are aware als:o. by inference, that he 
does not communicate well with his ~!Pe ~d 
children., our image of' Peter as. a lonely 
man is further strengthened by our discovery 
that his wlf'e has cats and his daughters 
have parakeets, both of which he (d'e~'St-s/,-;We 
can easily imagine Peter in a less than 
comfortable home environment, his only 
real pleasure lying in his job and his: 
Sunday afternoons by himself in the park. 
I would like to. point out the playwright.t s 
st.age direction in this last passage, rtBewilder~d: 
by the seeming lack of' eonnnuniuation. n The 
bewilderment of .Peter i,s obVious; he has been: 
s\lbjected to a rather stra.ightf'orward 1 frank 
inquiry into his personal life for reasons 
2lf 
'. 
not. apparent to him, hut it is significant 
that Albee shou..ld use the phras'e ttlack of' 
con:imunic.ation;o rt As w shall see. lat.er on ... ). 
this ie what the play is all about" 
Jepry.ts loneliness i5l made clear by 
several of the thing·s he tells us about 
himselt; the) story of h:Ls a.dtilterous 
mother and alcoholic father,. both of Whom 
died in his childhoodj the detailed descrip-
tion of the slum boardinghouse where he 
lives; the strange and lonely people who 
live there~ but most dramatically by the 
dog story:"' The Story of Jerry and The Pog 
is the very loi1g monologue of Jerry's i11 which 
he tells o:f.his pathetia attempt to befriend 
his landlady's hostile dog .• 
JERRY 
Now, animals· don'tt ta~e to me like Saint 
FranCJis had bi:rds hanging ot:t: him all the 
. time~· What l. mean is ~ .animals a:re indifferent 
to me ·it ~' ~• like people ·" ~· , m,ost of the 
time~ But this dog waen tt indi:ffer$nt. F!!Y.®n 
the vei~:r beginning. hetd s.narl and t}len go 
for me:;. to ·get one o:f' my legs. 
''.'. 
Je'J!ry recounts the a;tory of' how he 
tried to turn the dog's hostility into love 
by feeding it ha.mbUl"gers, and when it .failed, 
I: 
' 
25 
o.f his attempt to kill the dog with one 
poisoned hamburger~ He even fails: to kill 
the dog; and gains only its indifference, 
which to Jerry is crueler than hostility. 
JERRY 
And what. has been the result~ the dog and 
I have attained a. compromise~ We neither 
lovB nor hurt becaua;e we do not try to reach 
each other. 
In the· most important speeC'h in the 
play, Jerry makes an .expla:imit!l.~tt:r .. o!f:fwn¥:-r 
he attem,ted to be:f'riend the do-g~ 
JBRE.Y 
Itls just that if you aanrt deal with 
people, you have to make a start some ... 
where-. WITH ANlMALSl Don tt you see'? A 
pers:on has to have s0m:e way of dealing with 
SOMETHING.. I.f not with people ~. "' ~ SO:METHING. 
Jerry finishes his story of 
the dog a:nd sits down otl. thE;~ bench next to 
Peter) who is notiGeably agitat.ed and 
disturbed. When. Jerry ·~a:sua.lly, almost 
cheerfully asks Peter what he. thinks about 
the story, Pete:r respondsl 
PETER 
I DONtT WANT TO HEAR .AMY MOREl I don't 
understand you 1 or your landlady; or her 
dog ... ~ 
I ,.< I. 
Jerryrs sto:ry has been that o;:f a:n 
e-:z:trem,ely lonely man, and we realize that it 
has deepJ.y disturbed :Peter. In the next 
JERRY 
Peter;' do I annoy you or confuse you? 
PETER 
Well, I must oonf~ss that this wasntt. the 
kind D:f a£ternoon I td. anticipated. 
JERRY 
You mean Itm not the gentleman you 
were eXpecting. 
PETER 
I wasn tt ex.peeting anybody,. 
JERRY 
No, :r: don't expect you were.. But I rm, here 
and·r:rm· not leaving. 
PETER 
Well, yo~ may not be, but I must be 
getting home soon,. · 
JERRY .. 
oh, come oni stay·awnile longer. 
PETER 
I really should be getting home; you s.ee ... • 
Oh- come on., 
' 
JERRY (Tiokling: PETER) 
PETER (Ext:remely ticklish) 
No, I ·" • -~ OHHHHHl Don 1t do that • Stop • 
Stop; 6hhh; no~ no·,. 
There has been a great deal of' tension 
built up during Jerryts story o:f the dog, 
and it has remained unrelieved at the ending 
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o£ it. The tension reaches a climax with the 
ti.okling of Peter, an¢~; explodes in Peter ts 
hys:terical laughter. The tick.ling itself 
is a strange but drama:tically meaningful 
• 
gesture" It is, ostensibly, an a.ttempt 
on Je::rryts pat·t to keep Peter frE:tm leaving, 
but it is also .a. preparation .for what is 
about to happen.. Jerry has realized that his 
attempt to, communioate with Peter bas been 
a failure and he J.s~ resolv~d that it shall 
be the last :faill.U'~ of his life~ Though\• the 
aucl:ienoe does not yet r~alize it JJ no·r does 
Peter, Jerry has ma4e up his mind that he 
is going to :force Peter to k=i;.ll him. He 
begins by t:Lckling him t:nto hysterical 
laughter} and then starts to punch him 
on the a:rm~ He demands that Peter move 
over and give him more room, although he 
has plenty of room on th~ bench. He then 
starts to insult Peter j calling him 
slow-witted 1 a vegetable, and then 
threaten$ to take Peter's bench away 
f'rcrm him~ 
PETER 
This :ts my bench and you have no right to 
take it away f'rom. me~· 
2 8 
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JERRY 
F·ight for' it·, then~> Defend yourself> 
defend your bench. 
PETER 
You t ve pushed me to it. Get up and fight. 
JEAAY rise$ slowly ft>om the hep.ah; 
draws a switch"""biade. knife from his pocket;· 
clicks. it o·pen; then thro'WS' ;i.t at Peter's 
feet •. 
JERRY 
There you go. Piek it up,. You have the 
knife and we'll be more evenly matchedit 
Peter suddenly awakens to the 
reality o:f the situation and rationallY 
refuses to· pick up the knife., .Jerry 
rushes over to Peter1 grabs him by the 
collar~ and begin$ to slap him accross 
the :faa:e.ti. 
JERRY (Slaps Pete!' o,n each nfightn) 
You fight you. miserable, bas,tard; fight fo!' 
that bench; fight for your cats l fight f'cxr 
your parakeets; fight for your wife; fight 
for your twa daughters; fight for your 
manhood, you. pathetic little veg~table,. 
(Spits in P~rterts face) You ooultdn't even 
get your wife wit~ a male chi1dli 
This is the breaking point for Petex-" 
Enraged and frightenedt he darts to pick 
up the knife to defend himself. 
I 
PETER 
I 111 give you one last chane:e; get out of 
here· and leave me alone~ 
JERRY {Sighs heavily) 
So be it.! 
With a rush, he charges Pete:r·, and 
' . . 
impales himself O'il. the knif'e,. He sinks back 
slowly to a sitting position on the bench, 
whi.le Peter is so struck by fear and horror 1 
he is bare.ly able to move .. With the last 
breaths of his lif'e; Jerry endeavors t<> thank 
Peter f'or assisting him in his death,, and 
tells :Peter the story o! the zoo whi'dB: lie·· 
has been pramis.ing. to do throughout the play~ 
JERRY 
And no\\1' I t 11 tell you what happened at. the 
~<:>o·. I think that while I was at the zoo- . 
I would walk north ~ ... ·~until I found you • 
or somebody ·•· .,.. and I decided that l would 
talk to you ·• .,. ! and I would tel·l you 
things ''"' ·~ ·• and the ·things I would tell 
you would ... · .... Well:; here we a:re. You . 
see? Here we are. I do:Q. tt know ..... ·• could 
I have planne'Cf'a'll this 7 No 1 I qouldn tt: 
have~ But I think I did ... 
JERRY then urges Peter to 
.run away before anyone comes; which he does, 
and Jerry dies. 
.• . 
A few perpleXing; que$.tions remain. WhY 
did Jerry attempt to force Peter to kill him; 
why does Jerry seek death; what did he really 
L 
decide at the zoo; had he already decided 
to die be.fore he came upon Peter in the park? 
It seems as if' a variety of answers to these 
questions is: possible and ean be validly 
supported .• The belief that Jerry had decided 
to die beforehand can be supported by the fact 
that he was carrying a knife in his pocket 
and mentions a:t the end th9:t he thought he 
had planned it~ On the other hand; i.f Jerry 
~ already decided tq ,die, why did he make 
such an. ef;fort to cc:mununicate with Peter 
beforehand,. instead of jus;t getting on with 
it/? It is illY belief that Jerry decided at 
the zoo that he would make one final attempt 
to reach an understanding, to :C'on:tmunioate 
wit-h another person; and in the event he 
£ailed,. to seek death. lt is when Jerry 
says rt,r dontt ~ow what, I was thinking 
about~ of course you donft u,nderstand.11 (at 
the end o.f the dog story) that Jerry reali2es 
his at·tempt to communicate with Peter has 
been a .failure. Here his action changes 
from seeking understanding to seeking death .. 
This is not the only poss~ble interpretation, 
as I have indicated, and I feel certain that 
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the possiblity for a 'Y&.tj:~ty~.:Of\,,v.arct.ous 
inter-preaat:ions was one of the things the 
playwright::_was. striving. :for~ By constructing 
the play enigmatically, Albee is maJdn;g his 
own per·sonal comment about the c-onfusion 
and illogicality of life. 
Tho:r'l:'l,ton Wilder has said that ttBeea.use 
we live in the 2.0th GenturyJ overh~g by 
very real anxiety, we have to use the comic 
spirit.. No statement o£ gravity c:an be 
equal to the grav:l ty o:f the age in which 
we live. tt I believe the realization of this 
has turned Albee from the gr~ve $ort of 
writing .found in THE ZOO· STORY toward.the 
comic spirit employed in THE. SANDBOX and 
THE AMERI.OAN; DREAM-. 
Edward Albee was in the process of 
writing THE AMERlGAN DREAM when. he got 
an idea for another play. l:Ie extracted the. 
main charae:ters from THE AiifERICAN DREAM and 
wrote THE SANDBOX. 
The Scene~ 
A bare stage 1 w:i:th only the following~ 
near the footl;ight.s, far stage right 1 two 
simple chairs set side by side, facing the 
! · 3 2· 
audience.; fa'r stage left, a·chair f'aoing 
stage right with a music stand.before it; 
f'art.her. back, stage center; slightly eleYated 
and raked, a lal"ge. child' e sandbox with a 
toy pail and shovelj.the.background is 
sky which alters f'rom bflightestr day to 
deepest night-. At the beginning, it is 
brightest dayJ THE YOUNG MAN is alone on 
stage) to the rear of' the sandbo:it) and to 
one side· •. He is doing calisthenics which 
shou..1.d suggest the beating of wings~ THE 
YOUNG MAN is·, after all, the Angel of' Death .• 
This is; the introdu¢tion Albee' provides 
fox- THE· SANDBOX~., The incongruity of the 
dissimilar elernants of sandbox~ music stand 1. 
-~~ .... 
and young man doing cmlisthen;l.crs.). immediately 
suggest something strange and absurd, but 
rather ctomio:a.l:. .MOMMY and DADDY enter:; 
MOMMY first- .. 
MOMMX 
Wel1 1 here we· are; this is the beach, 
This is a rather startling opening 
statem~nt 1 for the. setting, except for the 
YOUNG MAN in a bathing suit, does not 
suggest a beach; but MOMMY points out the 
s.and and n . ·~ . • the water beyond tt and i.f 
our imaginations are free. enough, wea~<j~pt. 
the beaqh loc:ale with little di.f.ficulty:• By 
providing a bare stage with a few necessary 
but provocative elements 1 Albee is setting the 
stage to free our imaginations. He must 
control the directions our imagination 
takes, which he does and very ~~:i.=f1:-d:~~-1Y 1' 
but by saying only what is necessary, he 
doesntt burden you With li"bera1 descriptions. 
DADDY 
It is h:right sunlight, the YOUNG MAN 
is in a bathing suit, MOMMY and DADDY are 
probably dressed in lhight summer wear; but 
DADDY is· cold~· The incongruity is. immediately 
MO:Mfl.1Y 
Do·n tt be $illy~ it t:s as warm as toasih 
Look at that. niee. young man over ther~; 
h<e doesn tt think it ts cold. (Wailes: to the 
1UUN.G MAN) HellO'• 
YOUNG MA.N (Smiling) 
HiJ 
moMMY 
·This will do per;f'eotly~ don Tt you think 
so, Daddy? 
DADDY· (Shrugs) 
Whatever you. sa.y, Monm1y ~ 
MOMMY 
O:f course, whatever I say~ Then itts 
settled is it? 
DADDY 
Sb,e ts youtre mother; not mine., 
·.·,' 
L 
MOMMY then· shouts· of'£-stage into the wings, 
a mue:ician: enters, sits stage left next to 
the musJic stand~ · 
MOMMY 
Are you ready~ Daddy:? J.~et t s go get Gran<ltna ~ 
DADDY 
Whatever you say; MoDll'lly ~ 
MOMMY 
Of course, whatever I Sa:y.~ (To the MUSIO.IAN) 
You can begin now~ 
MOMMY and nAnnY exit, the Musician 
bl!)gin& to play~ At this pointl the audience 
has a quick moment to consider what ia 
happening~ A m,iddle-aged coup~ who call 
each other 1tMommyn and »Daddytt come to a 
plaae they describe as·a beach, bring alobg 
a. mus.io:ian, who is now playing on $tage, and 
giye a hint that it involves a rtGrandma.n,. 
IJ.'hei:r> selecrtion o£ this particular place and 
the musician th.ey have. brought with thern sugges.t 
that they are preparing for something~ As 
yet, we don't know what it is; but we haven't 
long to wait, for in the next moment Mommy 
and Daddy- .. ea.:r-ry onstage the rigid (but ali·ve) 
·~ . 
form of' G:ra.ndma ~ They dee ide, ;:rather ¢asually ~ 
., 
to dum.p her J..n the sandbo:x:, which they do et· 
i' 
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DADDY· 
Yihat do we do haw? 
MOMMY 
We go over there and sit down; of course~ 
The stage pioture ,i,s: noW' complete"' 
.MOMMY and DADDY are si tt.ing in the chairs 
$tage right • th~ MUSICIAN is s.eated stage 
lef't, GRANDMA is ly:ing in the sandbox up 
stage center~ and THE YOUNG man is. standing 
behind the :s:artdhoxl doing calisthenim3. 
The symbol~ present, though :perhap$ not 
immediately obvious, are beginning to· go 
to work. The fact that Mommy and Daddy 
have selected this place and brought 
Grandma here to dump her .in a pile of 
sand suggests that they are discarding her. 
The implications ot the beach locale are 
many~ Desert, barre:n 'Wasteland, burying 
groundj perhaps a cultural desert?· And 
the sandbox itself easily .suggest.s a coffin, 
a return 'bo childhood ;in denility~ a dual 
life-death symbol~. The young Young Man·~ 
the middle--aged Mommy and Daddyt and the 
old Grandma give us. an. interesting picture 
o£ Youth, Middle Age, and Old Age. The 
Musician has perhaps been hired by Mommy and 
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Daddy to play the f'une:ral mua:ic, £or the 
play is, in essence, a futJ.eral. 
Grandma is nollr screaming (a cross 
between a babyts laugh and ary) and 
banging the toy shovel against the pail. 
The toys, the so::t'eam.~ and the sandb;9x 
are indic·a.tions. ot senility, but. we soon 
;find out that Grandma is' s.till very mu(!h 
alive and alert~ 
GRANDMA 
AHHHHHJ GRAAA.AAAAGH l {To the audience) 
Honestly~ What a way to t,reat an old · 
womanl Drag her out o.f the house • • • 
stick her .in a oar • ~ ~ bring her out 
here from. the city • ~ • dump her in a 
pile of sand •· • ~ and leave her here to 
set. Ther.ets no respeet around here~ (to 
the YOUNG MAN) There ts no regpect around 
here! 
YOUNG MAN 
(same smile) Hi 1 
In this very short play, ~very lihe 
has a aardotJ.io:) sometimes do,uble-edged 
meaning1 That tt'J?herera no re5Jpect around 
hereU fo'r Grandma is evide:rl.'C by t.he way 
Mommy and Daddy are treating her, but we 
£eel that Grandma is Voicing the· plea that 
there is n.o respect anywhere. 
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DADD:X 
Shalt we talk; t()' each o·the:r? 
MOl-1MY 
Well~ you can talk :tr you want to ~ ·~· if 
you oan think of anything to ![a:z • • • if 
you can tlllnk of anything ~· 
DADDY 
No • " • ! suppose not. 
1-101~4:! 
Of' course not J 
Not only doesnrt DADDY have anything 
new to say; but by thE! ca;rory over o•f Monnny 
and Daddy as representative middle-aged 
Amario.an&, we feel that they don't have 
anything to say~ either:<! We are given. the 
image of ho~llow_, soul~s.s sul;) ..... human beings. 
Having established certain oharaeteristio,s 
of Middle Age and Old Age., Albee now tt1rns 
to, Ycnrth": 
GMNDIM 
(Admiring YOIDfG MAN t s muscles) Will yo:u 
loO>k a't youJ 
XOUNQ MAN 
Isn rt that .smnetfu:ing? 
GRANDMA 
I'll say. Pretty good .. Where ya f:r>ol'Il., honey? 
YOUUG r4AN 
Southe:rn California, 
GRANDMA 
F·:tggers ~ f'igg~rs. What t s your name? 
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YOUNG MAN 
I don't know .••• I mean, they haven't 
given me one yet, the studio • • " 
The information that the Young Man 
is .from Southern California and is of a 
"studiott immediately suggests that he is 
in the process of being made into a sc-reen 
personality. But here the insinuations 
again go deeper than the surface. That 
the Young Man doesn't. know his name suggests 
that he has no real ident.ity,. andi that the 
"studio"~ possibly repres:enting Ame'rican 
society, hasentt given him one. Hence, 
the image o.f the strong 1 handsome, young 
American Man, Without an identity~ 
Grandma no shouts off-stage to remind 
the stage manager it is time to be getting 
into night,; The lights dim and suddenly it 
is night, with the musician playing, and 
the Young Man continuing his calis:thenics., 
M0mmy begins to weep~ The bright. s.unlight 
(syml;>ol o:f lif'e) has turned into deepest 
night(symbol of death) and to make the 
suggestion stronger; there is a loud 
off-stage rumble. 
II 
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DADDY 
What was that? 
MOMMY 
lt was an o££-stage :rutrlble, andi you know 
what that m.eans .,. "' • · 
Thert"t ·:.ls another rtml.ble, this; time 
more violent> and all the lights go out. 
There is a moni~nt of silence. Thent 
GRANDMA 
Don t.t pu.t. the light.$ up yet, . l 'm no,t quit~ 
ready. All right dear • • ~ · I'm about done. • 
The lights come up to brightest day1 · 
and Grandma is discovered hal.f-..buried in the 
sand,, l;m~.y sh(rve~ing .sand over hera:eJ..f. 
GRANDMA 
I don't know how I tm suppQ?led to do .any ... 
thing with this goddam toy s}lcrvel .~. • • 
The night has passed, and although 
Grandma doesn't. Yet real.i.ze in, she has d.ied 
during· the night •. 
DADDY 
Mommyi It 1s daylight! 
MOMMY 
So it· is~ Well! Our long night is o-ver~ We 
must put away ou:r tears, take of'£ oll.r 
mourning ·• • • and faqe the :future • Itt s 
OUJ; dut-y. 
Granci!na now n:plays deadn for the ben$f'it 
of Mommy and Daddy who cross over to her 
and say a i;ew words like ttShe looks so 
happyn and "It pays· to do things well .. n 
MommY them dismisses the Musician~ 
MO:MMY 
You can stop now" I ·me~., stay around for 
a swim. or something, it' a all right w;t th 
us. ·(MOMMY and DADDY eXit} 
GRANDMA. 
It pays. to do things well ... ~ Boy, oh· 
boy! Well kids :~o • (She tries to get up, 
but f'inds: she c:an tt) ." .~- I oa.n tt get up-. 
I eantt mov~l 
There is a :sec_rond of real terror 
here, both of Grandn:!a and the audience!! lt 
is in sharp contrast to the comic e:xit 
of' Mqmmy and Daddy, and rathf}r un.expeated .• 
In the ne;x-4 moment, l the YOUNG MAN comes 
to ·~t'andma <m{.i knef.lls down beside her~ 
YOUNG MAN 
I am the Angel. o£ Death"' I am ..... uh ·•· " 
I am come for you .. 
GRANDMA 
What·. • ;..wha... ~· {Then; wit-h resignation) 
ohhh;: I see~ · 
Grandma no~t realizes that· she is dead, 
but is comforted by the presence of' The 
Young Man~ and tbe play ends With an oddly 
satisfying sigh. 
GRANDMA 
Well • • ~ that was very nice;. dear • ~ • 
Albee achieves his sa:titie and com.ie 
effec.rt;s with a Greft juggling ··of cliches 
and $yrn,bo1s.. The symbols of dayu.-lifra . 
and jd.ght..:.d.eat.h; ,the ~h:wnder of impending 
d6oxp.jthe funeral mus:ic· df th~ Musician; 
are all pu·t to theatrical use; for while 
Alb~e . ;Ls, using them~. he is also making 
fun o.f them ..., the symbols ar~ the cliches .. 
That Albee can accomplish so many pointed 
comments and insinuations in the short 
span o<f' fourteen minutes is rterta:inly an 
example:- of a remarkable econoi]jy of language • 
.... 
In comparison to the short, compact 
SANDBOX,. Albee uses the technigue of a long-
€r play. With a rather diffuse set of acti~n.s 
in the ·1\MERIOAN DREAM, I t.tall the play 
"di.f.fusett ·because o.f its constant insistance 
upo'n changing the subje.at; st:r>aying from the 
main line of action, in order to make a 
few more barbed comments on conditi8n.s which 
seems to exist outside the action of the 
play~ We shall ses how this happens. 
The scenet 
An apartment)! Two chairs) one on either side 
of the tstage; :fac~ the audience. A sofa is 
against the ba¢k wall, up center. At the 
beginning, Mommy and Daddy are seated in 
the armchairs; Daddy .stage. left, Mommy 
stage right." Curtain up .• A s.ile:n.cre. Then: 
MOMMY 
I do·n't know what can be keeping them,. 
DADDY 
Theyfre lata, naturally~ 
MOMMY 
Of course, they t :re late; it never fails. 
DADD-Y 
That's the ~Y things are today, and 
there·ls noth::t.ng you can do about it. 
Thia i:s, in essence; the entire exposition 
o•f the play~ unless we ct!'e to take the entire 
play as exposition (which it probably is) 
for it is in these fi:rst few lines that we 
get the essential information~ Mommy and 
Daddy are expecting someone, or a group o:f 
someones, and the ttthey" a-re late. 1\.lbee 
seems to .fe.el that nothing more be said at 
this time about the action of the play (as 
it appears now)" 
We get the' fil""St hint at the sort o,f 
targets at which Albee is aiming, when he 
f'irst takes a swipe at Daddy's co:mplaoenoy 
with •'That rs the W!!Y things are today and 
there's nothing you can· do about it .• n 
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Daddy then talks about the difficulty 
o,f getting things in the\ apartment fixed~ 
\~ . 
DADDY ,~ 
But now J Tr>y to get the dooi~,pe~l fixed,. 
try to get the ioebo·x .fixed;~\'~Y and get 
the leak in the. j?hnnY fixed l\'-l~st try it 
they aren 1t so qUJ..Ck about thajt,,..:-
MOMMY 
Of course not; it never .fails. People think 
they can get away with .anything these days ·~ ~ • 
and; of oou:rse, they can .. l went to buy a 
new bat yesterday., 
Albee again seems t-o he taking us away 
.from where the play at first seemed to be 
heading~- We are now being presented ":~ttth a 
picture of middle-class, middle ... aged 
Mr •. and Mrs • .Ameri~an): surrounded by creature 
com£orts like doorbell and johnnyf which are 
disillusioningl:y and mechanically .fallible; 
and Mommy's admonishment. that npeople think 
they can get away With anything: these days "' 
andr of course;· they can,.n strik;e.s with a 
bitter note of' truth., However 'f' her next line~ 
·nr~~'13 to buy a hat yesterday, tt seems to 
come :from out o£' nowhere,. and We feel that 
W€l. are about to entba;rk o1i anotb.er excursion.; 
' "< 
We ~re~ For, in the next breath~ Mommy 
hegins t.o tell us the story o£ how she 
. 
went to a hat s.hopr selected a lovely beige 
/ 
hat and bought 'it • .She was satisfied With it 
until the chai:rmart of her women t s club called 
it a wheat colored hat~ 
MOMMY 
She 1 s just a dreadfUl woman, but. naturally, 
since she j,s chairman of my' woman's club, 
l'm terribly .fond of her" 
Mommy e:x:plains tha~ she went back 'to the 
hat shop and i.nsisted that they exchange her 
hat.". 
Though Albee seems to be straying away 
from the idea of the play-1. or its basic 
plot , he is making another of' his comments on 
the American seene. The chairman o:f the· 
Women r s cfhuh 1 whom Mommy dislikes; but in 
some ~y respects, has the inf'luence to dictate 
Mo:rnmyts taste in hats., She seem.s to represetj:t 
popular taste.~ even the taste of ttthe market. n 
About Americans and their taste.s, Francis 
Fergusson has this appropriate thing to say, 
which totally clarif'ies the point Albee is 
making; 
ttThe market seems to know what forma 
o·f life and art are destined to1 survive in 
our society, It is eas::ter to trus,t it -
out of respect .f'or money, . timidity, and 
hopeful §God will ,... than it is to attempt 
moral o.r aesthetic judgements of' one rs own. n 
l 
This .is what. Mommy does;. and by in:rerence, 
Albee is suggesting that this is what the 
average P..meric·an does!,. 
Grandma now enter~,- carrying· an arm ... 
load o·.f bo:x:es. 
MO~ 
WhY Grandma; ~look at you! What, is. all that 
you tre carry:tng? 
GRANDMA 
Theytre boxes~ What do they look like? 
MOMMY 
Daddy l Look at Grandma; look at all the boxes 
shets carrying. · 
DADDY 
MY goodness! Grandma, look at all thos.e boxes .• 
GRArmMA 
Wheretll I put them? 
·. ; \ 
In contrast to Mommy and Daddyr s silliness 1 
expressed in thei·r inane comments \m the 
boxes, Grandma appears to have the only 
eormn:on sense in the t'amily. Her TrThey're 
boxes,. what do the:y look l~ke~n immediately 
suggest that Grandma is the realist~- Wirth-.. 
out idle talk or empty phrases., she is merely 
carrying ·a load ·o.r boxes, and wants to know 
where she may put them downa. She is blunt, 
and comes: right to the point when she has 
something to say~ 
GRANDMA 
I sure wish yoU'd get the john f'ix~d. 
Albee endows Grandma with two qualities 
which put her in a di.f:ferent perspective 
.from Mommy· and D&ddy J She has, during the 
play; a series of' what may be called rtQld 
People SpeeohesJn These are of a quasi..; 
phi:l0,sphical nature,- des.igned to infd>'a:'ID the 
younger generation about the characte:ris:tie:s 
of' old age~ F.or i:nstancei upon being 
chastised by Mommy f'or reading her book 
club selections.; Grandma re.plies ~ 
GRANDMA 
Because I1m oldl When you·tre old you gotta 
·do something. When you get so old~ you 
can 1t talk t.o people. because people snap at 
you~ When you get old.; people talk to you 
that way. And thatts why you go hide under 
the covers~ in the big soft bed, so you 
won't hear the house shaking .from people 
talking to you that way . ._ That t,s why people 
diej eventually~ People talk to them that way. 
And~- when Mommy late:r reto:rts With a 
few of her own words on old age t 
MOMMY 
Old people hav-e nt:>thing to say:; ana if old 
people did have something to say:1 no body 
would listen to thenr. 
GRANDMA 
Mii.ddle-aged people think . they can do anything, 
but the truth is that middle.,...aged: people 
can't do most things as well as they used to. 
lJT..iddle-ageEl people think they're special 
because they're like everybody else,. We 
1i ve i:q the age of deformity. 
Grandma has another int.riguing crha~a:c.P.;.e:.:r;.­
istic,. She .seems to be aware of what is going 
on around he:r.; aware of the causes of the 
confusions and predicament, and SE)etn,s even 
to have the answers for how it will all end. 
The predicament arises with the ent.ranoe 
of Mrs. Barker"' It tu.rns out that M~s. Barker, 
who is also the ahaiman of' Mommy1s womenfs· 
club 1 is the ttTheytt that Mo:rmny and Daddy have 
been expecting., However, we soon discover that 
nei;liher·Monuny nor Daddy, nor·Mrs. Barker 
herself can recall why theytye asked her to 
~ . 
come. There then follows a series of att.empts 
on the part of' Mommy and Daddy; and Mrs • Ba!'ker 1 
to discover why Mrs. Barke:r has been asked to 
come~ Mrs~ Barker; in an attempt to helpl 
reveals tha.t she i.s a "prof'essiona:E woman,tt 
and tells us that she is involved with many 
activities au~h as the Ladies Auxiliary 
Air Raid O:ol:Dmittee, for one thing~ but 
this doesn't seem to help. When Mommy 
accidently knocks ov~r the pile o:f boxes 
Grandma has stacked on the floor, and 
Grandma yells, rtThe boxes " ~ the bo:xes! tt, 
everyohe seems to· think there· is a connection 
between the boxes ~'":l.d Mrs ll Barker. All except 
Grandma'i She knows why .Mrs.~ Barker has come-, 
what the bo;;ces are for~- (the audience doesn tt 
yet loJ.ow the reason .for eit.her), but nobody 
seems interested in listening to her •. 
GRANDMA 
Now i£ ycutre interested in knowing why 
these boxes are here .. -. ~ 
-· 
MOMMY 
Well it nobody ~ interested! 
Grandma 
I kn<Wt why this dear lady is here. 
MOMMY 
You be still! 
Mommy then instructs Daddy to go and 
break Grandma ts TV set, not heeding 
Grandma 's advice-~ 
GMNPMA 
You won1t :find it .• Everything's hidden •. 
MOMMY (To DADDf) 
And dontt. step on the pekinese; it's blind. 
GRANDMA (As DADDY exits) 
You won't .find it-, either. 
I ~,. 4 9 
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We: then hear the off-stage Yoice o:f 
Daddy, complaining that he <tan 't .find the 
television set, and as a ·:rnat.ter o.f .fact; 
canlt even find Grandma's room~ Mrs. Barker 
pretends to faint, and Mommy exits to get 
her a glass; of wa.ter. For the .first t:ime, 
Both Grandma and Mrs. Barker are alone on 
the stage. 
From the verY first, we were aware that 
Mrs~ Barker did not know why she was called 
t.o the apartment, and that Grandma did. 
Olea.ring t!J.e stage o.f Mommy and Daddy now 
seems to be a necessity in order that ru-s~ 
Barker find out from Grandma why she has come. 
Mommy a.nd Daddy are taken out of the way 
in a rather oontrivect1 almost. mechanical 
manner~ I mention this nmechanical mannerrr 
.for a partieullia~ reason, All througHtthe play 1 
the eontri-ltfillces Albee uses to move his 
characters about have been of a somewhat 
. ~ . 
mechanical manner .• This dummy-like., or 
mechanical manne:r- of the Albee people is 
the basis on which is built. the comic style 
o.f l'HE AMERICAN DREAM,. George Meredith 
explains it this way; 
nAny arrangement of acts and event-s 
i,s comi.c which gives us, in a single 
combination, the illttsion of life, and 
the distinct impress;ion of a mechanical 
arrC£ngement~ tt · 
This is what we have in the AMERICAN 
DREAM; the illusion of' life., coupled with 
the impression of a mechanical arrangement. 
Th~ dialogue creates the i.llusion of life by 
its subject matter - buying a hat., fixing 
the john., etc. - and the mechanie~al 
arrangement by the manner in which it is 
spoken, the established Albee--esque speech 
;rhy:t:n±ns-:~·:;THGil~nfpr~f$;s·i01i·: of a mechanical arrangeme.nt 
. . 
is further strengthened by the staging 
sugge&ted by the script~ Mommy and Daddy 
seated on e:ither side of the· stage.; facing 
the audience; Grandma come.s in, puts down 
her boxes;, speaks., exits"' Daddy arises., 
answers the door, then sits; Mrs.. Barker 
enters, sits;. 
It is at this p~:rticular moment in 
the play, the scene with Grandma and Mrs, 
Barker, that the play starts coming into 
focus-. The const.ructiou of the dramatic 
idea., or main action o:f the play, may be 
compared to that of a :funnel; at fi:rst 
broad and general, becoming more and more 
specific~ At first., Albee creates a broad 
past:tche of the environment and characterizations 
o'£ Mommy,. Daddy; and Grandma, mentioning 
here and there, some of' the '£adts pe:rtinent 
to the plot. First, Albee reveals the 
characters of Mommy and Daddy, and Grandma. 
Second,· he reveals that. th@J-t are expecting 
someone. Third 1 on the entrance of Mrs. 
Barker, it is·rear.ealed who Momtny and Daddy 
have been expecting, and now, in the next 
scene,· it is revealed why Mrs; Barker has 
come. Here,. the funnel is at it.s narrowest, 
and it is almost a short drop through to 
the end of the play. 
MRS. BARKEE 
Please tell us why they called and asked us 
to come. I implore youl 
GRAND1~A · 
Well, I'll give you a hint. That.1s the 
best I can do, because I 1m a muddle-headed 
old woman'~ Once upon a time •.•. " Oh, about 
twenty years ago • •. • there was a man 
very much like- Daddy, and a woman very much 
like Mommy, who were ma.rried to each other; 
very :much like 1•1ommy and Daddy are married 
to each other; and they lived in an apartment 
very much like one that's very much like 
this one 1 and they l:t ved there with an old 
·woman who was: very muc:h like yours truly, 
only younger, because it was some time ago; 
in fact, they were all somewhat younger. 
I.ffiS~ BARKER 
How f'aS:cinating! 
I 
As Grandma goes on to the end of her 
lengthy tthint," things start to become much 
clearer to e'Veryone but Mrs~ Barker~ It seems 
that she is not very bright, and doesntt 
get the connection. between Mommy and Daddy, 
and the people who were nvery much like 
Mommy and Daddy~ n The important thing·, 
however~ is that now the audience knows 
wlxy Mr$.~ Barker has eome ~. 
Twenty years ago Mommy and Daddy went 
. . 
to an adoption agency where Mrs~ Barker was 
working? and through her help., bought a 
ttbumble of' joy. n When it turned out that 
the bumble only had eyes for its Daddy, 
Mommy scratched i.t eyes out,. When it began 
to develop an interest in its "you--know ... 
what,u theY cut of:f its ttyou-know-what,tt 
and then cut ot'f' its h~inds .~ The bumble 
finally cried its heart out and diEld. 
·.GRANDMA 
Well, for the last straw., it .f'inally up and 
died, and you can imagine how that- made them 
feel, their having payed for it a,1.1d all .• So, 
they oalled up t.he lady who soJ_d them 'the 
bumble itl the first place and told them 'to 
come right over to their apartment .• They 
t. 
wanted their money back.. They wanted satis:fact.ion. 
That, ts what they wanted. · 
J 
I 
We now know why MrS. Barker has come. 
It has taken her twenty year~ to get around 
to .;tt, .being such a busy woman. Mrs. Barker 
:is now trying to puzz:le out the tthinttt that 
Grandma has given her-, and goes o.ff to 
.find Mommy and Daddy. As soon as she exits, 
the doorbell rings 1 and THE YOUNG MAN enters. 
YOUNG MAN 
Hello there. 
GRANDMA 
Rr, my my., Are you the van man? 
YOUNG MAN 
The what? 
GRANPMA 
The van man.. Ate you come to take· me away? 
Several times during the play:, Mommy 
has threatened to have Grandma carted off 
by »the van inan, n and for a moment; 
Gt'andrna thinks the YOUNG MAN is the van 
man~ However, he has just come to this 
apartment building to look r-or a job. 
We discover that the Young Man is strong: 
GRANDMA 
Will you look at those muso·les! 
YOUNG MAN 
Yes~ they're quite good, arentt they? 
' } 
And! handsome; 
GRANDMA 
And will you look at that face! 
YOUNG MAN 
Ye~~ it ts quite good, isnft it? 
And will do anything :for moneyz 
YOUNG MAN 
I'm lo~king for.work. 
GRANDMA 
Are you-1 Well~ what· kind o:f work? 
YOUNG MAN 
Oh, almost anything • • .almost anything 
that pays. I tll do almost. anything :for money • 
. .. ....... 
So far in . the play eveFyone has fiad 
. a chance :to give a:t l~~st one spee eh which 
gives t.he audien(}e the information it needs 
to :fill in the background of' character and 
plot.. The Young Man now has his turn. 
YOUNG r.tJAN 
My mother died. the night that I was born 
and I never knew my :father; I doubt my 
mother did. But,. I wasnft alone,, because 
lying with me • •• in the placenta ..... 
there. was someone else .. ,. .my brother -~ .. 
my twin. 
The }'oung Man goes on to relate how, 
when he ~'>ld his twin brother were very young, 
they were; separated, and how, from time· to 
time, he has suff"ered pains which have le.ft 
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him somehow n:tneom.plete •. u He has felt pains 
in his hands, which have left him incapable 
of touching anything and .feeling love; 
pain. i~ his eyes which have left him incapable 
o:r seeing a.n:ything With pity or affection; 
pain in his groin. which bas left him incapable 
of loving anyone With his body:. 
We now know that the Young Man is the 
twin brother· of the bumble Mommy and Daddy 
so cru..elly mistreated over twenty years 
ago,. and to top irony With irony• Albee 
has Grandma suggest to the Young !.fan that 
he solve his 'tlnemploym.ent by staying with 
Morr.nny and Daddyi 
·The Young Mall'S story seems to be a 
very strange insertion into. a c.omedy in 
whio:h, up to now, nothing has been taken 
very seriously~ I ant sttre that. Albee does 
not intend that the Young Man deliver his 
story with sentimen·tality or emotion, but 
the words are so: drenched with pathos, that 
an emotional re8ponse on the part of the 
audience. seems almost inevitable.~ Either 
.. ,. 
this is a we~kness in the play; or Albee 
i.s int~ntionally breaking the ~h~hmldn.e2:toh~s 
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been so care.ful to construct. Perhaps he 
does this in o:rder that the audience receive 
with greater impact the message he is 
endeavoring t.o impaf>~-- the image of a 
spiritually empty, ernotion&ess, emascUlated 
American. Dream .. 
In the next, moment Mrs., Barker is back 
on the stage, after having been unsuccessf'ul 
in her attempt to ,find Mommy and Daddy. 
Grandl:na qyickly explains the presence of 
the Young Man by telling Mrso Barker he is; 
the van man, come to take her away. She 
instructs him to carry out her stack of' 
boxes {Which are still a my.stery) to the 
nvann. While the Young Man iEl out of the 
room, Grandma suggests to Mrs" Barker that 
Monnny and Daddy; s predicament i!totlid be 
solved by taking the Young Man into the 
family. Mrs • Barker iS: thrilled by this 
solution and goes. off' once again to find 
. 
Mommy and Daddy. 
Grandma is left alone on the stage; 
for the first time sinoe the be~inning of 
the pla:y, and as the lights dim a little, 
we realize. Grandma is saying goodbye. 
The Young Man reappears. 
YOUNG :M".AN 
All the boxes·are outside. 
GRANDMA 
I dontt lcnm·r why I bother to take them 
With me. They don't have much in them ••• 
some old letters, a couple of regrets • . • .• 
Pekinese .~ " blind at that • • • the television 
:• ..•. ,.my Sunday teeth •. ·• :~eighty-six years 
of living ~ • • some sounds 11· ., •• a few 
images, a little garbled by now • • and 
weU 11 • (she shrugs.) • • you know • • the 
things one aooumulates. 
At last, the mystery of the boxes 
has· been solved, the solution to the predicament. 
bas been found,. and it seems that Grandma's 
job is done.., 'l'he Young Man then offers to 
show Grandma to the elevator, and they exit .. 
Mommy, D~ddy and Mr$li! Barker reappear; very 
excited •. 
MOMMY 
Oh, wetre so gla.d. We were afraid there 
would be delays and all. 
DADDY 
Yes, we're very relieved .. 
MRS. BARKER 
We.+l, now'f that'ts what professional wom.en 
are .for. 
Mrs. Barker then ushers in the Young 
Man, who has been waiting in the hallway; 
· Mommy is ext.remely delighted 'With him, and 
they all have a. drink nTo satisfaction." 
Meanwhile,. Grandma has been wa-Eehing the 
proceedings from down stage right, near the 
.footlights, and when the end o~ the play 
comesf 
... · . MO~t (To the Young Man) 
Something f'amiliar about you .~ • • you 
know ,that? I c:an't quite place it :.. •. • 
Grandma comes down stage cents~ and delivers 
the last lines of' the play directly to 
the audienee! 
GRANDMA 
Well·, I guess that just about wraps it 
up. I mean., .for better or worse, this is 
a comedy, and I donft think wetd better 
go any further. No, definitely not·ji So, 
let rs leave things· as they are right now .. ·• 
while eve.rybodyts happy ·~, ·~ ·jtwhile every-
bodyt s got what he wants ·.; ·• or everybody's 
got .what he thinks he wants·" Godd night, 
dears;. 
CURTAIN 
''The play is an examination of. t,Pe: .. A.meric.-~ Scene,. a. n ~ttac:tk . on t.he ~~lt.~~\.li . ·· · ~~~l,. 
of artf;flicial .for real values· in our soc1.ety; 
a oondel1ll'la;tion of complacency 1 'oruel:t.y, 
emascUlation and va.¢uity; it is a stand 
against the .fiction that everything in this 
slipping land of' ours is peaehy .... keen.u 
,... Edward Albee 
• 
A STATEMENT OF INTENTION 
ttNobody ever gets to know nobody, with 
all of us sentenced to solitary ¢onf'inement 
inside o~ur own skins fol:" life. Wefre under 
~.life long sentence to solitary confinement 
inside our own lonely s~kins f'or as long 
a$ we live"l tt 
- from norpheus Descendingu 
"l think there are mome:nts·when we aan 
get out o·f it, and tho;se a:re the great 
moments of life .. .. ~ the moments we can 
e.soape .from the prison of our· s:kin~ '' 
- Tennessee Williams 
The connecting theme amo~ng the 
SANDBOX* THE ZOO STORY; and THE AMERIO:AN 
DREAM; ie: that of the isolation of the. 
qontempo:rary American. ln THE SAND!BOX, 
and THE A1.USRIOAN DREAM~; the characte:t'S 
are not aware of their isolation; and do 
\ 
not try. to penetrate. the prison of their 
~ •• ..w 
own Skins, to ;find one o·f those ttgreai'., 
moments of life!!; n TEE .&00 STORY, on the· 
other h&ndt concerns itself' with the 
very conscious eJ'fort to1 communicate, to 
try' and break through the isolation whioh 
srtlrrounds both characters • 
The over-all style. of acting .is 
presentational and non .... .realistia in order 
to emphasiSe ·tthe dramatic idea. 
.THE SANDBOX 
I" The Dramatic- Ideat 
ttHo·nestly! What a way to treat an 
old woman i. Drag her out o:f the house , , • 
~tio.k her in a car ~ •.• bring her out 
here from the city • "' .,. dump her in a 
pile of' sand ii ~ .. and leave her here to 
~et~~.n 
- Grandma 
The Sa11dbo:l\7. is a play about the maltreatment 
Old Age suf'.fers at the hands of' Middle Age~ 
The symbQ)lic casting oi':f' of wisdom, estab.-
l;ished traditions· and family ties. 
Ill! The Theatrical Key to The Dramatic Idea: 
Actj.on of the play~. To' fnneralize Grandma~ 
Actions o:f the characters;: 
Grandma~ To resist death. 
Momm:r~ To· f'une.ralize Grandma. 
Daddy: To placa:te Momrnyli; 
Young J.IA'..an: To cotn.fort Grandma~ 
Musician~ To provide funeral music. 
III. The Theatrieal Realization of The Dramatic 
Ideat 
The set is little more than a platform With 
a backdrop. The design ... C011oept is that a 
statement about a specific location is not 
made, and we may oelieve· in this platform as 
an apartment, a park1 or a beach,, The ra;is·ed 
aspee:t o,f a platform pro'V"ides the plays with 
a distance and an isolation from the audience, 
an.d the characters,. provided correct lighting, 
with an isolation from sae:h other •. The lighting 
cono ept of . a c·ontrae·t b~tween night and day 1 
symbolie life and death. The one sound effect 
is an of':f-stage rumble; the playwrights cliche 
symbol for ttimpending doom. tt 
I :·.· 
THE ~. STORY.' 
l.. The Dramatic ,Idea~ 
"It's just that if you oantt deal 
with people; you have to make a start 
somewhel:'e ~ ·~. ii WITH ANIMALS i A person 
has to have some way of dea.l:tng With 
SOMETHINQ~u 
-Jerry 
The Zoo Stor:y: isl a play about. ~he extreme: 
diffieulty of' communication among :mene: 
I!~ The Theatrical Key to: The Dramatic Idea! 
Action of' the playt To find a means o£ 
communicationii 
Actions of the characterl 
Jerryl To communicate; 
Peter; To resist c(,'}nnnunicationil; 
!II. The Theatrical Reallzation of The Dramatic 
Idea! 
The same platform set for THE zoo STORY as -
for .THE SANDBOX~ A S•U.gg-es,tion of the loeale;: 
a. park, by using a park bench 1 but the · 
lighting will tend to suggest.·· the isolation 
of both the characters, and in the end, to 
heighten the dramatic quality o·f' the death 
of Jerry~. 
THE AMERIOAN DREA..M: 
~ .. ,..._...._......,. 
I. The Dramatid J;dea! 
ttThat 's the way things: are today; 
you just ca:nrt get satisfaction, you just try. rt . .. 
.... Daddy 
The American Drea.m deals aymbolieally 
with tl:te dest17Uotion of the masculinity, 
creativity; aenSJ;tt:lvitY.; and s:pi:rituality 
of' American Youth, by American !¥riddle Age~ 
II"' The Theatri.oal Key to The Dramatic Idea; 
Aatio·n of th.e play; To get satisfactio..,n. 
Actions of'. the <lharaote.rs.; 
D.a..d.q:y~ To: escape 10 Mammy: To dominate •. 
Grandma! To set the house in order •. 
Young Man; To find a· job • 
. Mrs .• Barke:rt To, help Momzny and Daddy. 
Irr~ The Theatrical Realization o,:f The Dramatic 
ldea..t 
The same platform s·tage f:or THE AMERICAN 
DREAM aS! .for THE. SAND:BOX and THE ZOO STORY~ 
Concept of' lighting to be fundamentally the: 
sa,mer. achieve an isolation ..from.the audience 
and from one another, and emphasize. the 
dramatic- valu~s inher~nt in the play~ 
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REHEARSAL LOG 
-...;.-_.;....;.--.,.. .... -
MONDAY, 23 October, 3i30-6:00 PM 
First meeting of the cast. I intro--
duced each member to each o-ther and began 
a reading of THE SANDBOX and THE AII!IERICAN 
DREAM. Bob Ka.fes, who; was: playing PETER 
in THE ZOO STORY, sat through, but without 
JERRY;. Ro;n Irving·, we. could not read THE 
ZOO STORY. Ron at this time playing a lead 
in the major productio-n COCK A DOODLE 
DAND:Y!' Tom Worth; the YOUNG MAN o.f THE 
SANDOOX and THE AMERICAN DREAM was also, 
absent because o;f' his· role in 'the major. 
NOTES:: 
1. Direction to GRANDMA to no-te duality 
of' ro,le; often seems to be "in'' the play, 
and sometimes ttoutn Olf it. At times con-
tr~ls the movement of the lights and other 
factors of her physical environment. 
2. GRANDM.4. vindicates hersel.f by attributing 
faults to· old age~ 
3. YOUNQ .MAN's wingbeats to sug~est the 
rtAngel o.f D'eath11 • 
4. 8ANDBOX a staged fUn.eral .... arranged by 
MOMMY and DADDY. 
7:00 - 9:00 PM 
After returning f:r'om dinne·r ,, I 
explained, by an arrangement ryf cha:irs, 
and a diagram on the blackboard, the set 
which I hoped vwuld be accomplished by 
my set des;igner •. I expJ_ained ho1w the set 
\"fould function for all three plays., 
l gave sc.me background on the playwright 
Albee, and a brief intentio1n of the con..,. 
cepts behind the themes presen·t in his 
plays THE SANDBOX, THE ZOO STORY, and THE 
AMERICAN DR,EAM~ 
I 
Then followed a smal;l bit of instructiom 
/ 
to the actors on how to 1break down their 
scriptvs into key speeches, phrases, beats, 
actions, e·tc. and encouraged them to ask 
questions on problems that might arise dur-
: ing rehei'arsals, ol' at times when they wruie 
·:·c;, 
' stud}ring their roles outside of rehearsal~ 
I set.Nove:mber 4 as the deadline .f'or having 
lines learned~ \'fe then resumed reading the 
plays·. 
NOTES: 
1 • ..Music nneep Pu:rplen which is to be played 
" by the N!:USIGIAN in THE SANDBOX; an 
''· ; 
indic~tton of a middle-class attitude; via 
the sentimentality} slickness.) poor taste, etc. 
6. Implications 0'f' beach locale ..-. cUltural 
desert, burying ground, dust to dust. 
7., AMERICAN DREM>I.l a fantasy - playwright 
chooses particular approach to) sati,rize 
certain as.pects o:f American culture. 
8. Gompal"ison between JERRY and YOUNG MAN -
Albee's theme o:f the isolated, uncommuni-
cative) lonely AmeJ."ican man~ 
9~ DADDY 1s action to withdraw, escape .. 
10~ M01~Y 1 s action to dominate~ 
.11 ~ No di.f.fere:rwe in time between SANDBOX 
and AMERICAN nREAM;. Gould both be oc-
cu1:>ing at the same time~ 
12• Albee t s int.ention of' AMERICAN DREAM and 
SANDBOX as cb'm.edies - HWe laugh in o:rder 
that we need not, weep. n 
13, Louis Kronenherger 1 s comment on 
Americans ~ ttWe laugh in order that we 
need not blus.h.Tt 
14~ Beige hat lines ..; in.fluenoe o.f ttThe 
Markettt O'n American tastes and v·alues ... 
The absurdity o:f the conflict between 
beige, oreani, and wheat. s.uggestio)n to 
the cast to read Vance Packard t s TTHidden . rrpe:rsuader~ ;~==== 
..... 
TUESDAYt 24 October 7:00 - 9;45 PM 
I had the actors assume tentative 
positions seated in chairs arranged some--
what the way they would be on the actual 
set.. We read the AMERICAN DREAM during which 
I moved the actors in an experimental 
fashion, letting them .feel .free to make 
decisions of movement whenever they felt 
an impulse to do so. I followed this with 
a tentative blocking scheme .for THE 
AMERICAN DREAM, and a rather definite 
scheme i'or THE SANDBOX, which practically 
stages itself. 
NOTES: 
1.~ SANDBOX, in an actual running time of 
about 15 minutes, covers a time period in 
the pll.~y spanning afternoon to evening to 
night to next morning. One of the indicfltions 
of' unreality. 
2. Concept of approaching night that o.f 
the symbol o.f approaching death • 
.3.. GRANDMA's mo·vements to be quick, sure, 
well defined. Despite her age, GRANDI'-1! is 
still strong and sharp .. 
4,. GRANDMA f s action in AMERICAN DREAM is, 
to set the house in order. 
5~ Runthrough ~f SAND£0X using the block~ 
ing which is nearly set. 
lr-EDNESDAY; 25 October, 3:30 - 6~00 P~ 
·, 
I read a letter to the cast whic.p 
I had recieved :from Edward Albee ex-
laining why he had chosen to change 
GRANDMA~ s last speech in. THE A1V1ERIOAN 
DREAM.; I had noticed the difference,· 
between the original version and the· 
boo·k version and had written to him 
about it; 
I also read to the cast a section,. 
from Eric Bentiey r s "The Playwright As 
'rhinker 11 where Bentl~ talks about the 
intent of the comic playwright.~ as op_. 
posed to the intent of the tragic play-
wright~· Y.le then ran through THE AMERICAN 
DREAM as blocked ye.sterdayi,experimenting 
. t\• ~':' ' 
with some of the more awkward spots and 
solving a few problems that we didntt have 
' 
time for last night~ Particular attention 
tO the quality of the GRANDMA. ~· Jl.ffiS • BARKER 
scene .. Ex:ploration of acting values in 
this scene. 
NO'J,'ES .. ; 
1.~ GRANDMA interested in helpil:J.g: MRS.. BARKER 
out as part of her :main action; to straighten 
out the whole dilemma. 
2~ GRANDMA rs reaction to MRS. BARKER's 
"beseechn and "im,ploren) and indication 
of how much GRAND<MA needs pers.ona1 attention., 
love, understanding .. A c-ertain sympathy 
for· GRANDMA at this poin)j~ 
3. GRANDMA reports story of rtbumble'1 •. Not to 
get personally involved with the telling. 
4~ At beginning of AMERICAN DREAM, MO?J!ifi 
and DADDY are not. to relate to each other 
in terms o:f visual or physical contact .• 
Their thrusts and threats are verbal. 
5.. A sign.,.o:ff' beat :follows each of GRANDMA t s 
ttOld Peoplen speeches~ 
''?tOO -'9:30PM 
Upon meeting after supper, we 
immediately ran through THE AMERICAN 
DREAM, followed by a runth:rough of the 
blocldng o:f THE SAND:BOX. Most rough 
spots smoothed out by now, except scenes 
with the YOUNG MAN who has been u.:.t1able 
. .o_at.:t_end ren :t.. 
NOTES:; 
1. Entire ensemble must work £or clearer 
diction; and expertness in delivery. A 
surer pace needed. 
2. GRANDMA -· work on sure, definite move-
ments. Make age believable, but keep strength. 
THURSDAY, October 26; 1:00 .- 2t45 PM 
1 met with the ZOO STORY cast for the 
first t:ilne .. F'ound holes in both aatorts 
class schedules and a:re'having themmeet 
with me each Thursday between 1 and 3 PM. 
r explained what the set would be like 
and how it would add to what I hoped the 
action o£ the play would reveal about eahh 
of the characters. I told them my concept 
O'f the theme and its integratdon with the 
physi.oa1 eiements of the production. We 
then read THE ZOO STORY. 
NOTESl 
1. JERRY needs PETER,. 
2. JERRY manipulates PETER in terms of this 
need., 
3. Non-realistic elements present in the play • 
. 
4. Idea df the play is Albee's theme of 
the isolated American man .• 
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3;30 .... 5~.30 PM 
We ran through THE AMRRIGAN DREAM 
up to the YOUNG .MANts sntranoe, thf:t:tl took 
a .five minute break to think about our 
p·:rogress thus fa:r. I asked the aotors 
if they would think for five- lllinutes about 
what they felt they had accomplished in 
the past 12 hrs,. or so of rehearsal and 
w}).ere they thought they were headed. Most 
o:f them, I found," lacked a su.ffiaient 
knowledge of the plays at this early 
stag$ and were• .. unable to gi 'tte me e:Kaetly 
what I wanted~ Pe:r>haps this was a mistake 1 
to ask them for some ;~;soX't of subjeot;tv.e 
evaluation so early1 . but, I :t"o.und that 
I aoh1eved what I was really after; that 
or strengthening the bonds of' comntunioation 
between mysell' and my cast. I wanted to 
be extremely sensitive to the problems 
my aators were having, and I wanted them 
to be awarEJ o'£ my oonaider~:tions fo:r their 
emotional climate- An actor oannet work: 
unless his su:t"l"'unding olim.ate is conduaiv~ 
to the kind of wo~k he i.s trying to do • I c 
do not mean that it m.ust be o:lean:t well lit, 
II 
II 
nois;el~s:s~, and, d~straction-free ~ ( To• a point, 
it nn~st.) I mean the emotional climate .. An 
.ac~or cannot work in a vacumn;c and one of 
the most important jobs o.f the director, 
I felt, was to keep :feedirig the actors 
different kinds of' emotional food to munch 
on: excitement, concentration; an attempt 
to accomplish a. great deal o.f work in a 
small span of time .. Well, back to the 
rehearsal~ We then ran through THE SANDBOX. 
1. GRANDMA - cros·s to down center o•n your 
first entrance,. Establ.ish this as more 
. ~~ 
or less nyour s·pot n,. 
;2,. Grandma ts nthat ts: alltt a. signing o·f:f 
at the end o:f the speech, a change of attitude, 
3 ~ GRANDMA :.::-I ~ wh,y she t s here. { Othert s 
don't) 
4. MRS;; BAR:Y..ER ... don't overdue the faint 
bit~ Becomes stretched out of proportion. 
5 .. Cast ... don't ad lib tongue sounds and 
clicks .• 
6 •. Cast ..... don tt be ncute't .. Gut the slices 
thin and clean, don 1t mess around •. 
II 
II 
II 
6$,30 ,.., 9~00 P:M 
We ope:taed om;- rehearsal with the 
GRANDMA ...... MRS i: BARKER aoene-. I was lll'l. ... 
happy that we had b$en unable to make 
progress with this sat1tnet and :r felt that 
a. quiok wo.rk-over would do no harm~ An 
exploration of' values and att.futude.s.- A 
bit of' clarity a.ehieved~- We Clontinuad 
and ran th~ough THE Af~RIOAN DREAMf then 
wen~ on to THE SANDBOX~ and came back to 
the_opening S:qene c>t AMERICAN DREAM.: 
NOTES~ 
1• G:RAN.D!U has a flail"' for the dramat-ic .• 
Sometime~ enjoys a bit o.f h~un• 
2~ GRANDMA must retain a. sense of physical 
awareness~pfijns:Laa.l qu:ali ty i:nher.ent in 
sottieo:ne who is ttrtn:~al* n 
· · 3 • Qttali ty G·£ DADDY __ that o:f underlying 
(-· faid.,ue and blandness.; 
'. 
' . 
' · the end of the week;. and it, was dif'fieul t; to 
shake not only theil" enn'Uit but mine..r We 
began a half,..hearted line reheal:"eal, but 
it quickly deterio;t'ated into an enibition, 
fo't' my benefit, of the tr'I'wistn. MOMMY and 
DADDY al:"Q avid Twisters. We resUllled $ome 
sort of rehearsal t but the east was getting 
pu.nohy, the room waa stuffy, W'S were all 
tired after a long week, so I dismissed 
them all for a two hour supper before 
the night rehearsal. 
It was my experience all during the 
term of rehearsals,. that the afternoons 
were most o.f'ten the least productive. I 
believe after a day of aehool and everything 
else, battling crowds on the l~A, etc. the 
energy lev~l or all of us at 4f00 had aUlik· 
:~o rook bo!ttom .for the daylO: The night .:r>e;-
hearsals were m.uch.more creative, lively, 
and inspiring. 
?tOO - 9t00 PM 
The east returned · · · r~freshed to a 
certain de~(!)e, and we ran quick :runthrougb.s 
of THE Ar·1ERIGAN DREAM and THE SANDBOX~ I 
mean ttquicktJ in that all the speeches, all 
the movements we~e to be made as quickly 
as possible. When th$Y had done it as quickly 
as pcn~~s:lble, I said ttlJ.Iherel That rs almost 
f'a.s't enough~ no.f Colll"SS, I was kidding them, 
II 
j ·, 
and. they knew i't, but th~ay also knew 
how much importande I plae.ed upon first~ 
rapid:i~y, and la.te:r; pace~ I first wan:ted 
them to betorne aware of speed, and then 'to 
be able to. diffe~ntia.te beween speed and 
pace'* 
No Notes .. 
I was diasat:L$f1~d with the move ... 
tnQnt of the S:centi!S invo1'1/'ing the YOUNG 
MAN. We had just gotten him f:rom the I~jor 
Prodttotion, so he. was not up- to the rest 
of the cast yet: 1 but whene-ve:r he came. on 
f . 
stag&,, t.hli!_;Oont:inu1ty o£ movement collapsed. 
··-: 
It ws becaus~ o·f this, I think; that I 
bedanle aware of how rigid and strict a 
disalh,pline the movement had become •. w~ began 
working on the YOUNG MAN,. When I say nwe"• 
I do not aQtually mean the oaat, bttt Tom 
Worth and. I. irle began wo:rking on the YOUNG 
MAN is a nhar$J,ctau7.. and hoW.; as a oharaot~r 
. . . ' 
did he fit in with the J?est of these st;range 
people ett stage... I .found that Tom needed 
a certain security in his role; whinh ~lien he 
later found a sense o£ belie£ in. himself~ achieved.. 
' I 
I tried to build a eense o:f rapport 
among the acting company~. I kept ref.-. 
i'ering to them a.s a company, because I 
A., 
hoped it would gi-v-e them a community 
\ \ . 1 . ~ feeling, as if we were p ayJ.ng repertory, 
which :Ln a sense, we we~e._· I might say, 
that for the :most part,· this unity, or 
oornmun:Lty feeling ran right through, the 
· whole rehearsal period, .and through the 
. 
pertiormanaes.· Of oourse thE¢e were times 
when things were a bit strained f an actress 
kept .forgetting the same line, · an actor · · 
would dqnS:±.~"be.n.~-yl•lfli~s~:;ttbe::J~ecs~..nt:r.a~~ 
cue 1 · but all in all,·· the;re was respect 
:for one another's wox-k which I was grateful 
.for, and tried to make. stronger as the 
rehearsals went on .. · 
NOTES~, 
1 •. GRANDNTA .... remember that as the play 
progresses, you become more and mor¢ 
pressed for time in your effort to 
settle the problem of the dilemma.· 
2. GRANDMA -.. your goodbye spee¢.h like that 
a,f Emily'··s in OUR toWN. ·A bit of nostalgia 
to contrast the li&rdness preceeding and 
:following that scene., 
; . "! 7 8 
MONDAY; 30 Octobe~1 3.~30 - 6~00 
We started out with a top to bot--
term runthrough of' the SANDBOX, then 
THE AMERICAN DREAM •. Despite the obvious 
rough spot.$> l was quite plea?Bed.. The ca.~;t 
still needs the script. tor certain parts, 
but they handle them rathe.r> well while 
moving about. 1 suspect that GRANDMA, 
however, do~s not spend as much time 
studying he;r lin.ea as she should!' 
NOTES! 
1. MRS! BA..11.KER ..... a sha:r:per attack en 
character. Who is MRS ·i B? What does 
she want with thi$ :familY; etc!' A social 
olimber!' rtThis committee> that committee.," 
.2,;. Village Idiot an Albee joke on the 
Village Voice newspaper. 
3 ~.· Night brings comfort to GRANDMA. in 
SANDBOX .. 
7I00 10~00 PM 
I canceJ~ed the rehearsal so that 
the cast oould go to the :Major Progu,ct:i:.on 
performance. 
TUESDAYJ ,31 October 3;30 - 6;00 PM 
The reh~arsal started with a line run-
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through of the SANDBOX and the YOUNG MAN's 
scenes .in THE AMERICAN DREAM. Then a block-
ing runthrough {pantomime) o'f each play. :r 
felt that by separating the words from the 
mov~ment .; I might be able to spot incon-
sitencies O'f character, style, or general 
rythm. Because of the diffuseness o.f' THE 
AMERICAN DREAM, in particular, a continuity 
and flow of action must exist to keep the 
play together. A certain tendency exi"Sted 
where we would sometimes find ourselves 
in the middle of the play wondering how 
we got there. I was striving for continuity. 
7:00 ,_. 9:45 
A continuation of the af'ternoonls 
rehearsal. 
NOTES: 
1. MRS. BARKER - rela:x:,, don't take your-
self so seriously. 
2. MOMMY - a general loss of' vitality. 
3. MOMMY - "Masculine Daddy" lines should 
indicate how MO]Ifii.IT is able to manipUlate 
DADDY by feeding his peculiar needs. 
4. Opening scene sets the rythm of' the play -
changes} varies; goes up and down. 
80 
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WEDNE~DAY, 1 November 3UO - 6:00 
Up until now-; we have been rehearsing 
THE SANDBOX without a MUSICIAN. When I 
.first started rehearsing'" I got a musician 
from the music department, a clarinet player, 
to agree to be in the production·, but he 
1ate.t' discovered·, when he came to a r,e~ep,rs~.l 
that it wasn't going to be as interesting 
as. he had hoped·. He excused hims;e:l:f, and 
we have been .us.ing the assistant stage 
manager as a IllliSIGI!N, so the actors: would 
be used to another body on stage, even 
though the MUSICIAN has no lines. Today 
I went to see li~~ Chrisman; the conductor 
o.f the pand, who introduced me to another 
clarinet player. I interviewed him, and 
he will come to a sufficient number of 
rehearsals to be acceptable. 
We had runthroughs of THE SANDBOX 
and THE AMERICAN DREAM. 
7:00 - 9:00 
I had been so pleased with our pro-
gress that I invited my .faculty' advisor, 
Samuel Hirsch,: to come to a. rehearsal. He 
came tonight, and from the moment he entered, 
. ~ 
, ! •. 
' 
the rehearsal sta.rted falling· apart. I had 
foolishly neglected to' tell the actors that 
he was coming, and they were unprepared to 
perform in front of anyone.. They becam.e 
very nervous, lost their concentration, 
and fumbled lines, moves and cues. Mr.. Hirsch 
sensed immediately that the :rehearsal was 
going to pieces because of his too early 
visit, and excused himself after a very 
short while. He had, however, seen a .few 
things for me to work on,, which I later 
found extremely helpful in bringing me 
to a closer understanding OJ.f the plays. 
The rest of the rehearsal time was 
spent in a discussion o,f our progress thus 
.:far" and I also briefed the cast to prepare 
themselves for visits from the faculty. I 
had. allowed no visitors: to the rehearsals, 
and the presence o£' someone outside the 
cast, especially the head of' the department 
of Acting and Directing, had made them 
unduly nervous. I apologi~Zed. 
I excused the cast early .. 
THURSDAY,. 2 November 3:30 - 6:00 
No rehearsal. 
7;00 - 9~45 PM 
Runt~ough of MRS. BlRKER - GRANDMA 
scen$ 1 and YOUNG MAN - GRANDMA scene. Then 
a runthrough of the Ar4ERIOAN DREAM,. 
NOTESt 
., . 1" .MRS .. BARKER.,."'t react more to GRANDMA when 
~-
sitting on eouoh ... : T$nde:ney to play alone., 
2. rtlifohodyt s damn business", nobody; :ref$rs 
to DADDY. 
3., GRANDMA .... in humble speech, a lot of the 
· words.are unneocessary to the telling; 
., 
whi!i9 othe:rs a;r-e veey important. Find 
the prope:ro emphasist and. the whole speech 
will become more clear. it is neccessary 
that the audience 1 later on, establishes 
the eonneetion between the tJbumblen and 
the YOUNG MAN • 
FRIDAY; :3 Nove:mbe:r, 3:30 .... 6~00 PM 
I opened the rehearsal with a dis~ 
cussion o£ the things we were beginning to-
nnde:ratand aboutc THE SANDBOX and THE AMER!OAN 
DREAM. I read to the east parts o£ Vance 
Pe.ekardfs book 1 ttThe Status seekers" and 
we $xplo:red aome- the discussed American 
values Paeka~d was reporting, and Albee 
is satirizing. We rehearsed THE AMERICAN . . 
DREA1v1 from the YOUNG MAN r s entrance, and 
then l'ehea:r-eed ~rom top to bottom.,t 
7: 00 _, 10 ~ 00 PJ.1 
No rehearsal because of ·the critique 
per.forme.nce of the graduate show, LONG 
DAY's JOUENEY INTO NIGWr. 
.; 
SATURDAY• 4 November; lO!OO .M..:I ... 1:.00 PM 
Runtht'o·ugh Q!f THE JUvt&RIO.AN DREAM and 
THE SANDBOX. 
2t00 ... 5~00 PM 
The fir.st mee·ting of" r;;HE zoo STORY cast 
where we were not just eoming i'rom a class; 
and on the point of' leaving for a.nothe:r>.. Thank 
heaven for time just to.sl.t and talk) and 
stand up and move; and then again to sit 
and. talk~ Realizing that my zoo STORY cast 
was under the pressu:r·e .o·f having only two full 
weeks o::f rehearsal compared to the o:thers ' 
four; I began With everything at once .-. 
blocking, speech rythms.; moti·vations, acti&na;. , 
.. 
beats, etc. j until we Wel"e so dizzy with the 
trying eo hard to do .$o much wo.rk, VY"e slowed 
down to a more reasonabl~ pace. 
p ~ .. 8 4 
I 
1 
NOTES·~ 
1., .PETER lacks; the courage to get out of 
a world of his own making. 
2 •. ~ERR! has di:ffioulty keeping in touch 
l 
with reality-. · 
3. PETER is probably a man who has lost a 
creativity ~e once had .• 
4~ · JERRY the man without the ppportunities 
of PETER •. Resents PETER, possibly t because 
o:f thi$, among other reasons;.; 
. 
· 5 •. JERRY shows signs of being educated; his 
references to m.ytho~logy, for instance.; but 
probably not college educated; just reads 
a lot •. 
6.,.: JERRY more bitter and vindictive than 
vicious and sadistic. 
7,. Attention o:f PETER and. -JERRY mostly o·n 
thernsel ves .... lack of' co·mmuniQ:atio·n to be 
immediately evident ... 
8. JERRY not able to deal with people. ttAnimals 
are indifferent to me .... like people, most of 
the time.n 
9-.- THE ZOO STORY a very direct and. forceful 
·play- hence the chosen ;presentational' style-. 
10 ~ JERRY's life a story of' c-ompromise - his 
relationship wit.h the dog evide.!tce., 
/ 
l 
11. Albee's techniques .... like doorbell bit 
in nAmerican Driamtt - allow :for many inter-. 
preta"Yi~ns·~ 
12 .• was killing the dog an act o,f love? 
13~ Jerry's letters ""' who :f'rom? 
14!! Jerry tries to make Peter uncom:f'ortable, 
yet i.n the end, thanks him for tteom.fortingtt 
him;. 
15,. Peterts line trThat's disgustingtt, introverted~ 
16~ Jerryts device to involve Peter through 
anger:-
MONDAY, 6 November .3·~30 "f· 6~00 PM ZOO STOltt 
I brought m.y tape recorder to ·this 
rehearsal for an exP~riment~ I wondered what 
sort of an effect lis.tening to their own 
voices would have on the actors!' I wanted them 
to hear wh~t sort of a discipline the voice 
patterns were starting to bec~ome. Alas, it 
became more interesting than instructive, and 
I reiilized that the actors would plaoe more 
.faith in intuition and the rt;tnner earn than 
in a mechanical device .. A runthrough o1f 
THE ZOO STORY 
~ 
NOTESt 
1~ Jerry simila~ to uyanktt in THE HAIRY APE by 
II 
Eugene 0 •Neil" Bot.if: set apart, f'J:"om society, 
both unable to communicate, both seek death 
because of their frustration. 
2t Jerry .... mu.st immediately put Peter on the 
de.fensi ve and ~atphliuiilnt..;tb.~. 
3~ Jerry f'irs't e;,tam±nes. Peter.to .find out if 
'he is the right sort of s.ubject. 
41 Peter is uncomfortable and embanrased by 
Jerryt s questian.s - he is not accustomed 
to discussing intimate faots about his life; 
and certainly not with strangers. 
5. Jerry delights in being able to manipulate 
Peter" 
6. Peter stays despite his disgust at some of 
the things Jerry says:!. Why? 
7. Relationship between Jerry and Peter not 
homosexual. Homosexuality represents a::1d 
barrier to communication. Jerry has tried 
... 
homosexuality when younger, in an effort 
to find love, understanding~ communication -
but was unsuccessful.; Now trying to find an 
understanding on a level other than physical. 
8. Peter is somewhat interested about Jerry's 
living conditions, but not motivated to 
introspectille thought. 
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9. Relationship of Je~ry to a Ohrist figure. 
Jerry-; JESUS:$ :Fetei•lPET:ER. Jerry eomes to a 
pa:r:-k;:. fo~ eomm:uni.oation, Jae:us went to Gesthemene 
for communication. ~er.ry makes a decision 
: about de:.-.th :tn tlte park1 Jesus makes a dea;lson 
e.bout d~th a·1; mesthetne:ne.: Peter denies Jerry t 
Peter deni.e:a Jesus.~ Jel'l7 an outo-ast ~· Jesus 
an outnast J both "'angry young men." This aapent 
of THE zoo STORY :not the most important 1 but 
an interesting and provocatiYe level on which 
the play is const:ru.ttted. Play eo.nstl"Ucted 
on many levels, this is but one of' them. 
·. · 10. Pete:t" t $ place on the bench the only thing 
· that l:le actuallY owns, or ca.rea mu~h about .• 
· The only pl:"ivate be has. Hie ttplatte in the sun• n 
6,. At zoo Je'!rrY realizes the irony o.f ·the 
animals behind the bars with the people out 
in front. Jerry feels that there is a ~elation-
. ship to the ba.ra separating the animals and 
the ba~ sep~ting the people: the ba~s 
ot steel. on one hand, and the b~rs or under .... 
standing and eolllnltmication on the other-o 
18". Jernr - utili~e and axplot-e some o:r the 
humor in the boardinghoue$ and dog stories. 
Partioular!ae the characters of landlady, 
hamb't:U"g vendor,. colored queen, old maid aunt, eto,; 
The stories geoome more alive as the people 
in th,em become more real to you. 
191': Jerry doe.sn.rt know who; what, or wher(i}', 
God is·1 or why., Would des;pemtely like to know •. 
7~00 ... 10100 PM AMERlOAN DREAM 
We began With a ~through of the 
AMERICAN DREAM, Which I taped for the same 
reason I had taped ZOO STORY. The actors 
. were .suprlsed, and a bit dismayed; in some 
instanoea, at the way they sounded. I found 
that I had to justify some of the unpleasing 
qualities of their vocal sounds, which I 
felt were just what I wanted., 
NOTES; 
1~ The Young Man is smooth in voie:e and 
. moveme.nt. A casual, monotone character.. 
z. Grandmats speeches much be clearer., 
3~ Irony: Middle Age creates the image of 
the n.amerioan Dream" and enjoys it. 
4~. Mi.ddle Age is the economic and social 
power in our society. Middle Aged.rete:rmines 
the tastes, values, criterio-ns, of judgement. 
5. Mommyts entrance to ask Grandma about 
her missing TV and room> must be furious 
and nasty~ Later, when Mommy realizes that 
Grandma is gone, we rnust reflect. back to 
this scene, the last time Grandma and M:ommy 
see each other~. 
6~ Grandma m.ust be more interested and 
excited, ph.ysiea.11y1 by the Young Man~ 
7., Mpmmy doesn't belie-ve in nyann ;- jU,.st 
'Uses it for t.ht>aats to Grandma~. 
TUESDAY 7 NQvember ZOO STORY 
RuntMough of ZOO STORY 
NOTES~ 
1 . ., Jerry's sytematic breakdown o.f Peterts 
complacency,, Pete.r tri,es to read until 
forced to stop" 
z~. Peter discovers within himself, that 
what Jerry aays about the oats and parakeets 
mirrors his own di.sta:te of the animals • 
3.- Pete.~ts feeble dis.Qu$sion of the writers 
to. manifest his fumbling efforts at com.-
municatiozh He is normally "reticent"' n 
4, Jerry .,... keep constant prl;fSsure on Peter ... 
don't let up even in the "pauses.n A game 
o£ none-upmanship" for Jerry~. 
6.; Has Jerry ever seen Peter in the park 
before this day? 
8., Dog story involves and disturbs Peter 
·' '9'0 ·.· 
1 
because o£ his own fumbling attempts at 
communication_. Emphasi·s on lonliness of Peter,. 
7" Jerry -.. keep distinct the areas in the 
dog story ""' the apartment s.tairs 1 the entrance 
h,all, Golumbus Avenue" .etc. 
10! ln Peterts n.r dontt understandn lies 
the destruction o:f the two men.. Peter DOES 
understandt but cannot bring himself to 
say so. Jerry believes that Peter· doesn't 
understand, whi:~h makes up his mind to seek 
death as the .solution to his :frustration. 
11~ Pantomime the siappj.ng and stabbing: scene. 
7~00 ...... 10~00 PM AM.ERJJlA.N DREAM & SANDBOX 
Runthrough of AMERICAN DR.EAM from Mrs~ 
Barker t s entrani!te .• 
NOTESt 
1 •. Grandma - dur.i.ng· 1 and especially after, 
we must :feel the urgenc'Y in Gskndma to 
elear up all business be:fo;l;'e leaving,. When 
Mrs~ Barker makes her sejond! en;Srance 1 this 
urgency must be at its peak.i!. 
2... :Mommy .;.;.- don't always take yottrself so 
seriously. Relaxj have a li;ttle more funt 
don't worry a.bout your lines:, and have a 
ball~ RELAX • 
j 
3. Mrs. Barker .-. ~one down vocal e:ne:rgy 
;juat a. bit,. Dontt come on 1dth su()h a bang.-
4, Ml"ae: Bax-ker ... , wait a bea-t before ent.erlng 
after Grandma's exit. 
5~ Daddy - not ao forlo~ at the end- Remember 
that when Mommy has 'the Young Man to play 
with, you won't be picked on so often. 
WEDNESDAY 8 November 3t30,. 6;00 Al\iERICA.N DREAM 
Runthrough o:f,···AJ.lJERI OAN DREAM 
motes• 
1~ GX'Im.dtna ..... on "People don't say goodbye !I .,n 
speech• a bit more somber .... a premonition 
of .fa:rewell. 
2. Young Man • must fit into the style o£ 
movement already es~ablish$d by the other 
qha,:racters. Find specific moments to. relate 
to Grandma and Mollltn:1• Presenta].ti.onal atyle 
to be fulfilled in all chal"aoters e"V'enl:r ,, 
3- Grandnia .... o:n n::rt wonldn tt look well • • "* 
. a realisation on your part of the attraction 
for the Young Man .. 
At the end of this r-ehearsal session 
. l deaid$.d that it was time to take stock of 
our progress thus tar~ I asked eaah o£ the 
actors in turn~ what they thought the action 
1 . 
1 
of th~ AMERICAN DREAM was~ With a certain 
a..lllount of guidance on my part, the discussion 
:was quite .fruitful. They all ca.rrte to about 
the same decision ~ the action o:f THE 
AMERICAN DREAM~ To get satia.fae:ti.on .. I then 
asked each of them what. they thought their 
individual .acrti.ons~ were, TheY came very 
close~ indeed most of' them hit it on the head. 
I had never asked them their over-all actions, 
f'or I knew that were. my dire.ction successful, 
they wouJ.d .find out by playing th~ nee(l;s of 
each moment 1 knowing a:t all times what they 
were do:ing and where they were heading in the 
play., I was extr-emely satisf'ied by their 
und{!rstanding of' the plays. {we played the 
naction gamen With the SANDBOX, also), and 
I knew we wel"e progressing satisf'aatorily .• 
We then ran throUgh TEE SANJJBOX, and THE 
AMERICAN DREAM once again~ 
7~00 ~ lOtOO PM ZOO SToRY 
Runthrough of' THE ZOO STORY 
Notest 
1~ Pt=rter - put away pipe as your reaction, 
to line about lung eanae:r. 
2 .• Jerry ... break down dog story into separate 
;Ldea segments. Implement: vocally~ :Exwriment. 
'91'2 I··' ;,J 
II 
I 
4. Jerry needs to be visually exciting.t 
phy$ieally. Needs to involve audience by 
moevement as veil as voice~ 
5~ Jerry- has a flair :for· the dramatici and 
consciously extends dog story into theatricality~ 
6,. n:rt fs: all right, Peter1 yourt"'e not a 
vegetE!ble~ you tre an animal, too. tt Peter 
has :finally done something active .,.. involvem!ant 
with death of' Jerry.,. Vegetable~Passive ; 
Animal~ Acid ve. 
TJWRSDAY 9 November .3 ~30 - 6!00 
Rtmthrough of SANDBOX 
Runthn>ugh of ZOO STORY 
Runtb.rough o£ AMERICAN DREAM 
No notes!!' 
7~00 .- lliOO ZOO STORY & SAN.DBOX 
Runthrough of SANDBOX 
NOTESl 
1~ You,ng Man - flex muscles on ttWill you 
loo·k; at you!tt 
Run.through of ZOO STORX 
NOTES; 
1. rtMove overn busines'Jir the build up to· the 
f'ight ... DesQ';ription of the zoo unimportant 
here:• Real importance lies in t.he tension and 
L 
1 
determination o£ Jerry. 
2!i ttiJave sex with • • ,. make love • • n What 
does this mean to Peter? Ea,sential to 
characterization. 
3~ Peterls nJ::tm not angry" - doesn'-t:; get 
angry; but retains annoyancre i does not 
realty forgive. 
4~ 11But letts talk about the zoo't ...,. Simply to 
change the subjeo"C .. Je:r-ry has no intentio:r:t 
o:f telling the .Zoo sto:cy at this time~ 
5". Opening of' the J~'og Story should be more· 
tranquil~ A gradual build necessary. 
6.~ Jerry ""' an enjoyment of the reliving o£ 
the Dog St<>ry., 'XheatriC'all.zation exciting 
to Jerrr. 
8. t~He:r dog .. .• tr Jerry Qomes. to £eel t.hat 
the dog is his after what they have been 
through together. Introspective, 
10. Peter - quiqk build of hysteJ:,>ical laughter, 
slow descent. 
11, ttMove over'.r and punching should be 
:i,mmediately strange and .startling .. both to 
''Peter and the a.udien(Je., r~ore to the audience. 
F'RIDAl 10 November 3~30 .. 6~00 & 7;00 ... lO,tOO 
L 
Runthroughs o·f THE SANDBOX, THE ZOO STORY, and 
THE AMERICAN DREAM .. 
NOTES: 
1., Peter _, ttQh you live in the Villagen 1 
don tt io~e line up stage.,-
2. Peter ._ WEJ.lk more lightly on the pla t.forms 
when you exi-t .. 
3 ,~ Mommy .-. pa,us.e before delivering 11 You 
don tt know anything, do you .. tt 
4. Mommy-. Emphasise H'fERRIBLE sc-ene.n 
5! Mommy .... not so much fussy busines~ with 
hands •. 
SATURDAY 11 November 10~00 AM .... 1~00 PM 
Runthrough$ of AJ.mRtOAN ~REAM and ZOO STORY 
2~00 - 5t00 PM 
Runthrough of ZOO STORY 
NOTES:t 
lo! ·Jerry .,.... not quite so int,ense at beginning~ 
A little ~euse, becoming more relaxed with · 
· conf'idenee~ . · 
2., Jerry f.eels- need to be flippant about- his 
.. big~~ - a <to'Ver up for his tr:rue feelings, 
which he doesn't often express .• 
3. Jerry is flippant about the poison hamburger 
in the_ s~me wayi 
,J 
MONDAY 13 November 3:30 - 6~00 PM 
We had a runthrough of ali three 
plays after whioh I assembled t.he east 
for a discuasion\i. I read the statement of 
intention whi.ch I was to deliver at the 
Friday ·critique. I felt that my cast was 
entitled to know what I intended to say; 
since I d$;d not want them to at tend the 
critique following the performance~ 
NOTES.! 
1~ Young man - keep hands open during 
calisthenics in SANDBOX" Never make a fist~ 
2~ Mommy and Daddy - good concentration~ 
3.., Grandma - don't break your concentration 
to ask f'or a line. 
4.., Grandma - On tTOh Lordy11 , f'ali. ba¢1k wit.h 
both hands folded on your ch~st •. 
5 ~ Mommy and Daddy . ,.. don't move around 
back stage af'ter your exi,ts! 
6! Youn,g Mand ~· GOMFOgT fl'randma With your 
Angel o£ Dea:eh speech.. This is your ac:tion!i 
7! Jerry -.. ur don't knowrt not. introspecti-ve, 
but of:f,..,hand~ 
8. Peter .-. nrn case your a holdup mann is 
Peterts poor excuse for a joke, but he 
becomes concerned when he realizes that it 
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may be true;. 
9. J~'J:'ry ....,. each p~ch on ttmove overtt must 
be progressi.vely harder and more. insiste;lt. 
10 .. Pete:r doesn't find anything hUinerous 
in the Dog Story,. 
ll. Mommy .... pause before nr went to buy a 
new hat ;. ;.» A beat change,~ 
12.. Grandma. .... HI tve go.t to go get the rest 
I 
o:f the boxesrr .... dontt, lose line up stage.i!. 
13~ Daddy - play up your operation when itfs 
:referred to,.. 
14. Mrs~ Barker -. Emphasis on PROFESSIONAL 
not on WOMAN,~ 
15 • Mommy - don't cut of'£ ~ddy on nqua.lills n. 
16. Young Man -. move only your arm on ui 'm 
not su.re" - not whole body. 
17. Mommy .... more enthusiasm with Young Man -
a very real physical attraction,. 
18., Grandma ~ a more serious at.titude while 
trying to help Mrs.. Barker wit,b "dilemma,. n 
19.~ Young Man - trYes ~· I havett the same as 
uyesl I am't in the SANDBOX .. 
8';00 ... lOtOO PM 
Further stagin~~· o:f the death saene in THE ~ 
ZOO STORY. 
TUESDAY 1.4 November 3130 - 6tOO 
Due t.o several factors, such as a 
non-existent light plot, improper wiring 
in ro@m 210 1 and other various annoying 
inoc:mveniences 1 I was .forced to abandon :my 
acto.:rs temporarily, and go hang lights and 
wiring~ Dave Deacon was doing his best with 
what. he had to work wi. th ~ but his crew 
was less than helpful, and the Trdesigne:rn 
wa:s l~ss tlait1r'tJ$.p.onsible. I turned over a 
line rehea:rsB-1 to my· s.tage manager, who 
proved to be my mos.t valuable assistant., 
Line. ;r-ehearsal of SANDBOX and ZOO BTORY.!o 
7;30 -_10:00 FM 
Room 210 was still not ready for 
rehearsal, so I again turned over a line 
rehearsal of Grandma and the Young man to 
my assistant .stage manager in one room, and 
a line rehearsal of zoo STORY to Jill in 
another room, while I again put on my 
:Wlll'~kt.!¢m~bhes,. Th:iS1 was the most annoying 
time of the whole produ-ction .. That I had 
to a~ndon· iny actors at this crucial time 
in the rehearsal period because o.f the 
iritesposibility of one designer was thoroughly 
·exasperating~ 
l 
WEDNESDAY 15 November 3i30 .... 7;00 
Rehearsal of THE ZOO STORY 
l\IOTES; 
1,., Peter .... don't· scream as Jerry slaps yo.u~. 
2. Peter· .... uae book in mal y ways to manti' est 
you:r•. discomf'ort) readiness to leave,. etc •. 
3 ~ Peter ._ be more formal* uncom:fortabltj 
.so 1 when you give Jerry your addres$ •. 
4. Each of Pater's linea 1/2 interest, l/2 
resistanae. 
5 ~ Oil ttand it. came to pass .. ,~ 1' Peter is 
really involved .. 
8 t 00 ,.... 11:; OCJ PM 
Teqhnical runthrough of SANDBOXf ZOO STORY, 
and AMEIUCA:W DREAM 
THURSDAY 16 November 3~30 ~ 6;00 PM 
Runthrough with costumes.~ 
BtOO - 11:00 PM 
Dress rehearsal - Costumes and :Makeup. 
FRlDAY 17 November 
Gri t1.que Performanc:e. 
END OF REHEARSAL tOG 
7:00 PM 
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DTREOTOI\tS PRO:OUGT,ION LOG 
I ~s origint.\lly soheduled to d() 
my Thesis Production in March, later· in 
the school year, P_resident Kennedy changed 
the date 1 by ca11iJ.l:g into active reserve 
another graduate student who was to have done 
his show in November" I de:qided to take his 
$pot~ . an,d on Tuesday, October 10, I informed 
Mr!j H;Lrs¢h and Mr .. Ninhol.o~noiflfm~fae~is:to:n •. 
;••' 
;tO; Qe:to"b:er - I .qalled Mr* Nicholson o·n the 
phone· to ask him to assign me a stage manager 
and assist.an"t stage manager11 I told him that 
Dave Deacon had asked me if he could be my 
Production Manager·." Tholl.gh Da.v:ets w:tf·e was 
e:xpe:ct;lng a baby soon, and he had a paft time 
Job·; the:re was noone I trusted as much as Dave" 
Mr~ Nicholson said th'!t he was sceptical; in 
·~·· . . view o:f Dave t.s other obligations 5 but would 
... 
approve him as Production Stage Manager (since 
he cot.~ldri 't. think of anyone else at the 
:moment.) ~ He also s~id he ~rould consult the 
Theatre Practice List to find me a suitable 
stage managel!'·, and that l should call him 
tomorrow~ 
1 01 
j 
11 October -. I posted the casting notice 
for the .following week; 
Mon. Oct. 16 
. . 
Tues~ Oct .• 17 
Wed.. oct~ 19 
Thurs~ Oct~ 20 
l then called Mr. Nicholson and asked if he 
could glve me. an assistant stage manager 'to 
help me with the readings., He said he would 
assign me an assistant soon, ~d a~·~stage 
manager1 too~ 
16 October .... First readings ,_for the three 
plays!> Fourteen students read. Still no 
stage :manager o.r assistant. 
17 October - J; called Mr. Nieholson to suggest 
Jill Joselo:fi' as:my stage manager~ I had worked 
with her before and found her thoroughly 
responsible and competent. Mr .. Nicholson, 
-after some deliberation, approved Jill as 
my stage manager. I called Mr. Armist,ead to 
find out, i.f a deigner had yet ~een assigned 
to me. No~ one had not~ Readings in the 
afternoon """ ten students read. 
1$ October .... Galled Mr .. Nicholson to find 
out if he had yet. assigned me a lighting 
designer. No; he had not. We had readings 
again in the a.fternoon ... ten students read. 
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19 October .-. I contacted Richard Pa:rinello 
o.f the Music Theatre Department to see if 
he could. suggest a musician who would be 
willing to play the pa.rt of' the l'vlUS.ICIAN in 
the SANDBOX. Jill called Mr. Nicholson to 
arrange a production nteeting between she~ 
myself, and he" Me.eting set :for the 2Jrd 
at 3::30~ Readings in the morning and the 
afternoon ;.. seven students readt 
20 October ..,. Posted ca.st list,. 
YOUNG MA.N ,.,. Tom Warth 
GRANDMA ..,. Aili Paal 
MOMMY ... Jane Stroll 
MRS!,i BARKEE .- Patrcicia Jobe 
DADDY -.. William Guild 
1-IIUSIGIAN --- Dick Sander-s 
JERRY - Ronald Irving· 
PETER -. Robert Kaf'es 
23 Octobe~ . .._ Ga.lled Mr .• Nicrholson in the 
morning to check o.n production meeting in 
the af'te:z;noon •. ~1froduct-ion meeting called o:ff', 
but des-igners assi~dj! Bi:fi' Johnson - lighting 
and sets, Gloria Fricke .... costtm1es • I called 
both Bi.ff and Gloria together in the afternoon_ 
to distius.i a general outline ,,o:f P:n:Iduction. 
That- night, a meeting. of' ~he na.ets, exaept 
f'or Worth and Irving who are in the Major· 
Production until Nov.. 4~ 
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.l called Mr"' Nicholson to anange production 
meeting :for the ;following day • 
24 October - P~oduction meeting with 
Bi:f£ Jo§nson and Mr., Armistead to discuss 
.:;.-,, 
the set~ 
25 October - Called Mr~ Nichols:on to again 
:request. an assistant stage manager.: I needed 
someone on book while Jill was :nmning aroUnd 
the town doing mucrh more important things 
than prompting. .I also needed her to take 
my rehearsal notes. Mr*' Nicholson said that 
he was. considering ttseveral pos.sibilitiesn 
for my assistant stage manager; and that I 
would have one nsoon~ tt 
31 October - Called Mr~.;· Nicholson to find 
out. if' he had yet ma.de a djcisio,n on my 
assistant stage manager (he had;ntt) 1 or if 
he had yet a.ssig~d me a crew~ (He hadntt) 
.. 
6 November ~ Ass,igned a crew and an assistant 
. stage manager. Tried to arrange a budget 
meeting for Mr., Ni~holSO'n; and Jill, Who 
knows the budget demands of the productiem,. 
Mr~ Nicholson vetoes idea of anyone but the 
director attending the budget meeting~ 
7 No"'tember ,. Went to. the theat.re to see if 
I could cateh Mr. Nicholson with a spare . 
moment- o£ time. l did., and we discussed 
the budge-t,. He gave me a budget form, WlllGh 
I .filJ.ed out and submitted to Dt:\~ Ehrensperger 
.for approval~ 
From this point on, Da'Ve Deacon handled the 
produtrtion problems) and those are recorded 
in the Production Managerr·s Produotion Log. 
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DarlR Deacon 
PRODUCTION MANAGERtS PRODUOTION LOG. 
7 November . .,. Called production meeting o:f the 
c·rew~ Was attended by all but three. I went 
into the production meeting witli,r the following 
knowledge~ 
1) A rough.floor plan sketched out for me by 
Bif'f Johnson*. The plan was rule-of thumb, 
and had not been measured o:ff in :feet or 
inches. We did not have an elevation or 
pa.int sk~tch~ These :factors were to cause 
ctonsiderable delays in the days to eome. 
2} I had a general concept of the lighting·~ 
3) I had a prop .list cqrresponding to the 
stage manager's prop list. 
4) ! had read the play$ ~nd · -was f'antilia.r With 
the presentat-ional concept envisioned by 
the director!i 
I outlined what l thought were to be 
the p;roblems o.f the prod:ucrtion as I saw them 
and asked the crew members i.f' they had any 
preferences for ass.ignments. Glady~ Smith, 
* This rough sketch was the one I had given to· 
Biff to explain the needs of' the show. He had 
done nothing further with it when he had 
given i.t to Dave;; ..,.. PLW 
who turned ou.t to be the hardest worker on 
the crew~ volunteered f'or props,"' Barbara 
:BUlotf voluntee:r-ed f'o:t' ~os:tume crew~ and. I 
assigned the rest to sta,g;e and lights.~ 
This part or· the meeting w~s adjourned 
and we proeeeded u,pstai:rs to begin worl<. "Long· 
Dayts Jou.rn.eytt was just being struck~ We 
pushed some o.f the platf'orms needed f'or the 
Albee plays into p.osition as desc;ribed by the 
sketch.-: We b-egan to set u,p :flats on the 210 
stage~. As we ;were :finisr..ing, Paul leaked in 
apd told U$· that the flats were supposed to 
go on the floor instead of 'the stage • We 
changed the .flats and qui't for the night~ 
8 November • We worked in the afternoon. 
B;i,:f'£ Johnson, the des-igner, inspected our 
work~ Biff and I agreed that the flats 
masking part of' the proscenium violated the 
b:laymmet'~ioal arrangement sought by the director., 
Mr'• Armistead he·lped us solv~ this problem 
by introduction of the reverse sides o:r the 
t1pi't tlat·s painted a neutral brown .. paul 
told us that tha platforms. had to be fastened 
together mo~ tightly since cracks were opening~ 
:: 1 0 7 
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The gi+-ls who had done the job of nailing 
battens. beneath the plat.fo:rms .did not ,seem 
to realize the purpose o:f what they we:J:>'e doing. 
Perhap.$ I .should have explained it more in 
detail~ "kfnile we are on i;Jhe $ubject o.f 
e:xplanat.:ton, I might comment on the ef'f'ectiveness 
of the erew:.o On the whole, :r wae not pa.fltieularly 
pl·eased with the ~r'ew •. As a general ruJ_e they 
were helpless'! Howeve~, all of them soked 
previous: bagkstage eXperience and teehnieal 
work; bu,t a few managed to learn quiq.kly, 
My crew ohief 1 Dick Tyrell was a willing 
worker., but he lacked the abilit.y to gi1re 
orders, Consequently thia burden .fell o•n 
me. A't :filr13t, Cl"'ew members woUld not do a thing 
without asking' me every little detail. When 
someone is asking you every othe:r· minute 
where to drive .a nail or Where is the sGrew-
dJ::Lver1 it becomes d:Lf.fiault to stand back 
and organize. When I was noii answerJrtg 
q11est.io.na about. the wo:rk, l found myself 
doing the wo:rk~, Thi$ most often just had 
to be done s.ince I ohlY had three men on 
the crew.. One or the other was usually 
missing and I had to pitch :in and move that 
bloody aw.fttl 250 Tb. sandboX;. I rea.li~ed 
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the "muscle"' problem from the beg1n.ning1 and 
·tri~d:u.aing some of the gir:ts for heav=y work •. 
I soo;n :found that it was easier- and safer to 
do the work myself .. 
qenerally, the erew problems resulted 
from inexperlenqe,; Some of' my crew memgers were 
defini:tH91Y n-ot ·G-Ut out .for the 'th:eat:t>e,. 
9 Novembe);' - l3i.ff .and Paul and I conf'er:."~ 
about the. lights. The permane:nt wiring for 
~no had not been strung correctly .. Wir-e 
had be~:tl e.trung on pi pea 3 and 5 . :for 11tong 
Day t s Jou.rneyn ,; however, :for our needs~ 
wire :ne~ed to b<e strung: on pipes 2 and 41! 
The wire was :not available at that point 
co '1/!rl$ -cou.ld not s.tring i'b·" I was hoping to 
have a light. plot from Bi:f:f Johnson so 
thcct~ two of my ~rew members and! myself could 
a;t le aet hang some of the instruments in 
their pt'oper position$. I :nevett' did get a 
light plo;t. indicating the positions of the 
'time if this had hee::n do:ne;; 
lO No·vemher -~ 'I'he basic setting has been 
'¥.- • . 
finally a·et~ The burlap ba.ek drop has been 
hung:_,. and the s.ides ·of the platforms have 
1: ~ 1 0 9 
bean htlllg· 'Vrtth the same black burlap material .• 
Sinoe we lacked l) paint for t-he platforms, 
2) wire .for th$ pipes; and 3) a light plot t 
we were handottff'ed ·t.o p:t>oceed. :furthet'·· The 
theatre wolJlld not be open all weekend because 
of' Vete;rant's Day. W~ qUit at 5~30* 
· 13 November '* T:tm N'.i·cholson will get the 
> 
zip -cord tomorrow.morning, and we~'l1 be able 
to string it- toi'.•iOnow a:fternoon. .Still no 
llqt p1ot 1 paint, or park bench .• '* Gladys 
Smith and .I have been trying to lo¢ate a par.k 
bench for THE ZOO STORY ii. We tri.ed the park 
oommisaion$ in Boston: and Brookline, who 
claimed that all their park benches were set 
.into c-ement 1 and not reUl.ovea ble ~ I tm dubious· 
§bout the validity of this answer, but we 
had no choice but to ao.c~pt it. Tim Nicholson 
tells me that 'We do not ha:ve a doorbell board~ 
and w1.11 have to make on~ out o.f spare pB.J.---tS 
in the elect.rie room. Looked :for parts, 1 but 
cou;ldn tt find them~ Tim :says he 11). B\) lYJ.y 11 
doorbell~ 
*As th:Ls book goe~_to be.bound* months after-
the p:t:>oduot:Lo·n., a li.ght plot and ground plan 
have still notbaen received. Those i:n this 
book a:re my own,. ~ PLW 
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14: November. - Finally got the wire this 
afternoon. Tim ou:tlined how it should be strung~ 
Had .some difficulty locati.ng the brackets 
which hold the wire in place on the pipes. 
Some well meaning sould had tucked them high 
on a shelf in the 210 kitchen;; Spent all 
afternoon stringing the wire with the help 
o.f Jim Haney. Had trouble connecting pipes 
3 and 5 because the_re were innumerable splicings 
. 
and the 6 wires running across pipe 5 terminated 
in a hopeless mess against the wall. Be~ause 
the s;;-:::arate lines\ become confused at the 
--~ - ' 
terminal points there is danger of severely 
overloading the various circuit-s. An added 
problem is the . .fact that ·the budget does not 
allow !or the purchase of new l'nre., Tim told 
me to piece together lengths of zip co~d 
for any special lights we wish to run .. 
That evening we hung and cabled the 
rtmormontt lights.- !t was a mal:"velously simple 
operation once the wire h,ad been strung • We 
had no trouble connecting the instruments to 
thei+' circuits with the academy plugs. 
15 November - Today we foc:used :and gelled the 
lights~- Gladys Smith and I picked up a pa;r~ 
\ 
bench in Milto.n. It· is ~· p;tece of lawn :furniture 
which is not quite right for the ZOO STORY; but 
can be used in the SANDl30X~ We will use .a 
bench .found in the theatre for the ZOO STORY .• 
I hooked ·up the ·Pommunic.a.tion system .from 
backstage to the house where the stage manager 
and light board· are ,partitioned off from the 
audience. Biff', the direo·~..(~r and the :stage 
manager stayed late to pai:nt the stage and 
work light cues .• 
16 November ... Finally got. a doo~hel1 th:i.s 
afternoon. and hooked i.t Up back stage within 
easy :reach of the thunder sheet •. The assistant 
stage manager oan easily work both sound effects. 
All the technical aspects of the production are 
finished. We are iate. but now we ca:n begin to 
run the. showli l made out a plan for shifting 
the scenery between acts (plays) • My crew 
was more than enough to handle the scene 
shifts which are .comparatively simple~ I de-
cided to diVide the crews into two groups and 
alternate them for eae:h per.fo:rmance~ Crew #1 
too·k Friday night'· Grew #2 would work Saturday 
rehear.sal,; etc. During the performances this 
worked out all right, but on. Saturday and Sunday 
11 2 
the crews shirked their responsibi.lity ... One 
girl stayed all Saturday and did not haV'e 
brains enough to know what she was the:r-e 
.f'or - to shift scenery.; Consequently" Paul 
and his actors had t6 accomplish the set 
changes~ Thi~ was greatly my :fault :for not 
checking up on them oV'er the weekend~ 
21. November .... The shows ran smoothly as far 
as the scene shif'ts were concerned. The 
sandbox, a constant problem because of its 
weight, was assigned three men to shift it. 
A crew member was assigned to :eweep the 
stage o:f: sand,. each time it ~ame off the 
platforms~ The strike was; :relatively si.mp1Eh, 
I had to ~est.rain i1JY crew members who were 
quite eager to get the st:rik~ over with, from 
chewing up the scenery • .I made them do things 
the right way1 and made sure that 21.0 was 
left. in a neat condition.~ 
END OF PRODUOTIQN STAGE MANAGER'S LOG~ 
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REHEAESAL SCHEDULE 
October 24 ""' 6.t;30-9~45 American D'l"ea.m & Sandbox 
October 25 .... Jt30""'6~oo, 7~00 - 9145 " 
ootober 26 - .3~.30 -6loo, 7!00 - 9r45 " 
Ootoher 27 ...,. ;:hJ0-.6~00,; 7l00 - 9~45 rt 
october 28 ..,. 10:~00..-l;oo, 2:~00 .... 5:00 n 
Octob~:r ,30 ..,.. )~30--6t00 Antel:'ican Dream 
October 31 .-. 3 ~30 .... 6~00 American Dream 
7:00-10~00 Sandbox 
November 1 - 3130 - 6;00 American Dream 
7;.00 - 10~00 Sandbox 
November 2 .... 3 ~30.-;6zOO .Am.eriaan Dream 
7:oo .... rozoo Sandbe,x 
November 3 ""' .3~30-6.:oo Ameri~an Dream 
7:00 ... 10~00 Sandbox 
Novembel" 4 - 10:00..-ltOO, 2!00 - 5~00 American 
Dream & Sandbox 
November 6 - 3~30 .... 6.;00 Americtan Dream & Sandbox 
7 .~ 00.,.10~ 00 Z'o'O· Sto~y 
Novem,beJr 7 .... 3fJ.0•6 i 00 Zoo Story 
7t00-20tOO .Alnerican Dream & Sandbox 
Npvemhe~ 8 .,. 3 .:,30~6;00 American Dream & Sandbox 
7:;00 ... iOiOO Zoq Story 
November 9 .... 3 ~30 .... 6~00 Runthrough o:f all plays 
7:00-:lo~oo Ru,n.through of' all plays 
November. 10 - 3;30-6;00 Zoo Story 
7t00'"-l0~00 Runthrough 
Novembet> 11 ,... 10:.00-1~00 Ameriean Dream & Sandbox 
2;00~5J00 Zoo~ Stor-y 
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L* 1 ° ~ +· '1 
As the curtain rises, the YOUNG MAN is 
Up Stage Center, doing calisthenics. 
right 
M01/ITJ1Y and DADDY enter from stage ..;L-e-:f-t-. MO.fVll',tY 
r1.rst.. Both X nR to L of bench. 
MOMMY 
(Motioning to Daddy) T.Jell, here we are; 
This is the beach. 
I 1m cold. 
DADDY (whining) 
MOM!'JfY 
(Dismissing him with a little laugh} Don't 
be silly; it's as ,,rarm as toast. Look at 
that nice young man over there: he doesn't 
think it Is cold. (Waves to the y'(j'U}rG rJIAN) 
Hello. (Turns to Y .M. then back to) DADDY} 
YOUNG MAN 
(With an edearing smile) Hi! 
MOivTI'JfY (Looking about) 
This will do perfectly ••• don 1 t you think 
so, Daddy? Therets sand there ••• and the 
water beyond .. What do you think, Daddy? 
DADDY(vaguely) 
Whatever you say, IJfommy. 
MOI41'1J:Y 
(With the same little laugh) Well, of 
course ...• whatever I say. Then it's 
settled, is it? 
DADDY (Shrugs} 
She's L~~~ mother, not mine. 
MOP1l'.IJY 
I know shets my mother. What do -you take 
me for? ~A pause) All right now; let's get 
on with it. (She shouts into the wings, 
stage left) YOU! Out there! You can come 
in now. 
(The IJfUSICIAN enters, seats himself in the 
chair stage left, places music on the music 
stand, is ready to play. IvimJlMY nods approvine:lv) 
Mm1MY 
Very nice; very nice. Are you ready, Daddy? 
I et 's go P.;et Grandma • 
DADDY 
Whatever you say, Mommy. 
2. 
MOl/fi\1 Y ~ight (Leadins the way out, stage J..Pf:L..) Of course 
whatever 1 say. t TO tne l'JlU;:>lGlAN) You 
can begin now. , {The ~-IlliSICIAN begins playing; 
i-10I1l'·IY and DADDY exit; the l,1USICIAt:, all 
the \"lhile playing, nods to the YOUNG MAN) 
MOMMY and ~ADDY exit SR. 
YOUNG MAN 
PVi th the same endearing smile} Hi! 
(After a moment, fJIOIJITJfY and DADDY re-enter, SR 
carrying GRANDI-lA. She is borne in by their 
hands under her armpits; she is quite rigid; 
her legs are drawn up; her feet do not touch 
the ~round; the expression on her ancient 
face is that of puzzlement and fear) 
DADDY 
Where do we put her? 
MOMMY (The same little laugh) Wherever I say, 
of course. I.et me see ••• 'll'lell ••• all right, 
over there ••• in the sandbox. (pause) Well, 
what ~re you waitin~ for Haddy? ••• The 
sandbx! 
6To;;ether they carry GRANDl\.'I.A over UC 
to the sadbox and more or less aump ner 
in} 
GRANDMA 
(Righting 
her voice 
and cry} 
herself to a sitting position; 
a cross between a baby 1 s laugh 
Ahhhhh! !J.raaaaa! 
DADDY (Dusting himself) 
What do we do nov1? 
MOllUJ!Y 
(To the MUSICIAN) You can stop now. 
(Back 
do we 
down, 
Hello 
(The MUSICIAN stops) 
to DADDY} What do you mean,what 
do nmv-? We ~o over there and sit 
of course. (To the YOUNG J~N) 
there. 
YOUNG IviAN 
(A~ain smilinF,) Hi! 
0JIOI-11'1Y and DADilY move Stage Right to bench 
and sit down. A pause) 
GRANDMA. 
(Same as before) Ahhhhhhl Ah-haaaoa! Graaaa! 
I~ 
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JADDY 
Do you think ••• do you think she's ••• 
comfortnble'? 
MOI'IHY (Impatiently) 
How t·wuld I know? 
DAfJDY 
(pause) What do v1e do now? 
HOl\1MY (As if remembering) 
!:fe., •• \va.it. v:e ••• ,.sit here ... .,and we wait • 
.. • • .. t,ha t t s 1.'1ha t we do • 
DADDY (After a pause) 
3hall we talk to each other'? 
M01Vfi.Y1Y 
(Jith that little laugh; picking something 
off her 1ress) Well, you can talk, if you 
want to •••• if you can~ink of anything 
to ~~······if you can think of anything 
new. 
DADDY (Thinks) 
NQ •••• I suppose not. 
MOJVllvlY 
(\'ii th a triumphant laugh) Of course not! 
GRANDl\1A. 
(Banging the toy shovel against the pail) 
Haaaaaa! Ah-haaaa&a! 
MOI\!il•1Y 
(Out over the audience) Be quietJ Grandma •• 
just be quiet, and wai~. 
( GRAUDI>1A throws a shovelful of sand at ]-~Ol•ll\1Y) 
1-!0JI.IDiY 
(Still out over tiie audience) She's throw-
ing sand at me! You stO-p that, Grandma; 
you stop throwing sand at 1Jiommy! {To 
D;~DDY) She's throwing sand at me .. 
(DADDY looks around at GRANDr·'IA, who screams 
at him) 
C}RANDMA 
GRAAAAAA! 
MOI·1l>iY 
Dont look at her. Just ••• sit here ••• be 
very still •••• and wait. (To the rJ[USICIAN) 
You •• uh ••• you go ahead and do whatever it 
is you do. 
(The IVIUSICIAJ~ plays. TliONMY and DADDY are 
fixed, staring out beyond the audience. 
GRANDI..'J.A looks at thel}l., looks at the 
MUSICIAN, looks at the sandbox, throl'IS 
down the shovel) 
GRANDMA 
Ah-haaaac.! Graaaa! (Looks for reaction; 
gets non. Now •••• directly to the audience) 
Honestly! What a way to treat an old woman! 
Drag her out of the house •••• stick her in 
a car .... bring her out here from the city 
•••• dllinp her in a pile of sand~ •.• and leave 
ner heare to set. I'm eighty-six years 
old: I was married when I was seventeen. 
To a farmer. He died when I was thirty. 
(To the NUSICIM;) Will you stop that, 
please? 
{The MUSICIAN atops playing) 
I'm a feeble old woman •••• how do you expect 
anybody to hear me over that peep! peep! 
peep! (To herself) There's no respect 
around here. (To the YOUN 'f\.1A~!) There 1 s 
no respect around here! 
YOUNG MAN 
(Same smile) Hit 
GRANDMA 
(After a pause, a mild double take, cont-
inues to the audience) rJiy husband died 
when I was thirty, and I had to raise that 
big cow over there (idicates MO~~Y) all 
by my lonesome. You can imagine what 
that was like. Lordy! (To the ftJUNG MAN) 
~~ere'd they ~et you? 
YOUNG I'IAN 
Oh ••• A I've been around for a while. 
GRANDMA 
I'll bet 'you have! Heh, heh, heh. Will 
you look at you! 
YO Ul'W HAN 
(Flexing his muscles) Isntt that some-thing? 
(Continues his calisthenics) 
G RAIWI!J.lt 
Boy, oh boy; I'll say. Pretty good. 
'{t ;!_:f~} MAN 
(Sweetly) I'll say. 
12' 
GH.Al\DMA 
Wh __ e_r_e_.;:_y_a_f_r_om_? ____________________ \;J O.'t-11\ l #o 
YOUNG l!J.AN 
Southern California. 
GHANDMA (nodding) 
Fi~gers; fi~gers. What's you're name, honey? 
YOUNG MAN 
I don't know •••• 
Bright, too! 
GRANDMA (To the audience) 
YOUNG I!J.AN 
I mean •• §I mean, they haven't given me 
one yet .•• the studio •••• 
GRANDMA 
(Giving him the once-over) You don't 
say ••• you don It say. ·\·'!ell ' uh' I I ve got 
to talk some more ••• don't you go 1 wajr. 
YOUNG HAN 
Oh, no. 
GRANDI·1A (Back to the Audience) 
Fine; fine. (Back to the Young Man) You're •• 
you're and actor, hunh? 
YOUNG Iv!AN (Beaming) 
Yes, I am. 
. GRAEDMA 
(To the audience) I'm smart that way. Anyhow, 
I had to raise •• »that over there all by my 
lonesome; and what:TS'next to her there ••• 
that's what she married. Rich? I tell you •• 
money, money, money. They took me off the 
farm •••• which was real decent of them ••• 
an:cr-they moved me into the big; town house 
with them •••• fixed a nice place for me under 
the stove •••• gave me an army blanket ••• and 
my own dish ••• my very own dishl So what 
have I got to complain about? Nothing, of 
course. I'm not complaining. (She looks 
up at the sky, shouts off stage) Shouldn't 
it be getting dark now dear? 
{~.,.;T:..:.h:..:;e::___.=l:..:::i:.!:g~.:.:h:..:::t:.;;:s-:-. .;;:d.::.id:::.J..; ..,...:n::.:..i:::.;g::l;h::.:..t.::......:c::.::o::.:m::.:e:::..:s:...,::o:.;;n:.::•~T"=h:;.;:e;....;.:l· ;D:..::..::.S.::::I-=-C.=.I:.:.A::.:.N---I-===·- l fF '"":) 
begins to play; it hecomes ni~ht. There are ~ 
spots on all the players, including the ~OUNG 
r~M, who continues his calisthenics.) 
DADDY (Stirring) 
It's nighttime. 
Shhhh. Be still ••.•• wait. 
6. 
DADDY (Whining) 
It's so hot. 
i•10i ir.IY 
Shhh. Be still ••••• \'iai t. 
GRANDMA 
(To herself) That 1 s better. I:ight. ~To the 
MUSICIAN) Honey, do you plq.y all throu~?;h 
this part? (The fviUSICIAN nods) Well, keep 
it nice and so.ft; that's a good boy. (The 
.i•iUSICIAN nods again, plays softly) That's 
nice. (There is an of.f-stage rumble) 5#1 
DADDY {Starting) 
1
iJha t 
1 
s that~?=· ==;;;;;;;;;;;===================::::;r· tJ o.."'" ~ 
[ Lt:~ I·10Mf-'iY {Beginning to weep) It was nothing. 
DADDY 
It wqs •..• it was ••• thinder •••• or a w~ve 
breaking ••• or something. 
MOiwll'JIY 
(\IJhispering through her tears} It was an 
of.f-stage rumble ••• and you know what 
that means ..... 
DADDY 
I forget •••• 
MGr•TI\1Y 
(Barely able to talk} It means tha time has 
come .for poor old Grandma ••• and I can't 
bear it! 
DADDY (Vacantly) 
I .••• I suppose you've got to be brave. 
GRAND.i4A (Mocking) 
That•s right, kid; be brave. You'll bear 
up; you'll get over it. {Another off-
stage rumble •.• louder) 
I·10IJ1\1Y 
Ohhhhhh •••• poor Grandma •••• poor &rand.Ipa ••• 
VJO.'rV\ 
s *"' '2_ 
5#2_ 
w~rQ~J" 
S#-3 
I 
GRAr!Dl:lA (To I·10i'ilfil:Y) S*3 
Itm .fine! I'rn all right! It hasn't ha!"lpened yet! I 
(~ktt::i'"~~~~::!e~n~t:;:,§O::•'~f~p:§2:;!~:;Eg~P~!'1~U:l~r-a~b~l~o~.~}:;:tl~J.~l~i~g~h~~~6:::::§g~e====;=~~· __ L # 3 
out, expept spot on YOUNG MAN. 1VIUSICIAN stops playin~. 
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MOMHY 
Ohhhhhhhhh.~ •• ~ •• O~hhhhhhhhh •••• 
(Silence) 
GRANDit.tA 
Dontt put the lights up yet •••• I'm not ready; 
I'm not quite ready. (Silence) All right, 
dear ••• I'm about done. 
{The lights come up again. to brightest 
day; the I·1USICIAN begins to play. GRM;DMA 
is discovered, still in the sandbox, lying 
on her side, propped up on an elbow, half 
covered, busily shoveling sand over herself) 
GRANDMA (Iv1ut tering) 
I don't know how I 1 m supposed to do anything 
with this goddam toy shovel ••• 
DADDY 
Mommy! It's daylight! 
MOlVJ.lJlY (Brightly) 
So it is! Well! Our long night is over. We 
must put away our tears, take off our mourn-
ing •••• and face the future. It's our duty • 
. GRAl'~Div'",.A 
(Still shoveling; mimicking).*.take off 
our mourning •.•• face the future •• Lordy! 
(lJIOJilJVIY and DADDY rise, stretch. MO~J[Y waves 
to the :loUNG NAN) 
YOUNG It.IA.N 
(With that smile) Hi! 
{ GRANDl!t.A plays dead. ( ! ) Iv10Hi4Y and DADDY 
go over to look at her; she is a little 
more than half buried in the sand; the toy 
shovel is in her hands, which are crossed 
on her breast) 
MOMMY 
M&D 
X US of 
sandbox. 
(Before the sandbox; shaking her head) W 
Love 1 y ! It t s hard to be sad •.• s;uh.~.~e;o._lj..,l.o..L.loo.LJk:....s~-----~ a. \1"' fA 
•• ~so happy. (\d th pride and conviction) L. # LJ. A 
It pays to do things well. (To the IviUSICIAN) &I\ 
All ri~ht, you can stop now, if you want 
to. I mean, stay around for a swim, or some-
thing; it's all right with us. (She sighs 
heavily) Well, Daddy •••• off we go. 
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DADDY 
Brave Morruny! 
Brave Daddy! 
MOl"k'1Y right (They exit stage le~-) 
GHANDMA 
(After they leave; lying quite still) It 
pays to do thin~s well •••• Boy, oh boy! 
{She tries to sit up) ••• well, kids .••• 
(but finds she can't) •.• r ..• r cantt get 
up. r .•. r can't move ••• - (The YOUKG MAN 
stops his calisthen~cs, noas ~o ~ne 
MUSICIAN, .walks over to GHANDrJIA, kneels 
down by the sandbox} 
GRAND1'1A 
I_. _ •• _._c_a_n_'_t_m_o_v_e_. _. ·-·--------------L #- 4 f\ 
YOUNG t'1AN 
Shh •.•• be very still •.•• 
GRANDMA 
I ••• I can't move •••• 
YOUhG !·TAN 
Uh •••• ma'am; I ••• I have a line here. 
GRANDf·lA 
Oh, I 1 m sorry, sweetie; you go right ahead. 
YOUNG MAN 
I am ••• uh ••••• 
GRAHDMA 
Take your time, dear •. 
YOUNG MAN 
(~repares; delivers the line like a real 
amateur) I am the Angel of Death. I am •••• 
uh •••• I am come for you. 
GRAI~DJ.>!'lA 
wbat ••• wha ••• (Then, with resignation) ••• 
ohhh ••• ohhh, I see. (rf'he YOUNG MAN bends 
over, kisses GRANDMA gently on the forehead) 
) 
5 __ _ 
, __ _ 
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9. lt 
(Her eyes closed({RA19I1MAands folded on her 
breast againt the shovel between her hands, 
a sweet smile on her face) 'NelL, •.• that W 0..\1" V\ 
was very nice, dear~·· --=-~~~~---------------- l_ ~E) 
YOUI\G ~1AN 
(Still kneeling) Shhh •.• be very still ••• 
GRAND1"1A 
\Vh~t I meant was •.•• you did that very well, dear ••• 
YOUhG I~lAN 
(Blushing) •••• oh •••••. 
GH.Al~D!·1A 
No; I mean it. You 1 ve got that ••.. you've 
got a quality. 
YOUNG l4AN 
(With his endearing smile) Oq ••• thank you; 
thank you very much ••• ma 1 am. 
GRA~Dr•iA 
(SlovTly; softly - as the YOUNG I•lAN puts 
his hands on top of GRANDHAtS) You're ••• 
you're welcome ••• dear. 
(Tableau. The MUSICIAN continues to play 
as the curtain slowly c_o_m_e_s __ d_o_wn __ )___________ =- L# 5 
CURTAI_N ______________ Lu\1" fA.\ 1 
Curtain Calls: 
1. MUSICIAN enters R. X DL 
2. YOUNG MAN enters 1. X DR 
3. MOMMY enters R. X LC 
4· DADDY enters L. X RC 
5. GRANDMA enters R. X C. 
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Hov6e Dv· 
(JERRY enters ) S. R • X U • G • 
As the curtain rises, PETER is sitting on the bench. 
JERRY L #=" 1 
I've bees. to the zoo. (PE!'ER doean"t notice) I 
aaid 1 I've been to the zoo. MISTER= I'YH BEEN 
TO THE ZOO! 
PETER 
Hnt'l • ••••••. What? •••• b I'm sorry. were vou J. X US side of bench, 
talking to me? 
JERRY 
I went to the zoo, and then I walked 
until I came here. Rave I been walking 
north? 
PRI'ER (Puuled) 
North? why •••••• r ..•. I think so. Let 
me aee. 
JERRY 
(Pointing past the audience) Ia that 
Fifth avenue? 
PETER 
Why yesj yea, it ia. 
JERRY 
And what is that croaa street therej that 
one to the right? 
PEl'ER 
That? Oh, that's Sevety-fourth street. 
JERRY 
And the zoo is around Sixty-fifth street; 
ao, I've been walking north. 
PETER 
''''"""'"' -~ (A.llpt:tou.. te get be.ak to hi• rea.dJ,ag) Yes; 
-2-
it would seem so. 
JERRY 
Good old N@rth. 
PETER 
(Lightly;by reflex) Ha., ha. • 
.JERRY 
(Mter a. alight pauae) But aot Duue li.Orth. 
PETER (Taking out his pipe) 
r .... well1 ao, not due northj but we •• ,. 
ca.ll it n.orth. It 1 s :northerly.. 
JERRY 
(Watches as PETER, anxious to iia•iaa him, 
prepares his pipe) Well, b~y; You're net 
going to get lWll.g C&llcer 1 are yGu? 
PErER 
(Looks up a. little annoyed, then smiles) 
No air. N0t ~rom this. 
JERRY 
No, sir. What you 1ll probably get is cancer 
of the mouth, and then you'll have to wea.r 
one o! thGse things Freud w0re after they 
t@ok on.e whole side of his jaw away. What 
do they vall one ·~ those thillgi? 
PETER (Uncomfortable) 
A prosthesis? 
JERRY 
The very thing! A prosthesis. You 1re an 
educated maa, a.ren 1t you? Are you a doctor? 
PETER 
Oh, ne; m.o. I read about it somewhere; TIME 
12 
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JERRY 
Well, TIME magazine ian 1 t for blockhead.a. 
P::m'ER 
No, I auppoae mot. 
JERRY 
(Arter a pause) Boy, I 1m glad that's 
Fifth Avenue there. 
PETER ( va.guel.y) 
Yea. 
JERRY 
. I don't like the west side of the park much. 
PETER 
Oh7 (Then, alightly wary, but intereated) 
Why? 
JERRY (Offhand) 
I don't knew. 
PETER 
Oho (He returna to his boek) 
JERRY 
(He ataads fer a few seconds, loekiag at 
PETER, who finally look• up again, puzzled) 
Do you mind if we talk? 
PETER 
(Obviously minding) Why •••• ao, ae. 
JERRY 
Yea you do; you do. 
t:!J 
I 
i 
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PETER 
(Puts his beck down, hia pipe 0ttt and away 1 
amiling) Ne 1 really; I doR't miad. 
JERRY 
Yes yeu do. 
PETER 
(Finally d.ecicled) Noj i do:a't JRi•d a.t a.ll1 really. 
JERRY 
[It•a ...... it'a a nice d&y .. X DL 
PETER 
(Stares ~cessa.rily at the aky) Ye1. 
Yes 1 it i•; lovely/ 
JERRY 
I've been to the zoo. 
PEI'ER 
YesJ I thi:ak you said so •.•• d..idJa't you7 
JERRY 
Yeu'll read about it in the papers 
temorrov1 it you don't see it on you TV to-
Right. You have a TV1 haven't you7 
PEl'ER 
Why yes1 we have two; oae ter the children. 
. ~: l. JERRY 
Yeu' re J:ll&i'riedl 
PEI'ER 
(With pleated e.atpha.li•) Why1 cirta.illlly. 
1 31' 
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JERRY 
It iaa't a lwa1 tor God 1 a 5ake. 
PETER 
Ne ••••• ae; ~f course :ra.ot. 
JERRY 
And yeu hAve a wife. 
PI!."TER 
(Bewi~dered by the se~ng lack of 
c~unioatio:ra.) Yea! 
JERRY 
Aad you have children. 
PETER 
Yea; twe. 
JERRY 
BGya? 
PETER 
No, girla~ ••• both girls. 
JERRY 
But yeu wa.Jateri boys. 
PETER 
We~ •••• aaturally1 every maa wasta 
a so:ra., but ••• 
JERRY 
(Lightly mocking) But that'a the way 
the ceekie crumbles? 
... 6-
PETER ( Aul.eyed) 
I va.eu./t going to say that. 
JERRY 
Aad your net goi'Elg to have any more 
kids are you7 
PETER 
(A bit distaat~) Ns. No more. (Then 
ba.ck, a.:a.d irksome) Why did yGU aa.y tha.t7 
::a:w veuld you mew a.bout tha.t7 
JERRY 
The way yeu cress your legs, perhaps;' 
aomethiag iD. the veioe. Or .aybe I'm juat 
gueaaing. Ia it your vite7 
PEI'ER (Furious) 
That's aene ef your buaiD.eas! (A silence) 
Do you Ulll.dersta.nd'? (JERRY nods. PEI'ER is 
quite now) Well, yeu' re right. We'll have 
•• mere childfem. 
JERRY 
(Se:rtly) That is the way the cookie crumbles. 
PETER (Forgiving) 
Yet •••• I guesa liJO. 
JERRY 
Well, :aew; what else'? 
PEI'ER 
Wha.t were you aa.yillg a.b0ut the zoe •••• that 
I'd read about it or see •••• 7 
JERRY 
I 1ll tell you abeut it seu. Do yeu Dl.iJ!I.d 
-... ..,...;...,;·.. .,, .. ,u .:t-- zeu qu .. tj.UJ~.? 
--
! 
-· 
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PETER 
Oh 1 not really. 
JERRY :X: US of' bench 
I'll tell you why I do itt I don't talk 
to lJIAl1Y' people - except to u.y likej give 
me a beer, or where'• the joha, or what 
time d~e• the main fe&utre ge om, ~r keep 
your hands to yourself 1 buddy. You klaew -
things like tha.t. 
PRrER 
I must say I do~'t 
JERRY 
But eveEy ~ace ia a while I like te ta.lk te 
somebody, really talk; like ta get to know 
somebody, know all a.bout him. 
PEI'ER 
(Lightly la.ughing1 still a little unc~or­
ta.ble) And am I the guinea pig for tod.ay1 
JERRY 
Oa a. s\U\-dre:rached SUnday a:f'ternoon like this? 
Whe better than a. nice married ma• with two 
daughters and ••• uh ••• a. dog? (~ER shakes 
hia head) No? Two degsa(PETER shakes his 
hea.d a.ga.in) H.m. No d.ogs7 (P:ETER shakes his 
hea.d1 sadly) Oh 1 tha.t' s a. shame. But you 
l•ok like all. a.niDal :raan.. CA!rS'l ( PE.rER :aods 
his head ruef'ully) Cats! But 1 tha.t can't 
-~~ --· 
l j 
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be yeur Idea. No., sir. Your wife aad 
daughters? (PETER noda his head) Is there 
anything else I should kDow? 
PEI'ER 
(Re has to clear his thr~at) There are •••• 
there are two parakeets. Oae •• uh ••• one for 
each ~ my daughters. 
JERRY 
I Bird&. XlC 
.Y' \ 
., 
·~\ ".'~ Pm'ER 
My daughters keep them in a cage in 
their bedr0011. 
Do they carry disease? The birds. 
PETER 
I don't believe so. 
JERRY 
That • s toe bad. If they did you could set 
them loose iii. the 1 cats ceuld eat them aad 
die, J18.ybe. (PEI'ER ~ooks blank for a maent 
then laughs) And what else'l What de yeu do 
te support ysur enormeus household? 
I •••• uh ••• I have an executive position with 
a •••• a amall publishing house. We ••• uh ••• 
we publish textboeka. 
1 
-9-
JERRY 
That •eu:ads aice; very nice. What do 
yeu make7 
PETER 
(Still oheer:f'ul) Now l0ok here! 
JERRY 
PETER 
Well, I make a.rotmd eighte:u. thouS&lld a year 1 
but I dant 't carry aore than :ferty della.rs 
at aay one tiae ••• in case yeu 1re •••• a 
holdup ll&n •••• ha, ha1 hA • 
.JERRY 
( Igntilring the above) Where do yau li ve7 
(PETER ia reluctant) Oh1 leok; I'• not goiJ1g 
te rob you, and I'm not goiag to kidnAp your 
parakeets, your cats, •r your d&ughtera. 
PErER (Too loud) 
I live between Lexi:ngton and Third Avem:u.e 1 
~ Seventy-:fourth street. 
JERRY 
That wa.sn•t so hArd, was it'l 
Pm'ER 
I didn 1t •eaa t• aeem ••• ah ••• it 1 s just that 
y~u den't ~y carry on a cenversatioa; 
you just ask queatie•a. Aad I'a ••• I'm normally 
••• uh •••• reticent. Why do you 4ust stand there7 
-10-
JERRY 
I'll start wal.k.1ng around in a 11 t tle 
while sad eventually I'll sit down. 
(.Reeal.lim.g) Wait watil ysu see the expres-
sion on his face. 
PEl'ER 
What? Wheae face? Look here; is this SOilething 
abaut the zoo? 
JERRY (Distantly) 
The Yha.t'l 
The zoo; the zoo. Something abeut the zoo. 
JERRY 
The zoo? 
Yeu've mentioned it several times. 
JERRY 
(Still distant, but returaing abruptly) 
The zee'l an, yes; the zoe. I was there 
before I came here. I told yeu that. Say, 
what 1 s the dividing line between upper-middlj-
middle-class and lcwer-upper-middle class?· 
'· .·· ''~'" (..· .. : .... _ .. ...:.. JERRY 
Don't rt:y dear fellow me. 
1 
~ ----
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P.m'ER ( Uith&ppi~y) 
Waa I pa.trQlliJ.i•g? I believe I waa; I'm aorry. 
But you see, your queatien about the cla•aea 
bewildered :rne. 
JERRY 
And when Y8U're bewildered you become patronizing? 
PETER 
I ••.. I dontt expresa myael! too well, seme-
ti.Dtes. (He a.tte:rnpta a. joke oa himself) I'm 
in publishing, 1ot writing. 
JERRY 
(Amuaed1 but •ot at the huaor) Se be it. The 
truth 1at I waa being patro•izing. 
PETER 
Oh, nowj yeu neede~'t say that. (It ia 
at thil peint thAt Jerry may begia to meve 
abeut the stage with alowly inoreaai-s 4eter -
IJ.i:as.tien u.d a.uthori ty 1 but pa.aiag hiluel.f 1 ao 
that the leag speech about the deg cGmes at the 
high pciltt ot the a.rc) 
JERRY X DL 
All right.,Who are your ~a.vorite writera? 
:S..udelaire &lild ~ P. Marqu.a.rad? 
Well, I like a. 
PEI'ER (Wary) (. x ur. 
great .IJI&lQ" wri tera; I ha.ve 
a. ceaaiderable ••• catholicity o~ t&ate, if 
I .ay say so. Thoae two aen are ~i~e, each 
ill hi• wayo (Wa.na.ila.g up) :Baudelaire, e~ course 
••• ubo •• ia by ~&r the ~iaer o~ the twe1 but 
! ---· \;- .. ~ ··-. --·--
- ~ 
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JERRY 
Skip it. 
PEI'ER 
I •..• eerry. 
JERRY X US of bench 
Do you kaow what I did be!ere I we•t to 
the zoo toci&y1 I walked all the way up 
Fi:rth Ave:aue frent Wa.ahilllgtoJt SqU&rej all 
the vr&y. 
Oh; you live a the Y1l.l&ge! (~is aeeiU 
to elllightea PETER) 
No, I den't. I tQok the subway dmwa tG the 
Yilla.ge n I ceuld walk all the way up Fitth 
Aveaue to the zoo. It's olil.e ef those thiD.g& a. 
persalll h&a to do; sometimes a. person h&a to go 
a very le.g d.istaace Gut of hil wa.y t0 ceme 
back a ahort di1ta:ace correctly. 
PETER (Al.m.eat puti:ng) 
Oh1 I thought ysu lived iu the Village • 
.TJ!:1m!'· X behind bench 
What were ~u tryi:ag to do~ Make ae:aae out 
of thilllga7 Briag order? The old pigeoa-
hele bit? Well,·that'a ea.ayj I'll tell you. 
i 
i 
,-
i 
_j 
I live ia a. fou~-atory{brownato~e roomiag-
houae on the upper Weat Side betwee• Columbus 
Avenue a.d Ceatral Park West. I live oa the 
tep !leer; rear; west. It 1 a & laughably 
hl8.ll roeJR1 &ad. oae o! my wa.lls ia Jd.ci.e ef 
beaverboard; this bea.verboa.rd sepa.ra.tea ay 
room from a.aether lAughably small roaa1 ae 
I a.aauae that the two roema were oace one room, 
& ~11 reem1 but aot aecceaaarily laughAble. 
The roem beyollld my beaverboard wa.1.l ia oc-
cupiei by a colored queea who always keeps 
hia deor opea; vell, Jlet ldwa.ys, but a.lwa.ya 
whea he's pluckimg his eyebr.wa1 which he does 
with Buddhist ceaoeatra.tio•. This colored 
queen has rottea teeth, which ia pretty rare, 
a.J!l.i he b.a:a a Japa.neae kil:loae, which ia a.lao 
pretty rare, l.lld. he 'Wears this kbeae te &lui 
!rOIJ. the johli ia the hall, which ia pretty 
frequeat. I ae&a, he goes to the Jstin a leto 
Ie :a ever., bothers me 7 a..~ali he •ever bri:aga 
anye•e up to his roem.jAll he does ia pluck 
his eyebrewa 1 wear his kiaono and ge to the 
job». New, the twe !rout reoaa •• ay fleer 
are a little Larger, I guess; but they're 
pretty sma.l.l 1 tee~. There 1 s a. Puerte Ric&JL 
family a •:a.e ct theDI.) ... huabanclt .. wife, a..:ad 
&ODte kills; I dea' t k:a.ow how aa.y. These 
X DLC 
I 
X UC 
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people entertain a lot. And in the ether troat 
ream, there's seaebedy liviag there, but I 
d~a't kaow who it is. I've never seen who it 
is. Never. Never ever. 
PE:!'ER ( Elab&rrased) 
Why •••• why do you live there? 
JERRY 
(From a distance again) I don't lmcw. 
PETER 
It doesa't sound like a very Dice place •• o. 
where you live. 
JERRY 
Well, no; it isn't an apartment ia the 
East Seveaties. But then again, I don't have 
one wife, two daughters, two cats and two 
parakeets.)Wbat I do have, I have toilet arti~ 
cles, a few clothes, a hot plate that I'm not 
supposed to have, a can opener, one that works 
with a key, you lmow; a knife 1 two forks, ud 
two spoeas, oae amall, one large; three plates 
a cupi a saucer, a drinking glass, two picture 
tramea, both. empty, eight or nine books, a 
pack of pornographic playing cards 1 regular 
deck, and old Western Uaion typewriter that 
prints aothiag but capital letters, and a 
small streagbox without a l$Ck which has in 
it •••• what? R~cks1 Some rocks ••• sea-rouaded 
X DL 
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roaka I picked up om the beach whea I was a kid. 
Uader which ••• weighed down ••• are some letters 
•••• please letters ••• please why don't you de 
this, and please wh~Dl~ll you do that let-
ters. Aad when letters, too. When will you 
write? When will you come? Whea? These let-
ters are :frGJr~ mere receat years. 
Pm'ER 
(Stares glumly at his shoes, theD.) About 
those two empty picture frames •••• ? 
JERRY 
I doa't see vhy they need any explaaatien 
at all.(Isn't it clear'? I don't have pictures X UL 
o:f aayoae to put in them. 
PETER 
Your parents •••• perhaps ••• a girl friend ••• 
JERRY 
You're a very sveet man, aad your possessed 
of a truly enviable imnocence. But good old Mom 
and g~ld Pop are dead ••• you know: ••• I'm brok-
en up about it, too ••• I me&R realy. BUT. 
That particul.&r vaudeville act is playimg the 
cloud circuit ~ now, so I doa't see hew 
I can loek at them &ll neat aad framed. Besides, 
er, rather, to be poimted about it, good old 
Mom walked out om good old Pop when I was ten 
and a bAli' years old; she em.Ba.rked on an 
adulterous tour ef our southern stateso••• 
a jouraey of a year's duration •• ~and her moot X to behind bench 
aeutaat COI'llpi\Jilie:a ••• among others, aae-.g 
1 
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mallY others, ••• was a Mr. Barl;rcorn.{._A_t_l_e_a_s_t_, __ X __ U_L_ 
that's wh&t good eld Pop told me after he ~nt 
dowa~ •• came back •.• brought her body north. We'd 
received the news between C!~istmas and New 
Year' s 1 you see1 that good. old Mom h&d parted 
with the ghost i:a some dump il!l. Alaba.llla. A.ll.d, 
witheut the ghost ••• she was less welccmeo I 
mea:a, what was she? A stiff ••• a northern stiff. 
At any rate 1 good old Pop celebrated the New 
Ye&r :fer a.n evell two week• al!ld then sla.nmted 
into the fro~at of a somewhat movi:ag city 
omaibus, which eort o:f cleaaed thiags out 
family-wise. Well, :ao; then there was Mom's 
sister1 who was given neither to sin net the 
co:asolatioa of the bottleo I moved in on her, 
and my memory of her is slight excepting I 
remember still that she did all thiags dourly: 
sleeping, (eating, working 1 praying. She dropped X UG 
dead on the stairs. to her apartment, my apa~ 
ment then, toe, on the a:fteraoon of my high 
1chool graduatiell. A terribly middle-Euro-
peaa joke, if you ask me. 
PETER 
JERRY 
Oh, your wh.a.t? :SU.t that was "a lo:ag time 
a go 1 a.nd I h.a.ve no feeling about a.ny of it 
that I CB.Jle to a.dmi t to mysel:r 9 Perhaps 
you aaa see, though, why good eld Mom aad 
--r--------
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good old Pop are franeleas.fWhat's your 
.ame7 Your first name? 
X US of Peter 
behind bench 
PETER 
I'm Peter. 
JERRY 
I 1d forgottea to aak you. I'm Jerry. 
PETER 
(With a slight aervous laugh)' Hello, Jerry. 
JERRY 
( N'ods his hello) Ala.d let' s see now i what 1 s the 
pont of having a girl's picture, especially 
in two :fra.mes7 I have two m.ieture frames~ you 
remember. I never see the pretty little ladies 
mere thaa once, aad most of them veulda't be 
caught ia the same roo• with a camera. It's 
odd, and I wonder if it 1 s sat. 
PEI'ER 
The girls? 
JERRY 
No. I vsader if it's sad that I never see 
the little ladies a•re tha.lt once. I've P.ever 
been able to have sex with, or 1 how is it 
put? •••• make love to aybody more than once. 
(leter Picks up book) Qac e; that's ~t .• ,j0h 1 wait; :ror a. week and 
a half, when I was fi:fteen.o.a.ad I hang my 
head im. shame that puberty was la.te •••• I was 
a h-o-m-o-s-e-x-u-a-1. I mean 1 I was queer ••• 
(Very :fasti ••• queer 1 quecr,queer •••• with bella 
~i•ging, ba.allers snappira.g ia the lfiaa. And for 
J. X LG 
X US of bench 
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these eleveft days, I met at least twice a day 
with the park superintedant's so:a ••• a Greek 
boy, whose birthday was the SSJae as mil'le, ex.-
cept that he was a year older. I think I was 
very much i:a. love .••• maybe just with se.x. But 
that was the jazz of a very special hotel; 
wasn't it71A.d now; oh, do I love the little 
.la.d.iesj really1 I l.ve them~ For a.bou.t a.a hour. 
PETER 
Well, it seems perfectly simple to me •••• 
JERRY (Alilgry) 
I Look! Are you golng to tell me to get mar-
ried aad have parakeets? 
PETER (./u:l.gry hints elf) 
Forget the parakeets! And stay single it' you 
waat to. It's no business of mine. I dida 1 t 
sta.rt this co:aver•a.tion in. the • ~ • ., •• -. • - : _. 
JERRY 
All right, all right. I'm sorry. All right? 
You're ~ot ~ 
PETER (Laughing) 
No 1 I'm not angry. 
JERRY (Relieved) 
' 
~od... (Now back to his previous tone) 
Interesting that you asked me about the 
picture f~so I would have thought that 
you would have asked me about the por-
aographic playi~ag cards. 
PE..'TER 
X LC 
XUL 
_ (With a loa.owing smile) Oh1 I've see111. those ca.~~_ 
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JERKY 
That's not the point. (Laughs) I suppese when 
~u were a kid you and your pals passed them 
around 1 or you had a. pack of your own. 
PEI'ER 
Well, I guess a lot ot ua dido 
JERRY 
Alld you threw them away before you got married. 
PETER 
Oh 1 now j look here. I didn't :raeed anything like 
that when I got older. 
JERRY 
No? 
PETER (Embarrassed) 
I'd rather net talk about these things. 
JERRY 
So? Don't. Besides 1 I wasn't trying to plwnb 
your post-adoleacent sexual lite and hard 
timesj what I wanted to get at is the Y&lue 
ditfereace betweea pornographic playiag 
cards when you 1 re a kid1 and pornographic 
playing cards when ;rou're older. It's that 
when you're a kid you use the cards as a. 
subsitute for a real experience 1 and when 
you're older you use re&l experience as a 
subaitute for the fantasy. But I imagine 
Paces behind bench 
you 1 d rather hear about what happened at the zoo. 
Tl 
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PETER (Enthusiastic) 
Oh, yes; the zoo. (Then, awkward) That is ••• 
if you ••• 
JERRY 
Let me tell you about why I went •• l~w_e_ll~1~l_e_t ____ ~X~D~R~ 
me tell you some things. I've told ~ about 
the fourth floer of the rooainghouse where I 
livea I thimk the rooms are better as you go 
dgwn 1 floor by floor. I guess they are; I 
doa't ka~. I don't know any of the people 
o~ the third and second fleors. Oh, wait! 
I do know there's a lady living on the third 
floor, in the front. I know because she cries 
all the time. Whenever I go out or come b&ck 
in, whenever I pass her door, I always hear 
her cryimg1 muffled, but.oovery determined. 
Very determined indeed • ._IBu_t_t_h_e_o_n_e_I_' m __ ge_t_- _ -=X=--b;;..e.;;.h..;;......i_n...,d_· _b_e_n_c_h_ 
tiag to, and all about the dog, is the land-
Lady. I don't like to use wor~s that are 
too harsh in describing peopleo I don't like 
to. But the landlady is a fat 1 ugly, mean, 
stupid, unwashed, misanthropic, cheap, drunk-
en bag of garbage. And you may have noticed 
that I seld~m use profanity, so I can't des-
cribe her as well as I might. 
PETER 
You deacribe her ••• vividly. 
l' 
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• JERRY 
Well, thanks. Anyway, she has a dog, and I 
will te~~ you about the dog, and she and her 
dog are the gatekeepers of my dwe~liag. The 
woman is bad enoughj(ahe ~eans around in the 
entrance hall, spying to see that I don't 
bring in things or peop~e,(nnd when one's 
had her mida.:f'ternoon piat of lemon-:f'lavered 
gin she a~ways stops me in the hall, and 
graba aho~d of my coat or my arm, and she 
presses her disgusting bOdy up against me 
to keep me ia a corner se she can talk to 
me. The amel~ of her body and her breath •••• 
X UR 
X l?JR corner 
of' bench 
you can't imagine it •••• and somewhere 1 some-
where in the back of that pea-sized brain of 
hers, an organ developed just enough to.~et 
her eat, drink, and emit, she has some fottl 
parody o:f' sexua~ desire. And r, Peter, I am 
the object of her sweaty ~ust. 
PEI'ER 
That's disgusting. That's ••••• horrible. 
JERRY 
(But I have found a way to keep her of:f'. X DL 
When she ta~ks to me, when she presses her-
self to my b0dy aud mumb~es about her room 
and how I should come there, I merely say: 
but,Love; wasn't yesterday enough for you, 
and the day before? Then she p'..l.Z7.les, she 
-. -·-· 
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makes slits of her tiay eyes, she sways a 
little, and then, Peter •••• it is at the mom-
ent that I thilllk I might be doing some good 
in that toraented house ••• a simple-minded 
smile begins to to~» on her unthiRkable face, 
and ehe giggles and groans as she thiaka about 
yesterday and the day before;_ as she believes 
and relives what happened.jTnen, she motiono X LC 
to that black menster of a dog she bas, and 
she goea back to her roo~. And I am safe 
until o~ next meeting. 
PEI'ER 
It's ao •••• umthiakable. I find it hard to be-
lieve that people such as that really ~· 
JERRY 
I , ~ . i'[ 
(Lightly mftckiag},It's for reading about, 
isn't it? 
X UL of' bench 
PETER (Seriously) 
Yes. 
JERRY 
And fact is better left to fictiOon. You're 
right, Peter. Well, what I have been meaning 
to tell you about is the dog; I shall nGW. 
P:m'ER (Nervously) 
Oh, yes; the dog. {Shifts position) 
JERRY 
Don't go. You're not thinkiag of going, 
are you? 
------
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PETER 
Well •••• no, I don't think so. 
JERRY 
(As if to a chilQ) Because after I tell 
you about the dog, do you know what thea? 
Them ••• then I'll tell you about what 
happened at the zoo. (In to· PETER) 
Ph~R (Laughing faintly) 
You're ••••• you're full of stories, aren't 
you? 
JERRY 
You don"t have to Usteno Nobody is 
holding you h.ere; remember that. Keep 
that in mini. 
PETtR (Irritably) 
I know that. 
JERRY 
You do? Geod. (The following long speech 
it seems to me, sh~uld be done with a gr.eat 
deal of action, t~ achieve a hypnotic effect 
on Peter, ani on the audience, t~o. Some spec-
ific'actiose have been suggested, but the 
director and the actor playing Jerry might 
best work it out for themselves) 
ALL RIGHT .. (As if reading from a huge bill- X DL 
board) THE STORY OF JERRY AND TilE DOG! 
{Natural agaia) What· I am going to tell you 
has something to do with haw somet.intes it's 
IJ' 
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necessary to go a long distance out of the 
way in crder to come back a short distance 
correctly; or 1 maybe I only think that it has 
somethiag to do with that. But, it 1 s why I went 
to the zoo today, and why I walked nortno••• 
northerly, rather ••• until I came hereo l~Al __ l __ ~~x-·_U~L~1 
right. The dog, I think I told you, is a 
black monster of a beast: an oversized he~d, 
tiny, tiny ears, and eyes ••• bloodshot, infected 
maybe; and a body you can see the rigs through 
the skin. The d0g is black, all blackj all 
black except for the bloodshot eyes, ando•• 
yes ••.• and an ope:& sore on its •.• right fore-
pa.wj that is red1 too. And •• [. what else':.... X LC 
Oh 1 yes; ther's a gray-yellow-white color, 
too, when he bares his fa.ags. Like this; (pantomime) 
Grrrrrl Which is what he did when he saw me 
for the first tinte •••• the d.a.y I moved in. I 
worried about that animal the very first mia-
.ute I met him.jNow, animals don't take to me 
like Saiat Francis had birds hanging off him 
all the time. What I mean is: animals are i~ 
different to me •••• like people (He smiles 
slightly) .... most o! the timeo !But this dog 
wasn't indifferent, .l''rom tne very beginning 
he'd snarl and then let go for me 1 to get 
one of my legs. jNot like he was rabid, you 
"" knew; he was sort of a stt>ly &.og 1 but he 
X UC 
X RG 
X DR 
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wasa't half-assed, either. It was a good 
stumbly run; but I always got away. He got 
& piece of my trouser leg, rloolr., you can see 
right her~, where it's me~ded; he got that the 
I 
secoad day I lived there; but, I kicked free 
! 
aad got upstairs fast, so that was that. 
(Puzzles~ I still don't know to this day how 
the other reomers ma.aage it 1 but you know 
what I think: I think 1 t had to do ol!lly with 
me. Cozy. So.JAnyway, this went on for over 
a week, whenever I came in; but never 
when I went out. That's funny. Or, it was 
tunnyo JI could pack up and llve in the otreet 
tor all the dog cared. )Well, I thought about 
it up in my r0om one day, one of the times 
after I'd bolted upstairs, and I made up my 
x u~c 
Put leg on R. 
arm of bench 
X DR 
X RC 
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XUL 
mind.II decided: First I'll kill the dog with X US of bench 
kindness, aad if that deesa't work •••• I'll 
just kill him. (PETER winces) Don't react, 
Peter; just listen.jso, the next clay I went 
out and b&ught a bag of hamburgers, medium · 
rare, no catsup, me enioa; and oa the way hmne 
I threw away all the rolls and kept just the 
meato (Action tor the following, perhaps) 
X LC 
When I got back te the roomiaghouse the dog 
was waiting for me.JI haLt opened the door (paptQIDime) 
that led into the entrance hall, and there 
h~ was; waitiag fer me. It figured. I went in, 
____ ___../'!@ 
' L 
26. 
very cautiealy, am& I haa the haa-
burgers 1 yeu remember; I epeaei the bag, 
feet frem where the deg vaa saarling at 
me. Like ·~_!JKe anarleG.j anopped aaa.rling; 
1niffed; movet al~ly; thea faaterj thea 
faster t~~ the meat. Well, vheB he got 
te it he stoppei1 aai he leek~ at me. I 
&ailed; but tentatively, you underataad. 
Re turaed hia face back to the hamburgers, 
amelle~1 saiffed aome mere, aad thea •• 
RRRAAAAGGGGG.mnniJi= like th.a.t ••• he tore 
inte th~o It vas if he had never eatea 
a.ythi1g ia hia life before, except like 
garbage. Which _might very vell have been 
the truth. I aon't thiak the l&mdl&dy ever 
eats aaything but garbage. But. He ate 
all the hamburgers, almost all at oace, 
maki1g aeUJtcia in hia throat like a vell&ll. 
Then, when he'd finished the meat, the 
hamburger, aad tried to eat the p&per 
tee, he a.a.t dOWll aad smiled. I thillk he 
alliled; I klaow cata do. It vaa very gra'i-
ifyiag for a few momeats. Then, BAM, he 
snarlea aad made for me agaia. He didn't 
get me this ti~e, ei~er.(So 1 I got up-
' 
stairs, aad I lay down oa my bei aad 
retreat ULC 
X DJ, 
started. to think abeut the deg agaiao.._l T:.:o~- begins to circl 
be trut:u!'ul1 I was' effeaa.ri, a.ad. I was 
US of bench 
towards UL 
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27. 
h&aburgers with aot eaeugh perk ia theiii 
to .ake it aisguatlAg. I waa •ffeadej. 
But after awhile, I aecided to try it 
for a ff!!'rf more da.ys.j If yoll think about X behind PETER UR 
it 1 thie deg had what amounted t• aA 
aatipathy toward me; really. And, I 
woaderet if I aighta 1t overcome this 
antipathyo So, I tried it :for five more X UL 
~) 
d.a.ya, but it was always the aa.ae: lsurl 1 
saif; m~e; fasterj stare; gobble; 
RAAAGGGGHXH.; Lsmile; snarl; BAH. Weill:: X R to PETER 
aow; by this time Colufbus Ave•ue was X LG 
strewa with hamburger ~olla and I was 
leas e!feuded than diGguste&. So, I 
decided to kill the dQg. 
(PETF~ raises a hAad ia protest) 
Oh 1 dea't be so alarmed, Peter; I 
did.ll't succeed.jThe day I tried to kill X !}L 
the dog I bought only one hamburger and 
what I thought was a murderoua dose of 
rat poisoa. When I bought the hamburger 
I asked the ma.a aot to bother with the 
rollt aLl I wa.ated was the ~eat. I ex-
pected seme reacti•n froa sum1 like: 
we d~a't seLl no hamburgers without rolls; 
ya, hu 1 s7 But ••; he ami led beaign.ly 1 
wrapped. up the haatburger in wueci paper 1 
I 
a.ad sa.ii: A bite for y-a puaey-ca.t [I I 
0 
I 
f 
I 
0 I 
ot & plan to poiac• a dog I kaow. But, 
yeu e&lt 1 t say "a dog I km.ow" with<Put 
souadiag fuany; lso I said, a little too 
A BITE FOR MY PUSSY - CAT. Peeple leoked 
up. lrt always happen. when I try to silll- ·. 
plify thi•g•; people leok up. But that's 
•either hither aor thither. So. (0. my 
the hamburger aad the rat peiso• t~gether 
betwee• my haa«J, at that p~iat feeling 
aa much sadaess as disgust. I opelte4 the 
«-••r ta the e•trallce hall, 8.ll8. there the 
mo•ater was, w.itiag to take the offering 
ud the• jump me. Poer ba.sta.ri; he ».ever 
befere he we•t fer me gave me tiae en-
eugh tG get eut et ruge. Bur, there he 
X DR 
X RG 
Circles to LC 
behind bench 
was; m&levoleace with a.a erection, waitillg. 
I put the peiaea d~, moved t0W&ri the 
stairs a..a watched. The poer amimal gobbl-
ed the f0cM. dewJL as uau.a.l1 smiled, which 
I spriated up the stairs, as usual, a.i 
the deg d.U t t get me 1 &S usu.a.l •. ..._("""AND.;.;..;.;_-'I;;:;.;T;;;,_____;X:;;;:_;D=.;L=-
CAME TO PASS TIAT T!IE BEAS'l' WAS DEATHLY 
ILL. I new this because he no leager 
; 
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attended me, and because the laadlady 
sobered up. She stopped me 1m the h~ll 
the same eveaiag ef the attempted aur-
der aad com.fided the ia:formatiom that God 
had struck her puppy-dog a surely fatal 
blow. She had forgottea her bewildered 
lust, and her eyes were wide epea for 
the first time. They looked like the d~g•s 
eyes. !She sniveled and implored me to 
pray fer the Gima.l. I wanted to say to 
her: Madam, I have myself to pray for 1 
the o~»l0red queen, the Puerte Ricaa 
family, the persoa ia the froat ro~m 
wham I've aever seen, the woman whe 
cries deliberately behimd her closed 
dear, and the rest of the people ia 
all roeminghouses, everywhere; besides,' 
Ma.dam 1 I doa• t understand haw to pray. 
lBut. • • to simplify things. • : I told 
her I would pray. She loGked up. She 
X UC 
XUL 
said that I was a liar 1 aa.d that I prob- X to PETER 
ably wasted the dog to die.JI told her, 
and there was a<il muah truth here 1 that I 
didn't want the dog te die. I didn't, ud 
aot Just because I'd poisoned him. I'm 
atraid that I must tell you I wamted the 
dog to live so that I could see'what our 
\ 
~-- ----- 1 -- --·---·-
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I 
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lll.e'W' relatin.ship would cue te. 
(PETER iactica.tes his iacrealliag d.bpleaaure 
&.l!ld slevly grwiag a.ra.tagonism) 
Please underst-...0. 1 Peter; that .acrt of .. 
thiag ia important. You must believe me; 
it is ill:pert&llt. We have to k:lacw the effect 
et our a.otie:as. (Alaether deep sigh)( Well, X LC 
----~...=.;::__ 
aaywayj the d~g recevered. I have lii.O 
idea why-1 unless he was a desceadelll.tof 
the puppy that guarded the gates of hell 
or some such resort. I'm aet up ea my 
mythelogy. (Ke proaouaces the word 
myth-•-!!&) Are yeu? (PE.rER sets to' 
thililkiag1 but JERRY goes oa) At uy 
rate, B.lld yau 1ve missed the eight-
thouaaad-acllar question, Peter; at aay 
rate, the dog recoverd his health aad 
the laailady recovered her thir&t 1 in 
ao way altered by the bow-wow's deliver-
uce. Whe:a I C&llle home from a movie that 
waa playing Ol!l F•rty-secoad Street 1 a 
mevie I'd.seea, or oae that was very much 
like Olll.e or several I'd seea1 after the 
l8J!J.dlady told me puppyki:as was better, I 
wa.s so hepiAg for the deg tc be waitiRg 
fer me. I was. • • well 1 hew would you put 
it ••• eaticed7 • 0 ~ f'aaciu.ted? . . . 
ao, I don 1t think so •• o heart-shateringly 

31. 
aaxi0ua to coafr$nt my friead &g&iB.. 
(PETER reacts scoffiagly) 
Yes, Peter; frie•4. That's the oaly verd 
fer it. I was heart-shatteriagly et cetera 
to ce:afre:a.t me deggy friead agaia .. II ca.me X C 
ia the freat deor aad advaaced1 umatraid, 
to the ce~~.ter ef the elltralllce hall. The 
beast was there • • • looking at me. I 
thimk • • • I think we stayed a. le:ag time 
that way. • • still 1 stone-statue • • • 
just loekiag at ene another. I leoked more 
im.to his face than he loeked iato Ili:ae. 
I mea., I caa ce11.centrate leager at look-
ing iAto a ieg's face thaa a dog can co& 
centrate loekiag iato mine, or iate any-
body else's face 1 fer that matter. But'. 
during that twe».ty aecoltds er twe heurs 
that ve leoked into each ether's face1 we 
ma&e celltact. Now, here is what I wauted 
to happen: I loved the deg aow, a:aci I 
'W'&llted him to love me. I had tried te 
leve, &llld I h.atl t.ried te kill, &lli. both 
haa beea umsuccessful by themselves. I 
hopetl • • • aaci I dc:a' t really k1uw why 
I expectet the dsg to uaierataad amy-
thing, much less my motivatiens • • • 
II hoped that the dog would wtder.stand. X DC 
1 '5 I 
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(PETER seeu te be hypa.otized.) 
It • s ju•t . . . it 1 s just that • 
(JERRY is abnonaally tense 1 now) 
it 1 s just that if you can't deal with 
people 1 y0u have to JU..!<e a start some-
where. WITH ANIMAL.::: (Much faster aow 1 
~ and like a conspirator) Doa 1t you see? 
A person has to have some way of dealiag 
with SOMETHING. With a bed 1 with a cock-
roach, with a mirror ••• no 1 that's 
too hard, that 1 s one of the last steps. 
With a cockroach, with a •. with a .. 
j with a carpet 1 a roll of toilet paper • 
• • ne1 not that 1 either • • • that 1 s a 
mirror, too •• ; alway• check bleed.iag. 
X DL 
!You see how hard it is to find things? pacing DR 
With a street corner, and too lll&llY lights, 
all celers reflectiag on the oily-vet 
streets ••• with a wisp of smoke, a 
wisp 0 • • of smoke ••• with ••• 
w1 th pornttgraphic playing cards, with a 
strongbox • • • WITHO!Jl' A LOCK • • • with 
love, with vomiting, with crying, with f~ry 
because the pretty little ladies aren't 
pretty little ladies 1 vi th Dl&kill6 money 
vith yeur body which is &n act ot J.ove and 
I couLd prove it 1 with howling because 
DL 
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y$u're alive; with Godo How about that? 
Wrl'I! GOD WHO IS A COLORED QUF..EN WHO 
WEARS A KIMONO AND PLUCKS HID EYEBROWS= 
WHO IS A WOMAN WHO CRIES WITH DETER-
MIN'ATION BEHIND HER CLOSF:D DOOR ••• 
with God who, (I'm told, turned his back 
• • 
, 6 t 
X UC 
on the vhGle thing some time aga • 
with ••• (some day, with people. 
{Jerry sighs the next word heavily) 
J X to PETER. They 
stare at each othe~. 
PETER turns away. 
People. With an idea; a concept. And 
where better, where ever better in this 
humiliating excuse ror a jail, where 
better to communicate one single, simple-
minded idea than in an entrance hall7 Where? 
It v0uld be a START! Where better to make 
a beginning ••• to understand and just 
p~ssibly be uaderstood • • • a begin-
ning of an understandia.g, tham. w~th •• ., 
{Here JERRY seems to fall into almost 
grotesque ratigue) 
.than with A DOG. Just that; a dogo 
(Here there is a silence that might be 
prolonged ror a moment or so; then JERRY 
wearily finishes his story) 
A dog. It seemed like a perfectly sensible 
idea. Man is dog's best friend, remember. 
So. The dog and I looked at each other • 
. · .
....._ --
-----
I longer than the dog. And what I saw 
them ha;; been the same ever simce. 
Whenever the dog and I eJfe each other · 
we both stopwhere we are. We regard 1 / 
each other with a mixture 0f sadness 
and suspicion, and then we feign in-
difference. We walk past each other 
safel;Yr lwc have an underata.nding. We 
had made many attempts at centact, 
and we had failed. The deg hs.s re 
turned te garbage, and I to selitary 
but free passage. I have not returned. 
I meam. to say 1 I have gained solitary 
free passage, if that much further less 
can be said to be gain. I have learned 
that neither kindness ner cruelty by 
themselves, independent of each other, 
creates any effect beyond themselves; 
and I have learned that the two com-
bined,·together, at the same time, are 
the teaching emetion. And what is gained 
is loss. And what has been the result: 
the dog and I have attained a compromise; 
more of a bargain, reallyo We neither 
love nor hurt because we do not try to 
reach each other. Amd !!!_trying to feed 
~·~ .. IE 
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the d.eg a. act et leve? And1 perhaps, 
was the d.egr s attempt to bite :me a.ot 
an act ef love'? I:f' we cal.\ s• misUl\derstanG.1 
well, thEm, why have ve im.vented the werd 
(There is a silence. JERRY meves to 
PETER'S bench and sits dewn beaide him. 
This is the first time JERRY bas sat iown 
during the play) 
The Story of Jerry and the Dog: tbe end. 
(PETER is silent) 
Well, Peter? (JERRY is sulid.ea.ly oheer:f'u.J..) 
Well, Peter?j Do yeu think I could sell 
that st®ry to the Reader's Digest and 
mak~ a csuple hundred bucks fer The Mest 
X US 
puts 
.~ .... l.. ~.. J. Q 
of bench and 
foot on s~r 
I 
I 
UafQrgettable Character I've Ever Met'? 
Huh? I (JERRY is anilnated1 but PEl'ER is 
takes foot down 
disturbed) Ob., ceme on now 1 Peter; tell 
me what you think. 
PEl'ER (Numb) 
I ••• I aon't Ulld.ersta.nd what ••• I 
don •t thim.k I (Now 1 a.l.most tea.rtully) 
Why iid you tell me all ef this? 
Why net'l 
/ 
I 
36. 
PEI'ER 
I DON'T UNDERSTAND! 
(Furious, but vhiaperiag) That's 
a. lie. 
PE.TER 
No. Na, it's not. 
JERRY (Quietly) 
I tried to exp.la.in it to you as I 
went aleng. I vent slowly; it a..ll 
has tG do with ••• 
I DON r T WAN.r TO .HEAR Alf'f MO~ • I don 1 t 
underst8Jll.d you, or your l.a.n<Uady1 or 
her dog • 
JERRY 
Her ciegl I thought it wa.s my • • • No. 
No, yeu 1 re right. It is her ~og. (Looks 
a.t PETER intently, shaking his head) I 
doa' t knew what I was thinking about; 
ef course you don't understand. (Im a 
monotone, wearily) I don't live in y~ 
blGck; I'm not married to two parrakeets, 
or wb.a.te-ver your setup is • .! ~ ~ perm-
anent transient, and my home is the sick-
ening roamingheuses on the West Side of 
I 
! 
l 
l 
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New York City, which is the greatest 
city im. the world.. Amen. • .,.l ____ s_i_t_s_o_m___;L;;..__s_i_.d...;;e_...;;o...;;:f;.,__b~e;;:.;n;;.;:.c ¥~· 
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PETER 
I'm ••• I'm sorry; I didn't mean to •• 
JERRY 
Forget it. I suppose you don't quite ka~ 
what to make of me, eh? 
PETER (A joke) 
We get all kinds in. publishing. (Chuckles) 
JERRY 
You're a funny man. (He forces a laugh) 
You knew tb.at7 you 1 re a very • ~ • a 
richly carnic person. 
(Modestly 1 but amused) Oh 1 now 1 :raot 
really. (still chuckling) 
JERRY 
Peter, ao I annoy you, or contuse you7 
PETER (Lightly) 
Well, I must confess that this WS.SJ1. 1t the 
kini of afteruoon I'd anticipated. 
JERRY 
You me8.la1 I'm n~Mt the ge:ntl..ema.ll. yeu were 
expecting. 
PETER 
I wasn't expecting anybody. 
JERRY 
No, I 4.0ll't i.m&gi».e you were. But 
I 1m here, and I'm act ~e~vi-s• 
PETER 
( Consu.lti-ag his ws.tch) Well, you may 
net be, but I must be gettim.g home soo•o 
JERRY 
Oh
1 
c.me on; stay ~ while ~gnger. 
PE1'ER 
I really should get home; ycu aee • o • 
JERRY 
(Tickles PE'fEIP S ribs vi th his f'iJLgers) 
Oh 1 come on. 
PErER 
(He is very ticklish; as JERRY aon-
tinues to tickle him his veice be-
cemes falsetto) No 1 I • • • Olfi[IIHH.Kl 
Don't do that. Stop1 Stop. Ohh, ll0 1 :m.o. 
JERRY 
Oh, coone o:a. 
PETER 
(As JERRY tickles) Oh 1 hee 1 hee1 hee. I 
must go. I. • • hee 1 hee, heeo After all, 
step, st~p, stop, hee, hee, bee, the 
prakeets will be getti»g diuner resAy soolil. 
Hee, hee, hee~ And the cats are sett~ 
the tab~e. Stop, stop, aaa, and, ••••• 
------
(PETER is besitie hi.luel:f' :m.ow) • • and. 
we're haviilg 0 • 0 hee, hee, uh • 
ho, ho 1 ho. 
(JERRY stops tickli:ag PETER, but the cfil-
bilUI.tien of the ticklimg a:ai his ewE. mU. 
whimsy has PETER laughiag almost hysteri-
cally. As h!Ls laughter ClflD.ti:aues 1 thell. 
subsius 1 JERRY watab.os hill, with a 
auriws fixe4. smile ) 
JERRY 
Peter? 
PETER 
Oh, ha, ha, ha_, ha, ha, ha, What? What? 
JERRY 
Liflte!ll., :acw. 
PETER 
Oh1 he, he. What •• what is it Jerry'l 
Oh, my. 
JERRY ( Myster~011sl.y) 
Peter 1 do ysu Wl:Utt tc k:attW what happa:ae.t 
at the zeo7 
PEfi'ER 
Ah, ha1 ha. The what? Oh1 yesj the 
zoo. Oh, ho 1 hGo Well, X ha.d l'lty" wn 
zeo there for a momeut with • • o hee1 
hee1 the parakeets getting di~m.er ready,~ 
4o. 
&nd the ••• ha 1 h& 1 whatever it vas 1 
tl:le. • • 
JERRY ( Callllly) 
Yeai that was very fuany, Peter. I 
wouldn 1 t have expect,ed it. But de you 
want to hear about what happened at the 
zoo, cr n.at7 
PEI'ER 
Yea. Yes, by all meaaa; tell me what hap-
pened at the zoo. Oh, my. I do•'t know 
what happened to me. 
JERRY 
Nov I'll let you in on vh&t happened at 
the zoo; but first, I should tell you 
why I went to the zoo. I went to the zoo 
to find out more about the way people 
exiat with aaimals 1 a.ad the way a.nimala 
exist with each other, and with people1 
too. It probably W&sn't a fair teat, 
what with everyo•e separated by bars from 
everyone else, the aAimals for the moat 
part fr~m each other, and always the 
people from the animals. But if it's a 
zoo1 that's the way it is. (He pokes 
PE.'l'ER on the arm.) Mlrve over. 
PE.'l'ER (Friendly) 
I'm aorry, havea't you eaough room? 
(He shifts a little) 
41. 
JERRY (Sailing slightly) 
Well, all th~ anima.la are there 1 a.nd a:ll 
the people are there 1 e.:ad it 's Stulday and 
all the ohili:ren are there. (He pokes 
PEI'ER a.gaia) Move crver. 
PEI'ER 
(Patiently, still frieadly) All right. 
(He moves some lli.Ore 1 and JERRY has all 
the roltlm he might lll.eed) 
JERRY 
Aad it'e a hot iay, so a.ll the steach 
is tb.ere 1 teo 1 B.lld all the balleea 
sellers1 aad all the ice cream aellers 1 
and all the seale are barking, and all 
the birds are screami~. (Pokes PETER 
harder) Move over! 
PETER 
(Beginniag to be anaoyed) Loek here, 
y$u have more thu enough room! (But 
cramped at the end of the bench) 
JERRY 
And I am there, and it's feeding time at 
the lions' hou•e1 and the lion keeper 
comes int0 the lioi cageJ one cf the 
lion cag~s, to feed oae of the lions. 
(Puaches PEI'ER on the arm, hard) 
MOVE OVER! 
PETER 
more, aad step hittiag me. What's the 
matter with you? 
JERRY 
· Do you wa.llt to hear the story? (PtUI.chea 
PE.~R'a arm again) 
PETER ( Fl&bberga.stcd.) 
I'm net so aure! I certainly don't wamt 
to be punehed in the a.rm .. 
JERRY 
( Pun.ches PEI'ER 'a arm aga.i11) Like tb.&t? 
PETER 
Stop it! What's the matter with you7 
JERRY 
I 1m cra.~y 1 yeu bastard. 
PETER 
JERRY 
Listen to me, Peter. I want this beach. 
You ge sit on the beach over there 1 aad 
if you 1 re good I 1 ll tell you the rest 
of the story. 
PETER (Flustered) 
But • • • whatever for? What is the 
matter with you? Beaidea1 I aee ne reason 
why I sheuld give up this bench. I sit 
on thia bench als~ost every Sunia.y af-
terncon, in good weather. It's secluded 
here j there 1 s never aayoue si t.tim.g here, 
so I have it all to myself. 
JERRY (Sof'tly) 
Get of'f' this bem.ch1 Peter; I want it. 
PETER 
(Alm.Gst vhim..i:ag) Ne. 
JERRY 
I said I want this bench, and I'm goiag 
to have it. Now get over there. 
PETER 
People can1 t have everything they W&nt. 
You should ka0W that; it's a rule; 
people caa have some of the thilll.gs they 
want, but they can.' t have everything. 
JERRY (lAughs ) 
Imbecile! You 1re slow-witted! 
PETER 
Stop tha.tl 
JERRY 
You're a vegetable! Go lie down. 
on the grouna. 
PETER (Intense) 
Now~ listen ta me. I've put up with 
you all afterao•n. 
JERRY 
Not really. 
44. 
PETER 
LONG ENOUGH! I've put up with yeu long 
enough- Itve listeaed to you because ~u 
1eemed • ~ • well1 because I thought you 
vanted to talk to smnebod.y. 
JERRY 
You put thiD.gs well; economic.aJ.ly 1 a.nd.J 
yet • • • oh 1 what is the word I waat to 
put justice to your • JESUS, yeu 
make me sick ••• get o~ here a.a give 
me my bench. 
PETER 
MY BENC1U 
JERRY 
(PUshes PETER almost, but not quite1 o~f 
the bel9.ch ) Get out of my s igbt. 
PETER 
(Regaining his position) God da ••• 
rm you. Tb.a. t • s e~aough! P ve hAd e11.eugh 
of you. I will ~ot give up this bench; 
you ca.n •t have it 1 &lid that's tha.t. Nw 
go away. (JERRY snortsJ but does not move) 
Go a.vray J I &&.18.. (JERRY does not move) 
Get away from here. If you don•t meve oa 
• • you ' re a bum • • • that'a what 
you are ••• !f you don't move en 1 I'll 
get a polio~ here and make you go. 
(~Y laughs 1 stays) 
I warn you; I'll call a policeman. 
JERRY (Softly) 
You von•t fiad a policemaa aroUAd here; 
they 1re all sver o~ the vest siie of the 
park cha.sing fairies iOWD. :f'rtsm the trees 
Qr. out of the bushes. Tha.t 'a all they do. 
That's their fu.ctiea. So scream you 
head offj it von't do you a.y goed. 
PETER 
POLICEl I 'W'8.l'm. you, I 111 have yeu ar-
rested. POLICE! (Pause) I said POLICE~ 
(Pause) I feel ridiculous. 
JERRY 
Yeu look ridiculeus: a growa man scneam-
ing for the police oa a bright Sund&y 
a:f'ternool!l. ia the park with nebody harm-
lag youo If a pplicemaa did fill his 
f!U.Ot& and come sludging over this way 
he'i probably take you ia as a •ut. 
PEI'ER 
(With disgust aud impstenoe) Great 000.1 
I just came here to reai, and now yeu 
vaat me to give up the beach. Yeu're mat. 
JERRY 
Hey, I got nevs for yo~1 as they say. I'm 
46. 
oa you're precious bench, and you're ae-
ver going to have it fer yourselr again. 
PETER (Furious) 
Look, you; get off me bench. I dea't care 
if it makes aay sense or not. I wast this 
bench to myself; I want you OFF IT: 
JERRY (Mocking) 
Aw ••• leok who's mad. 
GET OlJl'l 
JERRY 
,.. 
PETER 
I WARN YOU: 
JERRY 
Do you kaow how ridiculous you look now? 
· (His fury and self-sonsciouaness have pos-
sessed him) It doesa't matter. (He is 
almost crying) G1l.T .AWAY, FROM MY BENCH! 
JERRY 
WhY? You have everything in the world you 
want; you've told me about your hee 1 a.ad 
your family, and your ~ little zoo. 
You have everything, and :naw yGu want this 
beach. Are these the tnings men fight for? 
TeLl, me Peter, is this bemch1 this iron 
and this weod 1 is this your hcaer? Is 
this the thing in the world. yGm 1 d fight 
for? Can you thi~ o! anything more 
absurd? 
PEI'ER 
Absurd? Lock, I'm aot goim:g to ta.lk to 
you about ho~or1 or even try to explaiD 
it to you. Besides, it is~'t a question 
of hoaor; but even if it were, you 
weulda 1 t uaderstand. 
~~y (Coatemptueualy) 
You don 1 t evea ~ow what you're sayiag1 
d~ yeu? This is probably the !irst time 
ia your life you've had aaythiag mere 
trying te face than chaagiag your eat's 
toilet box. Stupid! Doa't you have aay 
idea 1 not eve• the slightest, what 
other people need? 
PETER 
Oh 1 boy, listea te you; well 1 you don't 
need this be~ch. That's for sure. 
JERRY 
Yes; yes, I do. 
PETER ( Qui veriag) 
I've come here fer years; I have hours 
of great pLeasure, great aatiafactioa 1 
right here. An&. that's important to a ma:a. 
48. I.~·· ~, 
I'm a respoasible p~rsoR 1 a.d I'm a 
GRCIW'NUl\.l ThiB is ray be11.oh1 an.d you have 
no right to take it awa.y :from Jae. 
JERRY 
Fight :fer it1 then. De:f'end yourself; 
PETER 
• You've pushed. me to it. Get up 
anti fight. 
JERRY 
Like a malt? 
PETER (Still angry) 
·Yes, like a maa, i:f' you insi•t on mock-
ing me even :further. 
JERRY 
I'll have to give you cretiit fer eae thing: 
you are a vegetable, and a slightly near-
sighted one, I thiak • • • 
PEl'ER 
THAT I s ENOUGH • • • 
JERRY 
• ·o • but 1 yGu now 1 as they say on TY 
all the time - you lul"" - au I mea.a this, 
Peter, you have a certai• dignity; it 
surprises me • • • 
.. 
PE'l'ER 
3rOP! 
i-~---
I 
I 
l 
I 
L 
JERRY 
(Rises lazily~f~~y well, Peter, we'll 
battle for the bench, but we're not even-
ly matched. I (He takes out and clicks 
open an ugly-loeking knife) 
PETER 
(Suddenly awakening to the reality: of 
the situation) You ~mad! Yeu•re stark 
raving mail YOU'RE GOING TO KILL ME l 
{But before PETER has time to thiak what 
to da, JERRY tosses the knife at PETER'S 
teet) 
JERRY 
There yau go. Pick it up. You have the 
knife and we 1 11 be even more evenly 
matched. 
Pm'ER (Horrified) 
No! 
JERRY 
(Rushes over to PETER, grabs him by the 
collar; PETER rises; their faces almost 
tous:h) New yw pick up that knife and 
you fight with me. You fight for your 
self-respect; you fight for that god-
damned bench. 
PEI'ER (Struggling) 
No! Let o • , let go of meJ He • • Help! 
.. t76 
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JERRY 
(Slaps PETER on. each "fight" ) You figh-t 1 I. t l*" 'l 
----- Wtk~\A. ~ 
you miaerable bastard; fight for "that bench; 
figHt for:YQUr parakeets; fight for your 
cats; fight f0r your two daughters; fight 
for your wife; fight fer y0ur Dl&llhced, 
you pathetic little vegetable. (Spits im 
Pl..'l'ER • S face ) You ceuldn 't evea get your l 
wife with a male child.'""··="""""----- L \t 2., 
ColN\rl ete PEI'ER 
X DR 
(Breaks away, enragedJflt' s a matter ot 
gemetics 1 not JI8Jilhood1 you • • • you 
aenster. (He darta down, picks up the 
knife and backs off a little; he is 
breathing heavily) I •u give you one last 
chance; get out ~f here and leave me alGael 
(He holds the knife with a firm ann, but 
tar in front of him, not tG attack, but 
tq defend) 
JERRY (Sighs heavily) 
So be it! l~3 ~~~~--------------~D~R~--------------
(With a rush he ohargea PETERJ[aid impales 
himself ea the knife. Tableau: For Just 
a moment, cemplete silence, JERRY impaled 
on the knife at the end or PET$R'S still 
firm arm. Thea PFl'ER screa.ms 1 pulls away 1 
leaving the knife in JERRY. JERRY is 
L ----------------~ ® _____ _..;;;;-r 
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motionless, on point. Then, he, toe, 
screams 1 and 1 t must be the soUD.d O't a.m. 
infuriated aad fatally wounded animal. 
With the knife in him, he stumbles back 
t·o the~ that PmER had vacated.'-{H_e _____ __, 
crumbles there, sitting, facing PETER, l 
his eyes wide with agony, his mouth opem) p. X DR facing J. 
PE'1'ER (Whispering) 
Oh my God, oh me God, oh my GoO.. o • 
(He repeats these word maay times, very 
rapidly) 
JERRY 
(JERRY is dyimg new; but his expressioa 
seems to change. .Bis..:'t'e&~s relAX; and 
while his voice varies, sometimes wrench-
ed with pain, for the most part he seems 
removed frGDl his dying. He smile) . 
Thank you, Petero I mean that, :a.cw; 
thank you very much. ( PEl'ER' s meuth 
drops open. He cam.not meve; he is 
transfixed) Oh, Peter, I was so afraid 
I'd drive you away. (He laughs as best 
he can) YQu dtou 1 t lmow how atraicl I was 
yeu 1 d go away amd lea. ve me o And nGW I' ll 
tell you what happened at the zoo. I think 
• • • I thiak this is what happe:aad at 
the zeoo I think that while I wa.s at the 
• 
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zoo I decided I would walk north • • • 
n12>rtherl:r, rather • • • until I found you 
• e • or semebedy • • • amd I decided that 
I would talk to you • • • I would tell 
you things • • • ud things that I would 
tell you would ••• Well, here we are. 
You see? Here we ~· But ••• I 4Ga 1 t 
lmov • • • could I have planned a~t 
this? No ••• no, I coulda't have. But 
I think I did.. Allld llCIW' you know all about 
what happened. at the zoe. Anci now you knew 
what you'll see in your TV, and the face 
I told you about • • • you remember • • 
the face I told you about ••• my face, 
. the face ysu see right now. Peter • • • 
Peter? • • • Peter • • • Thank yeu. I 
came unto you (He laughs, so faimtly) 
aad you have comforted ae. Dear Peter. 
P:&t'ER 
(Almost fainting) Oh my God: 
JERRY 
You'd better go now. Somebody might come 
by, and yeu d.Gn' t want to be here when 
anyone comes. 
PE!l'ER 
(Does not move, but begins to weep) 
Oh, my God, Oli IllY Gedo 
--------r,~----·-·---·--· . 
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JERRY 
(Most faintly, nw; he is very aear death) 
You won't be ccming back here any mare, 
Peterj you've been dispose~ You've lest 
your bench, but you've defended your honor. 
And, Peter, I' 11 tell you liumething nov; 
you're not really a vegetable; it's all 
right 1 y-0u' re an animal. You're an an-
imal, too. But you'd better hurry now, 
Peter. Hurry, yeu'd better go ••• 
see? (JERRY takes a handkerchief amd 
with great eff'art and pain wipes the 
lmife handle clean ef' fingerprints) 
Hurry away, Peter. (,.;;..P_ETER _ be;;..::g::..i_ns __ 'b~d-------- w().\I"V\ L>lllf 
stagger away) I Wait • • • va.i t, Peter. p. X UL + 
l1#:5 
Take your boek • • • book. Right here 
• • • beside me. • • on your bench • • • 
my bench, rather. Come • • • take your 
boGko (PETER starts for the book, but 
retreats) Hurry • • o Peter. l ( Pm'ER 
rushes to the bench, grabs the baok, 
retreats) 
Very good, Peter ••• very goed. Now 
••• hurry away. (PEI'ER hesitates for 
a moment, then :flees, stage left 
P. X RG picks up book, 
XUL 
P. exits L. 
----------------- ---·----------· -------------
L ~---L..-
;_. _________________________ ...... 
Hurry a.way ••• (Kis eyes are closed. now) 
d.iue:r • • • the eats • • • are setting 
the table ••• 
PETER (Off sta.ge ) 
(Apitiful hewl) OH MY GOD J l # LJ 
----------------------------
JERRY 
(His eyes still closed, he shakes his 
hea.d. a.:e.d. speaks; a eombia.a.tioa of 
scarmtul mimicry and supplicati01) 
Ob. • • • T1fY • • • God. 
(B:e is llead) I l 
'.L fi: 5 
Curtain Calls: 
\ 
l. PETER enters R, Comes DRC 
2. JERRY enters L, Comes DLG 
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l ., ~----------Hov~e 
As the curtain rises, MOMMY is seated stage 
Right, and DADDY is seated stage Le£t. 
iofz 
Curtain up. A sile_n_c_e~• ___ T_h_e_n~: _______________________ UDvS~ 
MOMMY out 
I don't know what ~c=a=n-rb~e~k~e~e~p~1=n~g~trh~em=-.--------------l~l 
DADDY 
They're late, naturally. 
MOMIJIY 
Of course, they're late; it never fails. 
DADDY 
That's the way thin~s are today, and there's 
nothing you can do about it. 
lviOI~4Y 
You're quite right. 
DADDY 
\then we took this apartment, they were 
quick enough to have me sign the lease; 
they were quick enough to take my check 
for two months' rent in advance ••• 
!-10MloJ!Y 
And one month's security ••• 
DADDY 
••• and one month's security. They were 
quick enough to check my references; they 
were quick enough about all".that.. But 
now try to get the icebox fixed, try to 
~et the doorbell fixed, try to get the 
leak in the johnny fixedJ Just try it ••• 
they aren't so quick about~· 
jJJQJJjl~y 
Of course not; it never fails. People 
think they can get away with anything 
these days ••• and, of course they can. I 
went to buy a new hat yesterday. 
(Pause) 
I said, I went to buy a new hat yesterday. 
DADDY 
Oh! Yes ••• yes. 
' lviOMiviY 
Pay attention. 
DADDY 
I ~ paying attention, Mommy • 
.i'JlQ.MJyi y 
Well, be sure you do. 
DADJJ 'l 
MOJ\T<IY 
All right, Daddy; now listen. 
DADlJY 
I'm listening, Mommy. 
MO.Mr~Y 
You're surel 
DADDY 
Yes ••• yes, I'm sure. I'm all ears. 
MOMMY 
(Gig.gles at the t~1ought; then) 
All right, now. I went to buy a new 
hat yesterday and I said, "I'd like a 
new hat, please." And so, they showed 
me a few hats, green ones and blue ones, 
and I didn't l;ke any of them, not one bit. 
~lliat did I say? What did I just say? 
DADDY 
You didn't like any of them, not one bit. 
MOMMY 
That's right; you just keep paying attention. 
And then they showed me one that I did like. 
It was a lovely little hat, and I said, 
"Oh, this is a lovely little hat; I'll 
take this hat; oh my, it's lovely. What 
color is it?" And they said, "Why, this 
is beige; isn't it a lovely little beige 
hat?" And I said, "Oh, it's just lovely." 
And so, I bought it. (Stops, looks at DADDY) 
DADDY (To show he is paying attention) 
And so you bou.~ht it. 
MOMMY 
And so I bou~ht it, and I walked out of 
the store with the hat ri~ht on my head, 
and I ran spang into the chairman of our 
woman's club, and she said, "Oh, my dear, 
isn't that a lovely little hat? \1.here did 
you set that lovely little hat? It's the 
loveliest little hat; I've always wanted 
a wheat-colored hat mxself." And I said, 
"Why, no, my dear; this hat is bei~e." 
And she laughed and sai~, "Why no, my 
) 
J. 
dear, that's a wheat-colored hat ••• wheat. 
I know bei~e from wheat." And I said, 
"\'Jell, my dear, I know beige from wheat, 
too." \'/hat did I say? What did I just 
say? 
DADDY 
(Tonelessly) 
Well, my dear, I know beige from wheat, too. 
1-JIOMi-JIY 
That's right. And she lau~hed, and she 
saidi "Well, my dear, they certainly 
put one o·rer on you. That's wheat if 
I ever saw wheat. But it's lovely, just bhe same." ·And then she walked 
off. She's a dreadful woman, you don't 
know her; she has dreadful taste, two 
dreadful children, a dreadful house, 
and an absolutely adorable husband who 
sits in a wheel chAir aJl the time. You 
don't knm'l him. You don't know anybody, 
do you'? She's just a dreadful woman, but 
she is chairmanof our woman's club, so 
naturally I'm terribly fond of her. So, 
I went right back into the hat shop, 
and I said, "Look here; what do you mean 
sellin~ me a hat that you say is beige, 
when it's wheat all the time ••• wheatl 
I can tell beige from wheat any day in 
the week, but not in this artificial 
light of yours." They have artificial 
li~ht, Daddy. 
DADDY 
Have they! 
MOI-ii·1Y 
And I said,"The minute I got outside I 
could tell that it wasn't a beige hat 
at all; it was a wheat hat~" And they 
said to me, "How could you tell that 
when you had the hat on the top of your 
head?" \'Jell, that made me an~ry,·and so 
I made a scene ri~ht there; I screamed 
as hard as I could; I took my hat off 
and I threw it down on the counter, and 
oh, I made a terrible scene. I said, 
I made a terrible scene. 
·.~ta I :. ·& 
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DADDY 
(Snapping to) 
Yes ••• yes ••• ~ood for youl 
MOMilliY 
And I made an absolutely terrible scene; 
and they became frightened, and they said, 
"Oh, madam; oh, madam." But I kept ri_e;ht 
on, and finaJly they admitted that they 
infsht have made a mistake; so they took 
my hat into the back, and then they came 
out a~ain with a hat that looked exactly 
like it. I took one look at it, and I 
said, "This hat is wheat-colored; wheat." 
"It/ell, of course, they said, "Oh, no, 
madam, this hat is beige; you go outside 
and see." So, I went outside, and lo 
and behold, it ~ bei~e. So I bou~ht it. 
DADDY 
(Clearin~ his throat)· 
I would imaE?;ine that it was the same hat 
they tried to sell you before. 
I40I'1·.lY 
(With a little laugh) 
\'Jell, of course it was l 
DADDY 
That's the way ... things are today; you just 
can't ~et satisfaction; you just try. 
I~OivlMY 
Well, I got s~tisfaction. 
DADDY 
That's ri,:,ht, 'f\1ornmy. .I£:!! did get satisfaction, 
didntt you? 
MOMNIY 
Why are they so late? I don't know what 
can be keeping them. 
DADDY 
I've been trying for two weeks to have 
the leak in the johnny fixed. 
IVIGr-1NY 
You can't get satisfaction; just try. 1 
can get satisfacti8n, but you can't. 
~- -·--------·- -·-··--·--·- -
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DADDY 
I've been trying for two weeks and it 
isn't so much for my sake; I can always 
go to the club. 
MOMl'vfY 
It isn't so much for my sake, either; I 
can always go shopping. 
DADDY 
It's really for Grandma's sake. 
IJIOMIJIY 
Of course it's for GrAndma's sake. Grandma 
cries every time she goes to the johnnj 
as it is; but no\'r that it doesn't work 
it's even worse, it makes Grandma think 
she's getting feeble-headed. 
DADDY 
Grandma !! getting feeble-headed. 
HOMi4Y 
Of course Grandma is getting feeble-
) headed, but not about her· johnny-do's. 
DADDY 
No; that's true. I must have it fixed. 
J.Vl0.Mr•1 Y 
WHY are they so late? I don't know what 
can be keeping them. 
DADDY 
When they came here the first time, 
they were ten minutes early; they 
were quick enough about_i_t_t_h_e_n_·------l ~2. 
(I!.nter GRANDMA from the archway, 
sta·?,e leZti. She is loi::Ldud down 
with boxes lar~e and small neatl 
wrapped and tied. She X DG. 
MOKvlY 
Why Grandma, look at youJ What is all 
that you're carryin~? 
GRAiJlJl'-1A 
They're boxes. What do they look like? 
1401-1NY 
Daddyl Look at Grandma; look at all the 
boxes she's carrying! 
---..,....---------·--------·------
II 
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DADDY 
f·1Y goodness, Grandma; look at all those 
boxes. 
GHAI';n~·;IA 
Where'11 I put them? 
l•10lil·1Y 
Heavens! I don't know. \'lhatever are they 
for? 
GRAfJDMA 
That's nobody's damn business. 
fJiQl!li<I Y 
Well, in that case, put them down next 
to Daddy; there.! G. X DL 
GRANDMA 
(Dumning the boxes down, on and 
around DADDY•s feet) 
I sure wish you•d ~et the john fixed. 
UADDY 
Oh, I do wish they'd come and fix it. 
VIe hear :rou ••• for hours ••• whimpering 
a\tay ••• 
i4014l·1 y 
DaddyJ ~Vhat a terrible thing to say to 
Grandma: 
• :r ru, N DI\'IA 
Yeah. For shame, talkipg to me that wa~r. 
DADDY 
I'm sorry, Grandma. 
J.IOI1MY 
Daddy's sorry, Grandma. 
:}RAJ.: DI"iA 
WelJ, all rip;ht. In that case I'll ~o 
set tl~e rest of the boxes. I I suppose I X DC 
deserve being talked to that v1ay. I've 
~otten so old. Most people think that 
when you set so old, you either freeze 
to death, or you burn up. But you don't. 
When you .-;et so old, all that happens is 
that people t<Jlk to you that l:m.y. 
... '1 ~~. ' 8 
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DADliY 
{Contrite) 
I said I'm sorry, Grandma. 
1·10!•li-1Y 
Daddy said he was sorry. 
GrtAllllJMA 
Well, that's all that counts. ~P7e...;::;o...~.;P.;;:l.e _____ WU\"¥-~ being sorry. Makes you feel better; 
:sives you a sense of dignity, and that's L'*~ 
alJ that's important ••• a sense of di~nity. 
And it do·~sn't matter if you don't care, 
or not, either. You ~ot to have a sense 
of dignity, even if you don't care, 'cause, 
if you don't have that, civilization's 
doomed. 
..;o:1AY 
You've been reading my book club s~lections 
ao;ainl 
DADDY 
How dare you read Mommy's book club 
selections, Grandmal 
Gfu1.i:DIV!A 
Because I'm old! \1hen you're old you 
~otta do someth~ng. vllien you get old, 
you Ccn't talk to people because people 
snap at you. \ihen you ~et so old, people 
talk to you that way. That's why you_ 
become deaf, so :rou won't be able to 
hE~ar people tal king to you tha.t way. 
And that's why you <:;o and hide under 
the covers in the bi~ soft bed, so 
you \Iron' t feel the house shakin~ from 
people talking to you that way. That's 
why old people die, eventually. People 
talk to them that way. I've ~ot to go 
and get t:1e rest of the boxes. l*3 {·JhANDMA exits} U1 --------
DADDY 
Poor Grandma, I didn't mean to hurt her. 
t•lOf!ifJlY 
Don't vou vmrry about it;. Grandma doesn't 
know what she means. 
a. 
DADDY 
She knows what she says, though. 
I 
;.roi·~"iY 
Don't you \'lorry about it; she won't 
know that soon. I love Grandma. 
D.f.DDY 
I love her, too. Look how nicely she 
wrapped these boxes. 
MOl\'L"vlY 
Grandma has always wrapped boxes nicely. 
When I was a little girl, I \'las very poor, 
and Gr.sndma was very poor, too, because 
Grandpa was in heaven. And every day, 
when I went to school, 1randma used to 
wrap a box for me, and I used to take it 
with me to school; and when it was lUnch-
time, all the little boys ond ~irls used 
to take out their boxes of lunch, and 
they weren't wranped nicely at all, and 
they used to open them and eat their 
chicken le.:ss and chocolate cakes; and 
I used to say, "Oh, look at my lovely 
lunch box; it's so nicely wrapped it 
would break my heart to open it." And 
so, I wouldn't onen it. 
DADDY 
Because it was empty. 
MOMMY 
Oh no. Grandma always filled it up, 
because she never ate the dinner she 
cooked the evening before; she ,save 
me all her food for my lunch box the 
next day. After school, I'd take the 
box back to Grandma,and she'd open it 
and eat the chicken le~s and chocolate 
cake that was inside. Grandma used to 
say, "I love day-old cake." That's 
where the expression day-old cake came· 
from. Grandma always ate everythin~ a 
day late. I used to eat all the other 
little boys' and ~irls' food at school, 
because they thou~;ht my lunch box \"Tes 
empty. They thou~:~ht my lunch box was 
empty, and that's why I wouldn't open 
it. 'fhey thought I suffered from the 
II 
i 
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sin of pride, and since that made them 
better than me, they were very ~enerous. 
DADDY 
lou were a very deceitful J ittle sirl. 
~/IC•HL:iY 
We were very poorl. But then I married 
you, Daddy, and now we're rich. 
DADDY 
Grandma isn't rich. 
iiftd'Jhi y 
No, but you've been so ~ood to Grandma 
she feels rich. She doesn't -know you'd 
lik~ to put her in a nursing home. 
I wouldn't! 
MO.i'·iliY 
Well, heaven knows, I wouldJ I can't stand 
it, watchin~ her do the cooKin~ and the 
housework, polishin~ the silver, moving 
the furniture ••• 
DADDY 
She likes to do that. She says it's 
the least she can do to earn her keep. 
i.tiOiwiJtl Y 
Well, she's ri~ht. You car1 1 t live off 
people. I ca!; live off you, because I 
married you. And aren't you lucky all 
I brou.·~ht \ITi th me was Grandma. A lot 
of women ! know would have brought their 
whole families to live off you. All I 
brollf;ht was Grandma. Gra:-,dma is al1 the 
family I have. 
DADDf 
I feel very fortunate. 
MO.fvlMY 
You should. I have a rig;ht to live off 
of you because I married you, and because 
I used to let you ~et on top of me and 
bump your uglies; and I have a ri~ht to 
all your money when you die. And when 
you do, Grandma a.nd I can live by ourselves ••• 
u 
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if she's still here. Unless you have 
her put away in a nursing home. 
DADDY 
I have no intention of putting her in 
a nursing horne. 
:i·K;J.'.ft·1Y 
Well, I wish somebody would do some- . 
thing with herl 
DADDY 
At any rate, you're very well provided 
for. 
l'40Ml'JI y 
You're my sweet Daddy; that's very nice 
DADDY 
I love my rilommy. 
(Enter JRANDHA at?;ain, laden 
,.,i th more boxes) G. enters SL X DC 
) 
GRAbDIJ[A. 
(nhmpiRg th~ boxs~ on and around 
DADDY'S f@gt) G. piles boxes on top of other 
There; that's the lot of them. boxes, then moves pile SR 
to L of MOMMY's chair. 
DADDY 
They're wrapped so nicely. 
GRAlW1'4A 
(To DADDY) 
You \"lfOn 't ~SOt on my sweet side that way ••• 
Grandma! 
GRAl-.DI>1A 
••• telling me how nicely I wrap boxes.~I~--~X~D~C­
Not after what you said: how I whimpered 
for hours ••• 
Grandma! 
Shut upl 
~:iAANDIJIA 
(To MOIVIl'-1Y) 
(To DADDY) 
You don't have any feelings, that's whatts 
\ 
r---·-T--
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wrong with you. Old people make all sorts 
of noises, half of them they can't help• 
Old people whimper, and cry, and belch, 
and make great hoJlow rumbling sounds 
at the table; old people wake up in the 
middle of the ni~ht screemin~, and find 
out they haven't even been asleep; and 
Hhen old people .!.t! asleep, they try to 
wake up, and they can't ••• not for the 
longest time. 
f1QI;L'4Y 
Homilies, homilies! 
GRANDiv'fA 
And there's more, too. 
DADDY 
I'm really very sorry, Grandma. 
GH.AUDIJ!A 
I know you are, Daddy; it's Mommy over 
thc1·e mr,kes nJ~ tJ·e trnulJc. If you'd 
listen ... c r"c, ~,(,11. ,,.oulc'n't have married 
ed fX behind DADDY's chair her in the first place. She was a tramp 
and a trollop and a trull to boot, and 
she's no better now • 
. • o~·JMY 
.}randmal 
·lH.t~SJDl-L~ 
( " .• - T '(' . 'T ) .1. 0 , ~U. Jn J. 
Shut up! { 'l,o DidJJ.Jy) 
\'J'ne:n she \v'ls :r1o l•lort~ t.han r~il·t Jo<;r•:.> ,-.~_c1 
,:;he u:-;;~.) r,,,'> r;: .:. ·1;) 1'il) al"iid say' in a sick-
ailing little voice 1 "When I gr./o up, I'm 
gping to mahwy a wich old man; I'm going 
to sf':-t my wi ttle Wt. r-e end right dovm in 
a t.ub o' butter, thDt 's vTh;·. t I'm goin.P; 
to GO. n J1.nd I wa 1neC.: ;rou 1 Daddy; I told 
you to stay away .from her type. I t,olcl 
_roll tn. I did. 
liO~L E,. 
'..'"()11 ::>t/>l'J U~rt~! ·-:ou' r.-: i'l:' Plnt.her, net his! 
GRANDMA 
I am? 
--,------r-~---1 ---r--------
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DADDY 
That's ri~ht, Grandam. Mommy's right. 
G:randma 
\'/ell, how vrould you expect somebody as 
old as I am to remember a thin:~ like 
that? You don't make allowanc-es for X DG 
people. I \·mnt an aJ lov.rance,. f I want 
an allo\'lanceZ 
DADDY 
All right, Grandma; I'll see to it. 
i;iOI•1·1 Y 
Grandmal I'm ashamed of you. 
J.1Ulf~DI•1A 
Humfl It's a fine time to say that. You 
shou.ld have gotten rid of me a lou~ time 
a so if that's the way you feel. '{ou 
should have had Daddy set me up Jn business 
some\'Jhere ••• I could have ;one into the 
fur bustness, or I could have been a 
singer. But no; not you. You wanted 
me arnund so you could sleep in my room 
when Daddy ~ot fresh. But no'\'l it isn't 
i.,,portant, because Daddy doesn't want to 
r;et fresh wi t~h you any more, and I don't 
blame him. You'd rather sleep with me,{ X behind DADDY 
wouldn't you, Daddy? 
, iUI-TMY 
Daddy doesn't \rant to sleep \vith anyone. 
Daddy's been sick. 
DADDY 
I've been sick. I don't even want to 
sleep in the apartment. 
j.i~;{V1·l"f 
You see? I told you. 
DADDY 
I just want to ·7,et everything over with. 
;•.10H·1Y 
That's ri:~ht. Why are they so late? ~1hy 
can't they ~et here on time? 
Q,~..AI~DMA 
{An owl) 
Who? Who? ••• \vho? Who? 
'I 
I 
t 
I 
13. 
l-10f·1HY 
You know, Grandma. 
GRAiWl\iA 
No, I don't. 
MOIVKIY 
Well, it doesn't really matter whether 
you do or not. 
D.-\DDY 
Is that true? 
IviC. 'If!IY 
Oh, more or less. Look how pretty Grandma 
wrapped these boxes. 
GRANDMA 
I didn't really like wrappin~ them; it 
hurt ~Y fingers and it frightened me. 
But it had to be done. 
M01•1·.-IY 
Why, GrAndma? 
GRftJJDMA 
None of your damn business. 
Go to bed. 
GRAI1< Di\f.A 
I don 1 t want to ~o to bed. I ,just ;ot 
up. I war:t to stay here and watch. Be-
sides ••• 
·}o to bed. 
DADDY 
Let her stay up, Mommy; it isn't noon 
yet. 
GH.ANDAA 
I want to watch; besides ..• 
liADl.JY 
Let her watch, Mom·ny. 
I 
) 
i 
i 
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:"!OJ'il"lf 
vJell alJ rL~ht, you can watch; but don't 
you dare sRy a word. 
:}HAN DiJIA 
Old people are very good at listening; 
old people don't like to talk; old people 
have colitis and laven er perfume. Now 
I'm ~oin~ to be quiet. X ULG 
Dt\DlJY 
She never mentioned she wanted to be a 
singer. 
dOl.ti i:Y 
Oh, I for~ot to tell you, but it was 
a;"~'eS a:ro. ~ 
~ , 
(The doorbell ....:.r..=.i;.;.ng;:a.;s~):.----==,_ S #" f 
Oh, goodness£ Here they arel 
JRAN1JMA 
Who? \'lho? ----------..-..------
i¥10 IJff:i 'l 
Oh, just some people. 
G H.Al'v Di4A 
The van people? Is it the van people. Have 
you finally done it? Have you called the 
van people to come and take me away? 
DADDY 
Of course not, Grandmal 
GRANm-t.A 
Oh, don't be too sure. She'd have you 
carted off too, if she thought she could 
get away with it. 
ivl W-1J·J[y 
p·• '191 
Pay no attention to her, Daddy. 
(An aside to GHANl.Jiv1A) 
My God, you're un~ratefull 
(The doorbell rin~s a~ain) S""'- ~ ----------~~~------ ~~ 
DADDY 
(Wrin~in~ his hands) . 
Oh dear; oh dear. 
--------------------------------
.i10f.IL•IY 
(Still to GitAl.lJi•l1d 
... 
Just you wait; I'll fix your wa~on. 
(Now, to DADDI) 
Well, :;o let them in Daddy. 1tlhat are 
you waitin~ for? 
DADDY 
I think we should talk about it some more. 
r~ybe we've been too hasty ••• a little 
hasty, perhaps. 
(Doorbell rings .a :;a in) 
I'd like to talk about it some more. 
MOtlfi4Y 
There's no need. You made up your m.ind; 
you were firm; you were masculine and decisive. 
li .... DDY 
We mi~ht consider the pros and the ••• 
i•10lJLiY 
I won't ar~e with you; it has to be 
done; you were ri:~ht. Open the door. 
DADDY 
But I'm not sure that ••• 
lv10~4-1 Y 
Open the door. 
DADD'l 
Was I firm about it? 
I·10.VL4Y 
Oh, so firm; so firm. 
DADiJY 
And was I decisive? 
1'IOiVli•i Y 
SO decisivel Oh,I shivered • 
D.H.DDf 
And masculine? Was I re:' lly masculine? 
J:ro.·.t I-{ 
Oh, Daddy, you were so masculine; I 
shivered and fainted. 
G1t.ANli!•lA 
Shiyered and fainted, did she? Humfl 
!T--~ (M\ ' 
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) 
J.10Mf·1 '{ You be quiet. ______________________________ __ 
GHAlJDivffi 
Old people have a right to talk to them-
selves; it doesn't hurt the ~urns, and it's 
comforting 
c ~lloJl: Xrm~ =l~in) 
DADDY (rises) 
I shall now open the door. 
ivlOMiVlY 
MiAT a masculine Daddy! Isn't he a 
masculine· Daddy? 
GliANDJIIIA 
Don't expect me to say anythin~. Old 
people are obscene. 
Ivf0i4i~Y 
Some of your opinions aren't so bad. 
You know that? (Doorbell rings) 
DAl.JlJ Y" 
u~a c kin; 0 ff hom the door) 
Maybe we can send them away. 
MOM1·1Y 
Oh, look at you: You're turning into jcllv; you're indecisive; you're a 
't'•omcm. 
DADDY 
All right. Watch me now; I'm going to 
open the door. J \'latch. Watch! X UR door 
l'.iOMlo! 'l 
We're watching; we're watching. 
GHAJJDMA 
I'm not. 
DADVY ~ 
Watch now; it's openin~. {He opens the door) 
I1Ps open! {Mrs. BARKER steps into the room) X to R of 
Here they areZf sofa. 
!___PADDY X to DL chair 
and sits. 
!"'------, 
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Here they are ! 
GRANDMA 
Where? 
DADDY 
Come in. You're late. But, of course, 
we expected you to be late; we were 
saying that we expected you to be late. 
MOMMY 
Daddy, don~t be rude! We wer~ saying 
that you can't get satisfact1on these 
days, and we were talking about you, 
of course. Won't :ron come in? ( B. X C 
MRS. BARKER 
Thank you. I don't mind if I do. 
MOl\fiVIY 
We're very glad that you're here, 
late as you are. You do re-
member us, don't you? You were 
here once before. I'm Mommy, and 
this is Daddy, and that's Grandma, 
doddering there, in the corner. 
MRS. BARKER 
Hello, Mommy; hello, Daddy; and 
hello there, Grandma. 
DADDY 
Now that you're here, I don't 
suppose you could go away and 
maybe come back some other time. 
:r.ms. BARKER 
Oh, no; we're much too efficient 
for that. I said, hello there, 
Grandma. 
140MMY 
Speak to them, Grandma. 
) 
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GRANDMA 
I don't see them. 
DADDY 
For shame, Grandma; they're hare. 
MRS. BARKER 
Yes, we're here, Gnandma. I'm 
Mrs. Barker. I remember you; 
don't you remember me? 
GRANDr.f.A 
I don'~ recall. Maybe you were 
younger, or something. 
MOMMY 
Grandma! What a terrible thing 
to say! 
MRS. BARKER 
Oh now, don't scold here, Mommy, 
£of all. she knows, she may be right. 
DADDY 
Uh • • • Mrs. Barker, is it? 
Won't you sit down? 
MRS. BARKER 
I don't mind if I do~J X UC, sits on sofa 
MOMI.tlY 
Would you like a cigarette, 
and a drink, and would you like 
to cross your legs? 
MRS. BARKER 
You £orget yourself, Mommy; I'm 
a proffessional woman. But I will 
cross my legs. 
DADDY 
Make yourself comfortable. 
MRS. BARKER 
I don't mind if I do. 
GRANDMA 
Are they still here? 
' 
MOMMY 
Be quiet, Grandma. 
19. 
l'I...RS • BARKER 
Oh, we're still here. My what an 
unattractive appartment you havel 
MOMMY 
Yes, but you don't know what a 
trouble it is. Let me tell you. • 
DADDY 
I was saying to Mommy • • • 
MRS. BARKER 
Yes, I know. I was listening 
outside. 
DADDY 
About the icebox, and • • • the 
doorbell • • • and the • • • 
I~. BARKER 
••• and the johnny. Yes, we're 
very effiecient; we have to know 
everything in our work. 
DADDY 
Exactly what do you do? 
MOMMY 
Yes, what is your work? 
MRS. BARKER 
Well, my dear, for one thing, 
I'm chairman of your woman's club. 
MOMlviY 
Don't be ridiculous. I was talking 
to the chairman of my woman's club just yester- Why so you are. You 
remember, Daddy, the lady I was 
telling you about? The lady with 
the husband who sits in the swin&? 
Don't you remember? 
DADDY 
No • • • no • • • 
MOMMY 
Of course you do. I'm sorry, Mrs. 
Barker. I would have known you 
anywhere, except in this art.i.ficial 
~·~ 20 
20. 
light. And lookJ You have a hat just like the one I bought yes-
terday. 
MRS. BARKER (With a little laugh) No, not 
really; this hat is cream. 
MOMMY 
Well, my dear, that may look like 
a cream hat to you, but if I can• • 
MRS. BARKER 
Now, now; you seem to forget who 
I am. 
MOMM:Y 
Yes, I do, don't I? Are you sure 
you're comfortable? Won't you 
take off your dress? 
MRS. BARKER {Rising) 
I don't mind if I do. (She 
removes her dress) 
MOMMY 
There. You must feel a great deal 
more comfortable. 
MRS. BARKER (Sitting} 
Well, I certainly look a great 
deal more comfortaOie; 
DADDY 
I'm going to blush and giggle. 
11110MMY 
Daddy's going to blush and giggle. 
MRS. BARKER 
(Pulling the hem of her slip 
above her knees} You're lucky· 
to have such a man for a husband. 
MOMMY 
Oh, don't I know itl 
DADDY 
I just blushed and giggled and 
wen.t sticky wet. 
MOMMY 
Isn't Daddy a caution, Mrs. Barker? 
202 
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MRS. BARKER 
Maybe if ·I smoked.· • • ? 
MOMMY 
Oh, that isn't necessary. 
MRS. BARKER 
I don't mind if I do. 
l\10r$1Y 
No; no, don 1t. Really. 
MIS. BARKER 
I don't mind ••• 
MOMMY (Ri~ing) 
I won't have you smok~ng in my 
house, and that's thatl You're 
a professional woman. 
DADDY 
Grandma drinks AND smokes; 
don't you, Grandma? 
GRANDMA 
No. 
MOMMY 
Well, now, Mrs. Barker; suppose 
you tell I us why you 1 re here. X ULC, kn~ing over 
boxes. 
GRANDMA (As MOMMY ~lks through the boxes) 
The boxes. • • the boxes • • • 
MOMMY 
Be quiet, Grandma. 
DADDY 
What did you say, Grandma? 
GRANDMA 
(As.MOMMY steps on seveial 
of' the boxes} The boxes, 
damn i tl! X R to boxes, begins to· straighten them out, 
~ehind MOMMY 1 s chair R. 
MRS •. BARKER (Rises ) 
Boxes; she said boxes. She 
mentioned the boxes. 
·-------------·-·------ ---.. .. _____ _ 
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DADDY 
What about the boxes, Grandma? 
Maybe Mrs. Barker is here be-
cause o~ the boxes. Is that what 
you ma~t, Grandma? 
GRANDMA 
I don't know if that's what I 
meant or not. It's certainly not 
what I thought I meant. · 
DADDY 
Grandma is of the opinion that • 
MRS. BARKER 
• • 
Can we assume the boxes are ~or X DC 
us?II mean, can we assume that you 
had us come here fer the boxes? 
MOMMY 
Are you in the habit of recieving 
boxes? l X behind DADDY 
DADDY 
A very good question. 
MRS. BARKER 
Well, that would depend on the 
reason we're here. I've got my 
finger~· in so many li tt.le pies, 
you know. Now, I can think of 
one of my little activities in 
which we are in the habit of re-
ceiving baskets; but more in a 
literary sense than really. We 
might receive boxes, though, under 
very special circumstances. I'm 
afraid that's the best answer I 
can give you. 
DADDY 
It's a very interesting answer. 
MRS. BARKER 
I thought so. But does it help? 
-
'·.I.. '2 Cl 
) 
MO.fwiMY 
No; I'm afraid not. Mrs. B. returns to couch, sits. 
MOMMY returns to R chair, sits. 
\ 
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DADDY 
I wonder if it might help us any 
if I said I feel misgivings, that 
I have definite qualms. 
MOMMY 
Where, Daddy? 
DADDY 
Well, mostly right here, right 
around where the stitches were. 
MOMMY 
Daddy had an oper~tion, you know. 
MRS. BARKER 
Oh, you poor Daddyt I didn't know; 
but then, how could I 1 .. 
GRANDMA 
You might have asked; it wouldnt 
have hurt you. 
MOMMY 
Dry up 1 Grandma. 
. GRANDMA 
There you go. Letting your true x DC 
feelings come out.Jold people 
aren't dry enough, I suppose. My 
sacks are empty, the fluid in my 
eyeballs is all caked on the inside 
edges, my spine is made of sugar 
candy, I breathe Ice; but you don't 
hear me complain. Nobody hears old 
people complain because people 
think that's all old people do. 
And that's because old people 
are gnarled and sagge~ and 
twisted into the shape of a complaint. 
(Signs off) That's all.f X L behind DADDY 
MRS. BARKER 
What was \"trong, Daddy? 
DADDY 
Well, you know how it is: the 
dovtors took out something that 
was: there and put in something 
that wasn't there. An operation. 
~+ 20! 
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JviRS. BARKER 
You're very fortunate, I should 
say. 
XJil)l)X MOMMY 
Oh, he is; he is. All his life 
Daddy has wanted to be a United 
States Senator; but now •• why 
now he's changed his mind, and 
for the rest of his life he's going 
to want to be Governor • • • it 
would be nearer the apartment 1 you know. 
MRS. BARKER 
You are fortunate, Daddy. 
-
DADDY 
Yes, indeed; except that I get 
thewe qualms now and then, 
defiiJ,ite ones • 
.MRS. BARKER 
Well, it's just a matter of things 
settling; you're like an old house. 
MOMMY 
Why, ·.Daddy, thank Mrs. Barker. 
DADDY 
Thank you. 
MRS. BARKER 
AmbitionliThat's the ticket. I Rises, X DC 
have a brother who's very much 
like you, Daddy ••• ambitious. 
Of course he's a great deal young-
er than you; he's even younger 
than I am • • • if such a thing 
is possible. He runs a little news-
paper. Just a little newspaper •• 
but he runs it. He's chief cook 
and bontle washer of that little 
newspaper, which he calles The 
Village Idiot •• He has such a-iense 
of humor; be's so self-deprecating, 
so modest. And he'd never admit 
it himself, but he is the Village 
Idiot. --
MOMMY 
Oh, I think that's just grand. 
Don't you think so, Daddy? 
---,------
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DADDY 
Yes, just grand. 
MRS. BARKER 
My brother's a dear man, and he 
has a dear little wife, whom he 
loves dearly. He loves her so 
much he just can't get a sentance 
out without mentioning her. He 
wants everybody to know he's 
married. He's really a stickler 
on that point; he can't be intro-
duced to anybody and say hello 
without adding, "Of course, I'm 
married., As far as I'm concerned, 
he's the chief exponent of Woman 
Love in this whole country; he's 
even been written up in psych-
iatric journals because of it. 
DADDY 
Indeed! 
MOMMY 
Isn't that lovely. 
MRS. BARKER 
Oll, '~·I' think so. -There .. a, too much 
woman hatred.in this country, and 
that's a fact. 
GRANDMA 
Oh, I don't know. 
MOMfviY 
Oh, I think that's just grand. 
Don't you think. so, Daddy? 
DADDY 
Yes, just grand.l B. returns to sofa, sits. 
GRANDMA 
In case anybody's 
MOIJIJ.1.1Y 
Be quiet, Grandml• 
GRANDMA 
Nutsl 
interested • • • 
\ B \ 
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I'-iOMMY 
Oh, Mrs. Barker, you must for-
give Grandma. She's rural. 
MRS. BARKER 
I don't mind if I do. 
DADDY 
Maybe Grandma has something to say. 
MOMMY (Rises) 
Nonsense. Old people have nothing 
to say; and if old people did have 
something to say, nobody wOU!d 
listen to them. {To GRANDMA) You 
see? I c~ pull that stuff just 
as easy as you can. (sits) 
GRANDMA 
Well, you got the rhythm 1 ~I b::-:u::::-:t=--..,.~yo-=-=u~x:!::.-t~o~M~O~MM~Y don't really have the quality. J 
Besides, you're middle-aged. 
MOl $IT 
I'm proud of it! 
GRANDMA 
Look. I'll show you how it's really 
done.IMiddle-aged people think x na 
they can do anything, but the truth 
is that middle-aged people can't 
do most things as well as they used 
to. Middle-aged people think they're 
special because they're like every-
body else. We live in the age of 
deformity. You see? Rythm and 
content. You'll learn.J X L behind DADDYts 
chair. DADDY 
I do wish I weren't surrounded by 
women; I•d like some men around 
here. 
MRS. BARKER 
You can say that again! 
GRANDMA! 
I don't hardly count as a woman, 
so can I say My piece? 
MOMMY 
Go on. Jabber away. 
) 
GRANDMA 
It's very simple; the fact is, 
these boxes don't have anything 
to do with why this good lady is 
come to call. Now, if you're in-
terested in knowing why the boxes 
!:.!:! here • • • 
DADDY 
I'm sure that must be all very 
true, Grandma, but what does it 
have to do with why ••• pardon 
me, what is that name again. 
MRS. BARKER 
~lnr. Barker. 
DADDY 
Exactly. What doex it have to 
do with why • • • that name 
again? 
MRS. BARKER 
Mrs. Barker 
DADDY 
Precisely. What does it have to 
do with why what's-her-name is 
here? 
MOX~-iY 
They're here because we asked them. 
. MRS. BARKER 
Yes. That's why. 
GRANDMA 
Now, i£ you're interested in know-
ing why these boxes !!! here • • • 
l'JIOI~R~Y 
Well, nobody~ interested! 
GRANDMA 
You can be as snippety as you 
like for all the good it will 
do you. 
DADDY 
You two will have to stop arguing. 
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MOMMY 
I don't argue with her. 
DADDY 
It will just have to stop. 
MOMMY 
Well, why don't you call a van 
and have her taken away? 
GRANDl-iA 
Don't bother, there's no need. 
DADDY 
No, now, perhaps I can go away 
myself ••• 
MOMMY 
Well, one or the other; the way 
things are now it's impossible. 
In the first place, it's too crow-
ded ·ih this apartment. (To ~RAND­
MA) And it's you that takes up . 
all the space, with your enema , 
bottles, and your Pekinese, and 
God-only-knows-what-else ••• 
and now all these boxes • • • 
GRANDMA 
These boxes are • • • 
MRS. BARKER 
I've never heard of enema bottles • • 
GRANDMA JX to 1 of' sofa. 
She means enema bags but she doesn't 
know the difference. Mommy comes 
from very bad stock. And besides, 
when Mommy was born ••• well, 
it was a difficult delivery, and 
she had a head shaped like a banana. 
MOMMY 
You llBgrateful - Dadd? Daddy, you 
see how ungratefUl she is after 
all these years, a.fter all the 
things we've done for her? (To 
GRANDMA) One of these days you're 
going away in a van; that's whaat 1 s 
going to happen to you! 
GRANDMA 
Do tell! 
J 
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MRS. BARKER 
Like a Banana? 
GRANDMA 
Ypu, just like a banana? 
MRS. BARKER 
My Word! 
MOMMY 
You stop listening to her; she•ll 
say anything. Just the other 
~ight she called Daddy a hedgehog. 
MRS. BARKER 
She didn't! 
GRANDMA 
That's right, baby; you stick up 
for me. 
MOMMY 
I don't know where she gets the 
words; on the televisiont maybe. 
MRS. BARKER 
Did you really call him a hedgehog? 
GRANDMA 
Oh look; what difference does it 
make whether I did or not? 
DADDY 
Grandma's right. Leave Grandma 
alone. 
MOMMY (To DADDY) How dare you! 
GRANDMA 
Oh, leave her alone, Daddy; 
the kid's all mixed up. 
MOMMY 
You see? I told you. It's all those 
television shows. Daddy, you go 
right into Grandma's room and take 
her television and shake all the 
tubes loose. 
DADDY 
Don't mention tubes to me. 
30. 
MOMMY 
Oh I ]#ommy forgot 1 (To Mrs. 
Barker) Daddy has tubes, now, 
where he used to have tracts. 
MRS. BARKER 
Is that a fact! 
GRANDMA 
I know why this dear lady 
is: here. 
MO!~ 
You be still. 
MRS. BARKER 
Oh, I do wish you'd tell me. 
MOMMY 
No !No t That wouldn't be fair 
at all. 
DADDY 
Besides, she knows shy she's 
here; she's here because we 
called them. 
MRS. BARKER 
La! But that still leaves me 
puzzled. I know Itm here be-
cause you called us, but I'm such 
a busy girl, with this committee 
and that committee, and the Res-
ponsible Citizens Activities I 
indulge in. 
MOJ.VIllliY 
Oh my; busy, busy. 
MRS. BARKER 
Yes, indeed. So I'm afraid you'll 
have to give me some help. 
MOl\fiMY 
Oh, no. No, you must be mistaken. 
I can't believe we asked you here 
to give you any help. With the 
WfY taxes are these days, and the 
way you can't get satisfaction 
in ANYTHING •• no, I don' believe 
so. 
·r-r--
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DADDY 
And if you need help ••• why, 
I should think you'd apply for 
a Fullbright Scholarship • • • 
MOMMY 
And if not that ••• why, then 
a Guggenheim Fellowship • • • 
GRANDMA 
Oh, come on; why not shoot the 
works and try for the Prix 
de Rome. (Under her breath to 
MOMMY and DADDY) Beasts! 
MRS. BARKER 
Oh, what a jolly family. But 
let me think. I'm knee-deep in 
work these days; thereSa the 
Ladies' Auxiliary Air Raid 
Committee, for one thing; how 
do you feel about air raids? 
MOMMY 
Oh, I'd say we're hostile. 
DADDY 
Yes, definitely; we 1re hostile. 
IOO. BARKER 
Then, you'll be no help there. 
There's too much hostility in 
the world these days as it is; 
but I'll not badger you! There's 
a surfeit ~r badgers as well. 
GRANDMA , 
While we're at it there's been 
a run on ol peop e, too. e 
Department of Agriculture, or 
maybe it wasn't the Department 
of Agriculture - anyway, it was 
some department that's run by a 
girl - put out figures showing 
that ninety per cent of the adult 
population of the country is over 
eighty years old • • • or eighty· 
per cent is over ninety years 
old • • • 
\ B \ 
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MOMMY 
You're such a liarl You just 
finished saying that every-
one is middle-aged. 
GRANDMA 
I'm just telling you what the 
government says • • • that 
doesn't have anything to do 
with what.. • • 
MOMrJfY 
It's that television! Daddy, 
go break her television. 
GRANDMA 
You won't find it. 
DADDY 
(Wearily getting up) If I 
must ••• I must. 
MOMMY 
And don't step on the Pekinese; 
it's blind. 
DADDY 
It may be blind, but Daddy 
isn 1t. (He xits, stage left) 
GRANDMA 
You won't find it, either.J X L behind DADDY's chair. 
MOMMY 
Oh, I 1m so fortunate to have such 
a husband. Just think: I could 
have a husband who was poor, or 
argumentative, or a husband who 
sat in a wheel chair all day ~ • • 
OOOOOHHHHHH! What have I said? 
What have I sara? 
GRANDMA 
You s~id you could have a husband 
who sat in a wheel • • • 
MOMMY 
I'm mortified! I could Die! I 
could cut me tongue out! I 
could • • • 
G 
MRS. BARKER (Forcing a smile} Oh, now ••• 
now ••• don't think about it 
MOMMY 
• • 
I could ••• why, I could ••• 
MRS. BARKER 
••• Don't think about it •• 
Really. 
MOMMY 
You're quite right. I won't think 
about it, and that way I'll for-
get that I ever said it, and 
that way it will be all right. 
(Pause) There ••• I've forgotten. 
~~W~e7l=l~,~n~ow~,~n~o~w~t~h~a~t~D~a~drd~y-1~·s~~----R.ises, X UC to 
out of the room we can have some sofa, sits 1 
girl talk. of MRS. B. 
MRS. BARKER 
I'm not sure that I • • • 
MOMf.YY 
You do want to have some girl 
talk;-don't you? 
MRS. BARKER 
I was going to say I'm not sure 
that I wouldn't care for a glass 
o£ water. I feel a little faint. 
MOMMY 
Grandma, go get Mrs. Barker a 
glass of water. 
GRANDMA 
Go get it yourself. I quit. 
MOMMY 
Grandma loves to do little things 
around the house; it gives her 
a false sense of security. 
GRANDMA 
I quit! I'm throughl 
MOMMY 
Now, you be a good Grandma, or 
you know what will happen to you. 
You'll be taken away in a van. 
--t------·--------·- ·- ·-
e® 
GRANDMA 
You don't frighten me. I'm too 
old to be frightened. Besides • • 
MOMMY 
WELLI I'll tend to you later. I'll 
hide your teeth ••• I'll ••• 
GRANDMA 
Everything's hidden. 
MRS. BARKER 
I am going to faint. I am. 
MOMMY 
Good heavens! I 1ll go myself. Rises 
(As she exits) I'll fix, you 
Grandma. I'll take care o~. you 
later. (Exits stage left) 
GRl\.NDMA 
Oh; go soak your hea~.(To 
Mrs. Barkerj( Well. dearie, 
how do you feel? 
MRS. BARKER 
X to·L of B. on sofa. 
A little better, I think. Yes, 
much better, thank you, Grandma. 
GRANDMA 
That's good. 
MRS. BARKER 
But • • .. I feel so lost • • • 
not knowing why I'm here ••• 
and, on top of it, they:_a?y~:~rr:·'-, 
waw here before. 
GRANDMA 
Well, you were. You weren 1 t here, 
exactly, because we've moved around 
a lot, from one apartment to an-
other, up and down the social 
ladder like mice, if you like 
similes. 
MRS. BARKER 
I don't ••• particularly. 
GRANDMA 
Well, then, I'm sorry. 
I ------------ ~-- ~--
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MRS. BARKER (Suddenly) 
Grandma, I feel I can trust you. 
GRANDMA 
Don't be too sure; it's every man 
for himself around this place •••• 
MRS. BARKER 
Oh •••• is it? Nonetheless, I 
really do feel that I can trust 
you. Please tell me why they called 
and askea us to come. I implore 
you% 
GRANDMA 
Oh, my; that feels good. It's been 
so long since anybody implored 
me. Do it again. Implore me 
some more. 
l-1RS. BARKER 
You're your mo·ther's daughter, 
all right 1 
GRANDMA 
Oh, I don't mean to be hard. If 
you \'ion •t implore me, .then beg 
me, or ask me, or entreat me •• just anything like that. 
MRS. BARKER 
You're a dreadful old womanl 
GRANDMA 
You'll understand someday. Please! 
t.ffiS • BARKER 
oh, for heaven's sake: ••• 
I ~plore you • • • I beg 
you ••• I beseech youl 
GRANDMA 
Beseech! Oh, that's the nicest 
word I 1 ve heard in ages. You 1 re 
a dear sweet woman • • • You 
· beseech •• me. I can't resist 
that. 
MRS. BARKER 
Well, then ••• please tell me 
why they asked us to come. 
I 
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GRANDMA 
Well, I'll give you a hintJ That's Rises, X DC 
the best I can do, because I'm a 
muddleheaded old woman. Now listen, 
because it's important. Once upon 
a time, not too very long ago, 
but a long enough time ago. • • 
oh, about twenty years ago •• 
there was a man very much like 
Daddy, and a woma~ very much 
like Mommy, Who were married 
to each other, very much like 
Mommy and Daddy are married to 
each other; and they lived in an 
apartment very much like one 
that's very much like this one, 
and they lived with an old woman 
who was very much like yours 
truly, only younger because it 
was some time ago; in fact, they 
were all somewhat younger. 
MRS. BARKER 
How fascinating! 
GRANDMA 
Now, at the same time, there was 
a dear lady very much like you, 
only younger then, who did all 
sorts of Good Works • • • And 
one of the Good Works this dear 
lady did was in something very 
~ueh like a volunteer capacity 
for an organization very much 
like the Bye Bye Adoption 
Service, which is nearby and 
which was run by a terribly deaf 
old lady very much like the Miss 
Bye Bye who runs the Bye Bye 
Adoption Service nearby. 
MRS. BARKER 
How enthralling! 
GRANDMA 
Well, be that as it may. Nonethe-
less, one afternoon this man, who,· 
was very much like Daddy, and this 
woman, who was very much like Mommy, 
came to see this dear lady who did 
all the Good Works, who w~s very 
2 
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much like you, dear, and they 
were very sad and very hope-
fUl, and they cried and smiled 
and bit their fingers, and they 
said all the most intimate things. 
MRS. BARKER 
How spellbin~ing! What did 
they say? 
GRANDMA 
Well, it was very sweet. The 
woman, who was very much like 
Mommy, said that she and the 
man who was very much like Daddy 
had never been blessed with any-
thing very much like a bumble 
of joy. 
MRS. BARKER 
A what? 
GRANDMA 
A bumble; a bumble of joy. 
MRS. BARKER 
Oh, like bundle. 
GRANDMA 
Well, yes; very much like it. 
Bundle, bumble; who cares? At 
any rate, the woman, who was very 
much like Mommy, said that they 
wanted a bumble o£ their own, 
but that the man, who was very 
much like Daddy, couldn't have 
a bumble; and the man, who waw 
very much like Daddy, said vha~ 
yes, they had wanted a bumble of 
their own, but that t~e woman, 
who was very much like Mommy, 
eouldn 't have one, ani that now 
they wanted to buy something very 
much like a bumble. 
MRS. BARKER 
How engrossing l 
GRANDMA 
Yes. And the dear lady 1 who was very much like you, sa~d some-
thing that was very much like, 
··~· '2 
noh, what a shame; but take heart, 
I think we have just the bumble 
for you. 11 And well, the lady, who 
was very much like Mommy, and the 
man, who vas very much like Daddy, 
cried and smiled and bit their 
fingers, and said some more in-
timate things, which were totally 
irrelevant but which were pretty 
hot stuff, and so the dear lady, 
~o was very much like you, and 
who had something tery much like 
a penchant for pornography, lis-
tened with something very much 
l~ke enthusiasm.nWhee,n she said. 
"Whoooopeeee!" But that's some-
thing very much like beside:. the 
point" 
MRS. BARKER 
I suppose ~· But how gripping! 
GRANDMA 
Anyway • • • they bought some-
thing very much like a bumble, 
and they took it away with them. 
But ••• things didn't work 
out very well. 
MRS • BARI<.:&R 
You mean there was t:i1ouble? 
MRS. BARKER 
Oh. Are you really? 
GRANDMA 
rup. 
MRS. BARKER 
But old people don't go anywhere; 
they8re either taken places, or 
put places. 
GRANDMA 
Well, this old person is different. 
• .I. 2ft j . e. 
sits L of B. 
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Anyway ••• things started going 
badly. 
MRS. BARKER 
Oh y.es. Yes. 
GRANDMA 
Welllll • • • in the first 
place, it turned out the bumble 
didn't look like either one of 
its parents. That was enough of 
a blow, but things got worse. 
One night, it cried its heart out, 
if you can imagine such a thing. 
MRS. BARKER 
Cried its heart outl Welll 
GRANDMA 
But that was only the beginning. 
Then it turned out it only had 
eyes for its Daddy. 
MRS. BARKER 
For its Daddy! Why, any self-
respecting woman would have 
gouged those eyes right out of . 
its head. 
GRANDMA 
Well, she did. That's exactly 
what she did. But then, it kept 
its nose up in the air. 
MRS. BARKER 
Ufggh! How disgusting! 
GRANDMA 
That's what they thought. But 
then, it began to develop an 
Interest in its you-know-what. 
MRS. BARKER 
In its you-know-what% Well ! I 
h~pe they cut its hands off at 
the wristsl 
, GRANDMA 
Well, yes, they did that eventually. 
But first they cut off its you-
know-what. 
221 
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MRS. BARKER 
A much better idea: 
GRANDMA 
That's what they thought. But 
after they cut off its you-know-
what, it still put its hands 
under the covers, lookin~ for 
its you-know-what. So, finally, 
they.had to cut off its hands 
at the wrists. 
MRS. BARKER 
Naturally! 
GRANDMA ,. 
And it was such a resentful 
bumble. Why one day it called 
its Mommy a dirty name. 
MRS. BARKER "' 
Well, I hope they cut its tongue 
outJ 
GRAND.t~ 
Of course. And then, as it got 
bigger, they found out all sorts 
of terrible things about it, like: 
it didn't have a head on its shoul-
ders, it had no guts, it was spine-
less, it feet were made of clay ••• just dreadful things. 
MRS., BARKER 
Dreadful% 
GRANDMA 
So you ean understand how they 
became discouraged. 
MRS. BARKER 
I certainly can1 And what did 
they do? 
GRANDMA 
What did they do? Well, for 
the last straw, it finally up 
and died; and you can imagine 
how that made them feel, their 
hnving paid for it, and all. So, 
they called up the lady who sold 
,·r· 2 2 
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them the bumble in the first 
place and told her to come right 
over to their apartment. They 
wanted satisfaction; they wanted 
their money back. That's what they 
wanted. 
MRS. BARKER 
My, my, my. 
GRANDMA 
How do you like ~ apples? 
MRS, BARKER 
My, my, my. 
DADDY (Off stage} 
Monnny 1 I can • t find Grandma's 
television, and I can't find the 
Pekinese, either~ 
MOMMY (Off stage) 
Isn't that funny£ And I can't 
find the water. 
GRANillU 
Heh, heh, heh,. I told them 
everything was hidden. 
MRS. BARKER 
Did you hide the water, too? 
GRANDloiA. (Puzzled) 
No. No, I didn't do l•at. 
-
DADDY (Off stage) 
The truth of the matter is, I 
can't even find Grandma's room. 
GRANDMA 
Heh, heh, heh. 
MRS. BARKER 
Myt You certainly did; bidet• 
things, didn't you? 
GRANDMA 
Sure, kid, sure. \ 
MOMMY Enters, X UG behind sof'a. 
{Btieking her head in the room) 
Did you ever hear of such a thing, 
Grandma? Daddy can't find your 
22 
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television, and he-can't find 
the Pekinese, and the truth of 
the matter is he cantt even find 
your room. 
GRANDMA 
I told you I hid everything. 
MOMMY 
Nonsense, Grandma! Just wait until 
I get my hands on you. Youtre 
a troublemaker .•• that's what 
you are. 
GRANDMA 
Well, I•ll be out of here pretty 
soon, baby. 
MOMMY 
Oh, you don't lmow how right you 
are! Daddy's been wanting to send 
you away for a long time now, but 
Itve been restraining him. Itll 
tell you one thing , . though • • • 
Itm getting sick and tired of 
this fighting, and I might just 
let him ~ave his way. Then you 1ll 
see what'll happen. Away youtll 
go; in a van, too. I'll let Daddy 
call the van man. 
GRANDMA 
I'm way ahead of you. 
MOMMY 
How can you be so old and so 
smug at the same time? You 
have no sense of proportion. 
GRANDMA 
You just answered your own question. 
MOMMY 
Mrs. Barker, I•d much rather 
you came into the kitchen for 
that glaws of water, what With 
Grandma out here, and all. 
MRS. BARKER 
I don't see what Gr~ndma has to 
do with it; and besides, I don't 
think you•re very polite. 
----~·-··. -
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MOMMY 
You seem to forget that you're 
a guest in this house • • .. 
GRANDMA 
Apartment! 
MOMMY 
Apartment ! And that you 1 re a 
professional woman. So 1 i:f youlll 
be $o good as to come into the 
kitchen, I'll be more than happy 
to show you where the water is, 
and where the glass is, and then 
you can put two and two together, 
if you're clever enough.! (Exits) Left-
MRS. BARKER 
(After a moment:ts consideration) 
I suppose shets right. 
GRANDMA .. ~-
Well thatrs how it is when 
peopie call you up and ask you 
over to do something for them. 
MRS. BARKER 
I suppose you're right, too. 
Well, Grandma, it's been very nice Both rise. 
talking to you. 
GRANDi\iA 
And I've enjoyed listening. Say, 
dontt tell Mommy or Daddy that 
I gave you that hint, will you? 
MRS. BARKER 
Oh, dear me, the hint! I'd forgotten 
about it, if you can imagine such 
a thing. No, I wontt breathe a 
word of it to them. 
GRANDMA 
I don't know if I helped you any 
. " 
MRS. BARKER 
I cantt t-ell, yet. I'll have to ••• 
what is the.word I want?l ••• 
I' 11 nave to relate it .~~---.. ---. -:t:'--.h-a-:t-:t:--s-..;..,1 X DS 2 steps 
it ••• Itll haT& to relate it to 
certain things I know, and •••• 
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draw • • • conclusions • • • 
What I'll really have to do is to 
see if it applies to anything. I 
mean, after all, I ~do volun-
teer work for an adoption service, 
but it isn't like the Bye Bye 
Adoption sefvrce-. • • it is the 
Bye Bye Adoption Service .-; • 
and while I can remember Mommy 
and Daddy coming to see me, oh, 
about twenty years ago, about 
buying a bumble, I can't quite 
remember anyone very much like 
Mommy and Daddy coming to see-
me about buying a bumble. Don't 
you see? It really presents 
quite a problem ••• I'll have . 
to think about it • • • mull it 
•••• but at any rate it was 
truly f rst-class o you to 
try to help me. Oh, will you 
still be here after I've had my 
X US to G. 
drink of water? ----------------------------- ~~~~ GRANDMA __________ WA~~ 
If .I: remember .. cor:rectlYt·You S 'l=f:o 
and I have a few lines together 
a little later on. 
. MRS. BARKER 
Oh. Well, I won't say good-
bye then? 
GRANDMA 
No. Don't. (Mrs. Barker exits 
sta~e left) 
Peo Ie don't sa ood-by to old 
people because they t n ey 
frighten the~. Lordyl If they only 
knew how awful "hello~• and ttmy, 
you're looking chipper", sounded, 
they wouldn't say those things, 
either. The truth is, there isn't 
much you.£!.!! say.to old people 
that doesn't sound ·ust terrible. 
X DC 
l~S" 
( a C e on in! 5 # 5" 
(THE YOUNG 1-fAN enters GRANDMA X C l j:f. !l 
looks him over Wel , now, aren t G. X a 
you a breath of fresh air!~--------------
YOUNG l.fAN 
Hello there. 
I . 
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GRANDMA 
My, my, my. Are you the van man? 
YOUNG MAN 
The what? 
GRANDMA 
The van man. The van man •, .... ( .....;.A_re-'---~x_Dd:!.R!.L....:o~f'=--Y=..,;.~M~• you come to take me away? 
YOUNG MAN 
I don't know what you're talking 
about. 
GRANDMA 
Oh. (Pause) Well. (Pause) 
My, my, aren't you something% 
YOUNG MAN 
Hm? 
GRAND1U 
I said! my, my, aren't you 
somethl.ng. 
YOUNG MAN 
oh. Thank you. 
GRANDMA 
You don't sound very enthusiastic. 
YOUNG Mll.N 
Oh, I'm ••• -I'm used to it. 
GRANDMA 
Yup • • • yup. You know, if I 
were about a hundred and fifty 
years younger I could go for you. 
YOUNG MAN 
Yes, I imagine so. 
GRANDMA 
Unh-hunh • • • will you look at 
those muscles! 
YOUNG MAN {Flexing his muscles) Yes, 
tfieytre quite good, aren't they? 
GRANDMA I 
Boy, they sure are.~_T_h_e_y_n_a_t_u_r_a_l_? _ x_t_o_L_o_f_Y_.M_. 
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YOUNG Iv7AN 
Well, the basic structure was 
there, but I've done some work, 
too ••• you know, in a gym. 
GRANDMA 
I'll bet you have. You ought 
to be in the movies, boy. 
YOUNG MAN 
I know. 
GRANDMA 
Y~pS Right up there on the old 
silver screen. But I suppose 
you've heard that before. 
YOUNG MAN 
Yes, I have. 
GRANDMA 
You ought to try out for them • • 
the movies. 
YOUNG MAN 
Well, actually, I may have a 
career there yet. Itve lived 
out on the West Coast almost 
all my life ••• and I've met 
a few people who •• might be 
able to help me •. I'm not in 
too much of a hurry, though. I'm 
almost as young as I look. 
GRANDMA 
Oh, that's nice. And will you 
look at that facel 
YOUNG MAN 
Yes, it's quite good, isn't it? 
Clean-cut, midwest farm boy type, 
almost insultingly good looking 
in a typically American way. Good 
profile, straight nose, honest 
eyes, wonderful smile ••• 
GRAl\DMA 
Yup. Boy, you know what you are, 
• ·~. '2 2 
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don't you? You're the American 
Dream, that•s what you are. All 
those other people, they don't 
know what they're talking about. 
You • • • you are the American 
Dream. 
YOUNG MAN 
Thanks. 
MOI.f.MY (Off stage) 
Who rang the doorbell? 
GRANDMA 
{Shouting off-stage) The American 
Dream~ 
MOMMY (Off stage) 
What? What was that, Grandma? 
GRANDMA (Shouting) 
The American Dream 1 The American 
Dream! Damn it 1 
DADDY (Off stage} 
How's that, Mommy? 
MOMMY {Off stage) 
Oh, some gibberish; pay no at-
tention. Did you find Grandma's 
room? 
DADDY (Off stage) 
No. I can't even find Mrs. Barker. 
YOUNG MAN 
What was all that? 
GRANDMA 
Oh, that was just the folks, 
but let's not talk about them, 
honey; let•s talk about you. 
YOUNG MAN 
All right. 
GRANDMA 
Well, let's see. If you're not 
the van man, what are you doing 
her~n · 
'·. 
G. takes Y.M. 
US to sofa. Both 
sit. G. sits L of 
Y.M. 
22 
YOUNG MAN 
I'm looking for work. 
· GRANDMA 
Are you I Well, what kind of work? 
YOUNG !UN 
Oh, almost anything ••• almost 
anything that pays. I'll do almost 
anything for money. 
GRANDMA (Crosses legs) · 
Will you • • .will you? I wonder 
if there's anything you could do 
around here? 
YOUNG MAN 
There might be. It looked to be 
a likely building. 
GRANDMA 
It's always looked to be a rather 
unlikely building to me, but I 
suppose you'd know better than I. 
YOUNG MAN 
I can sense these things. 
GRANDMA. 
There ~~ht be something you 
could o around here.~ls~t~a~x~----~Y.M. shifts pmsition 
there! Don't come any closer. on sofa. 
YOUNG MAN 
Sorry. 
GRANDMA 
I don't mean I'd mind. I don't 
know whether I'd iiiiiiQ, or not 
••• But it wouldn't look well; 
it would look just awful. 
YOUNG MAN 
Yes; I suppose so. 
GRANDMA 
Now, stay there, let me concentrate. 
What could you do? The folks have 
been in something of a quandry 
around here today, sort of a di-
lemma, and I wonder if you mighten't 
help. 
} 
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YOUNG MAN 
I hope so ••• ir there's 
money in it. Do you have any 
money? 
RRANDMA 
Money! Oh, there's more money 
around here than you'd know 
what 'to do with. 
YOUNG MAN 
I'm not so sure. 
GRANDMA 
Well, maybe not. Besidest I've 
got money of my own. 
YOUNG MAN 
You have? 
GRANDMA 
Sure. Old people quite orten 
have lots of money; more often 
than most people expect. Come 
here, so I can whisper to you 
not too close. I mighe faint. 
YOUNG MAN 
Oh, I'm sorry. 
GRANDMA 
• • 
It 1 s all right, dear. Anyway •• 
have you ever heard of that big 
baking contest they run? The one 
where all the ladies get together 
in a };Jig barn and bake awa:y? 
YOUNG MAN 
• • not •• sure •• (shifts again) 
GRANDMA 
Not so close• Well, it doesn't 
matter whether you've heard of 
it or not. The important thing 
is - and I don•t want anybody 
to hear this • • the folks think 
I haven't been out of the house 
in eight years - the important 
thing is that I won first prize 
in that baking contest this year. 
Oh, it was in all the papers; not 
under my own name, though. I used 
) 
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a nom de boulangere; I called 
myself Uncle Henry. 
YOUNG .MAN 
Did you? 
GRANDMA 
Why not? I didn't see any reason 
not to. I look as much like an 
old man as I do like an old woman. 
and you know what I called it • • 
what I won for? 
YOUNG MAN 
No. What did you call it? 
GRANDMA 
I called it Uncle Henry's Day-
Old Cake. 
YOUNG MAN 
That's a very nice name. 
GRANDMA 
And it wasn't any trouble, 
either. All I did was go out 
and get a store-bought cake, and 
keep it around for a while, 
and then slip it in, unbeknownst 
to anybody. Simple. 
YOUNG MAN 
You're a very resourceful person. 
GRANDMA 
Pioneer stock. 
YOUNG MAN 
Do you want me to believe all·this? 
GRANDI-1A. 
Well, you can believe it or not •• 
it doesn't make any difference 
to me. All I know is, Uncle 
Henry's Day-Old Cake won me 
twenty-five thousand smakerolas. 
YOUNG MAN 
Twenty-five thou-
GRANDrJlA 
Right on the old log~erhead. 
Now • • how do you like them apples? 
23 
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YOUNG MAN 
Love •em. 
GRANDMA 
I thought youtd be impressed. 
YOUNG MAN 
Money talks. 
GRANDMA 
Hey! You look familiar. 
YOUNG IvfAN 
Hm? PaF<ion? 
GRAND~IA 
I said, you look familiar. 
YOUNG 14AN 
Well, I've.;.db~~'.:some modeling 
work and ••• 
GRANDMA 
Nb; ;net.; I ··don't mean' that ... You 
look familiar. 
YOUNG MAN 
Well, I'm a type. 
GRANDMA 
Yup; you sure are. Why do you 
say you'd do anything for.money •• 
if you don•t mind my being nose?? 
YOUNG MAN 
No, no. It's part of the inter-
view. I'll be happy to tell you.j Stands 
It's that I have no talents at 
all, except what you see ••• 
my person; my body, my face. In 
every other way I am incomplete, 
and I must there£ore ••• com-
pensate. 
GRAND:MA 
What do you mean, incomplete? You 
look pretty complete to me.-------
YOUNG I.J!AN 
I think I can explain it to you, 
partially because you're very 
old, and vevy old people have 
perceptions they keep to themselves 
----- --------------
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because if they expose them to 
other people •• well, you 
know what ridicule and neglect 
are. 
GRANDMA 
I do, child, I do. 
YOUNG .MAN 
Then listen .1 MY mother died the X DC 
night that I was born, and I 
never knew my father; I doubt my 
mother did. But, I wasntt alone, 
be<;ct'Use lying with me • • in 
the'placenta •• there was some-
one else •.• my brother •• 
my twin. 
GRANDMA 
{Oh, my child. Rises, X RG 
YOUNG MAN 
We were identical twins • • he 
and I • • not fraternal • • 
identical; we were derived from 
the same ovum; and in this, in 
that we were twins not-rFOm sep-
arate ova but from the same one, 
we had a kinship such as you 
cannot imagine. We • • we felt 
each other breathe • • his heart-
beats thundered in my temples • • 
mine in his • • our stomachs ached 
and we cried for feeding at the 
same time • • are you old enough 
to understand? 
GRANDMA 
I think so, shild; I think I'm 
nearly old enough. 
YOUNG MAN 
I hope so. But we were separated 
when we were still very young, 
my brother, my twin and I •• 
inasmuch as you can separate one 
being. We were torn apart • • • 
thrown to opposite endw of the 
continent. I don't know what 
became of my brother ••• to the 
rest of myself • • except that 
from time to time, in the years 
that have passed, I have suffered 
23 
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losses •• that I can't explain. 
A fall from ~race • • a departure 
of innocence •• loss •• loss. 
How can I put it to you? All 
ri~ht; like this: Once •• it 
was as if all at once my heart • • 
became numb • . almost aw though 
I . . almost as though o • just 
like that • o it had been wrenched 
from my body • • o and from that 
time I have been unable to love. 
Once • • I was a1deep at the time • • 
I awoke, and my eyes were burning. 
And since that time I have been 
unable to see anything,anything.l 
with pity, With affection •• ~th 
anything but • • cool disinterest. 
And my groin • • even there • • 
since one time • • one specific 
agony • • since then I have not 
been able to love anyone with 
my body. And even my hands 0 • -------Wo.-.r\t\ 
I cannot touch another person 
and feel love. And there is more • • L y}t 7 
there are more losses, but it all 
comes down to this: I no longer 
have the capacity to feel any-
thing. I have no emotions. I have 
been drained, torn asunder •• 
disemboweled. I have, now, only 
my person .• my body, my face. 
I use what I have • • I let people 
love me • • I let people touch 
me . • I let them draw pleasure 
from my groin • • from my pres-
ence . • from the fact of me • • 
but, that is all it comes to. As 
I told you, I am incomplete • • 
I can feel nothing. I can feel 
nothing. And so •• here I am • • 
as you see me. I am • • but this 
••• what you see. And it will 
always be thus. 
~---- -~- ~ ---~----
X DC to Y.M. 
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YOUNG MAN I (Turns to> G.) 
Be careful; be very careful. 
What I have told you may not 
be true. In my profession • • 
GRANDMA 
Shhhhhh.l (The YOUNG MAN ·bows G. places fingers 
his head in acquiescence) on Y.M. 1s lips to 
Someone •• to be more precise • • quiet him 
who might have turned out to be 
very much like you might have 
turned out to be. And • • 
unles I 1m terribly mistaken •• 
you 1ve found yourself a job. 
YOUNG MAN 
What are my duties? 
MRS. BARKER (Off stage) 
Yoo-hoo ! Yoo-hoo ! 
GRANDMA 
Oh-oh. You 1ll •• you'll have 
to play it by ear, my dear •• 
unless I get a chance to talk to 
you again. I've got to go into 
my act, now. 
YOUNG MAN 
But, I • • • 
GRANDMA 
Yoo-hoo! 
MRS .. BARKF..R (Entering) v.L. 
Yoo-hoo ••• oh, there.you are, 
Grandma. I'm glad to see some-
body. I can't find Mommy or 
Daddy. (Double takes) Well • ~ 
who 1 s this? 
GRANF.lMA 
This? Welll •• un •• ob, this G. takes Y.M. by the 
is the •• Uh •• the van man. ~rm, leads him uc. 
That's who it is - the van man. 
MRS. BARKl!:R 
Sol It's true! They did call 
the van man. They are-Eaving 
you carted away. -
GRANDMA (Shrugging) 
Well, you know. It figures. 
-----
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MRS. BARKER 
(To YOUNG MAN) How dare you 
cart this poor old woman away! 
YOUNG MAN 
(After a quick look at GRANDMA, 
who nods) I do what I'm paid 
to. I dontt ask any questions. 
MRS. BARKER 
(After a brief pause) oh. 
(Pause) Well, you're quite right, 
of course, and I shouldn 1t meddle. 
GRANDMA 
(To YOUNI I~N} Dear • will you 
take my things out to the van? 
(She points to the boxes) 
YOUNG MAN 
{After only the briefest hes-
itation} Why, certainly. 
GRANDMA 
{As the YOUNG MAN takes up 'half 
the bo~es, exits by the front 
door)R.Isn't that a nice van man? 
MRS. BARKER 
(Shaking her head in disbelief~ 
watching the YOUNG MAN exit) 
Unh-hunh • I· some things have :X: to G. R . 
changed for the better. I re-
member when I had m.r mother car-
ted of • • the van man who came 
for her wasn't anything near as 
nice as this one. 
GRAND.l'-1A 
Did you have your mother carted 
off', too? 
MRS. BARKER (Cheerfully) 
\Vhy certainly! Didn't you? 
GRANDMA (Puzzling) 
No •• no, I didntt. At least, 
I can't remember. l,isten dear; I 
got to talk to you for a second. 
MRS. BARKER 
Why certainly, Grandma. 
----------
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GRANDMA 
Now, listen.! Sits B.on sofa,L and hefself R 
MRS. BAHKER 
Yes, Grandma. Yes. 
GRANDMA 
Now listen carefully. You got 
this dilemma here with Mommy 
and Daddy ••• 
MRS. BAKER 
Yes! I wonder where they've 
gone to •• 
GRANDMA 
They'll be back in. Nott, LISTEN 1 
MRS. BARKER 
Oh, Itm sorry. 
GRANDMA 
Now, you got this dilemma here 
with Mommy and Daddy, and I 
think I got the way out for 
you. (The YOUNG MAN re-enters 
through the front door) \\'ill 
you take the rest qf my things 
out now, dear? (To ~ms. BARKER, 
while the YOUNG r4AN takes the rest 
of the boxes, exits again by the 
front door) Fine. ~!ow listen, 
dear. (She begins to whisper 
in MHS. BARKER'S ear) 
r..ffiS. BARK!!:R 
Ohl Oh! Ohl I don't think I 
could ••• do you really 
think I could? Well, why not? 
1;/hat a wonderful idea • • • 
what an absolutely wonderful 
idea! 
GRANDI4A 
Well, yes, I thou~ht it was. 
IJIRS • BARKER 
And you· so old ! 
GRAND:t-1A 
Heh, heh, heh. 
MRS. BARKER 
Well, I think it's absolutely 
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marvelous, an~y. I'm going 
to find Mommy and Daddy right 
now. (Rises) 
GRANDMA 
Good,. You do that. (Rises) 
MRS .. BARKER 
Well, now. I think I will say 
good-by. I can't thank you 
enough. (She starts to exit) 
GRAND!'-1A 
Youtre welcome. Say it! 
MRS. BARKER 
Huh? What? 
GRANDMA 
Say good-by.· 
MRS. BARKER L 
Oh. Good-by. (She exits) Mommy! 
I say, Mommy! Daddy! 
GRAN:(ll.iA 
Good-bT. (By herself; she look~ 
about. 
Ah me.\ (Shakes her head) X DR 
Good-by. {YOUNG I"lAN re-enters) UR 
GRANDMA 
Oh, hello, there. 
YOUNG MAN 
All the boxes are outside. 
GRANDMA (A. little sadly) 
I don't know why I bother to take 
them with me.!They don't have X DL 
much in them • • some old let-
ters, a couple of regrets •• 
Pekinese • • blind at that •• 
the television • • my Sunday 
teeth • • eighty-six years of X c 
living .( • some sounds • • a 
few iJ;liages, a little garbled by 
now • • and, well • • (She 
shrugs) •• you know •• the 
things one accumuJates. 
-------------------- ------ --- --- .. --- ------------- -
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YOUNG MAN 
Can I get you •• a cab, or 
something? l 2 steps DS 
GRANDMA 
Oh no, dear •• thank you just 
the same~ Itll take it from~h~e~re--6-----------
YOUNG MAN 
And what shall I do now? 
GRANDMA 
Oh, you stay here, dear. It will 
all become clear to you. It will 
be explained .. You'll understand. 
YOUNG I~N 
Very well. 
GRANDMA 
(After one more look about) 
Well ••• 
YOUNG MAN 
Let me see you to the elevator. 
GRANDMA 
Oh •• that would be nice, dear._l ___ x UR to .M. 
(They both exit by the front door, both exi 
slowly} 
(Enter MRS. BARKER. followed by 
MOMMY and DADDY res ec ive 
MRS • BARKER ----:--:---------
••• AND I'm happy to tell you 
that the whole thing 1 s settled. 
Just like that. 
MOJ.V.Ii:VIY 
Oht we're so glad. We were 
afraid there might be a problem, 
what with delays, and all. 
DADDY 
Yes, we 1 re very relieved. 
MRS. BARKER 
Well, now; that's what pro-
fessional women are for. 
Mm.!IMY 
Why • .. • where r s Grandma? 
240 
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Rises Grandma' p not here I tfuere 's 
Grandma?LAnd look! The boxes 
are gone, too. Grandma's gone, 
and so are the boxes •• l _s_h_e..,'=s,----~x---L.JT.I.-....Ifrrl!t¥o~D"""· ....... 
taken off, and she's %Cbien 
something! Daddy! · 
MRS. BARKER 
\'lhy, Mommy, the van man was 
here. · 
MOMMY (Startled) 
The what?-----------------------------
MRS. BARKER 
The van man. The van man 
was here. (The lights might 
dim a little, suddenly) 
I~Ol.fMY 
(Shakes her head) 
No, that's impossible. 
MRS. BARKER 
Why, I saw him with my own 
two eyes. 
MOMr>iY (Near tears) 
No, no, that's impossible. No. 
There's no such thing as the 
van man. There is no van man. 
We •• we made him up. Grandma? 
Grandma? 
DADDY 
(Moving to MOIJJMY) There·, there, now.~..:.::.=~:;.;;;..;z~~--~ 
1J!OMl'.r1Y 
Oh Daddy • • where' s Grandma?· · 
DADDY 
There, there, now. (vlliile DADDX 
is=-=-=c~o:=m-=-::fo=:-irt:-::-=i.:=.ng~M~o::..:r.IU::-;·1Y;:-!,~G=tttt:.:.;· I.:.:;~D::;MA~=-------=- l #'fA 
comes out, stage right, near 
the footlights) DR corner o:f platform 
GRANDMA {To the audience} Shhhh! I want 
to watch this. (She motions to 
MRS. BARKER who, With a secret 
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smile, tiptoes to the rront door 
and o~ens it. The YOUNG ~N :~;:;s• T.i gbt._ uf full again as ~ e-~---
tbe room) Y.M. X to C 
MRS. BARKER 
Surprise% Surprise! Here 
we are! 
MOMMY 
What? What? 
DADDY 
Hm? \'lhat? 
MOMMY 
{Her. tears merely sniffles now) 
What surprise? 
MRS. BARKER 
Why, I told you. The surprise 
I told you about. 
You • • 
Sur • • 
DADDY 
you know, 1J!ommy. 
MOMMY 
prise? 
DADDY . (Urging.her to cheerfUlness) 
You remember, Mommy; why we asked 
••• uh •• what's-her-name to 
come here? 
MRS, BARKER 
Mrs. Barker, if you don't mind. 
DADDY 
-Yes. Mommy? You remember now? 
About the bumble • • about 
wanting satisfaction? 
lVIOMMY 
) 
(Her sorrow turning into delight) 
Yes. Why Y.es: Of course% Yesi 
Oh, how wonder£ul : I M. &D. X US, M. close to X .M, 
I . I 1 ( J I·\! 
MRS. BARKER 
(To the YOUNG MAN ) This is. MOMMY. 
242 
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YOUNG MAN 
How • • how do you do? 
MRS. BARKER 
(Stage whisper) Her name's Mommy. 
YOUNG l\1AN 
How ••• how do you do, Mommy? 
MOMMY 
Well! Hello there! 
MRS. BARKER (To YOUNG J'.1AN} And this is Daddy. 
YOUNG MAN 
How do you do, sir? 
DADDY 
How do you do? 
MOMMY 
(Herself again, circling the 
YOUNG r~N, feeling his arm, 
poking him) Yes sir! Yes, siree! 
Now this is more like it. Now 
this is a great deal more like 
itl Daddyi Come see. Come see if 
this isn't a great deal.more like 
it. 
DADDY 
I •• I can see from here, Mommy. 
It does look a great deal more 
like it. 
Iv'!OMMY 
Yes, sir. Yes siree! r4rs. Barker, 
I don't know how to thank you. 
MRS. BARKER 
Oh, don't worry about that. I'll 
send you a bill in the mail. 
M0?·1Iv'£Y 
What this really calls for is 
a celebration. It calls for a 
drink. 
MRS. BARKER 
Oh, what a nice idea. 
I 
B 
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MOMMY 
There's some sauterne in the 
kitchen. 
YOUNG MAN 
I'll go. 
l\1QIVJr.1Y . 
tvill you? Oh, how nice. The 
kitchen's through the archway 
there. (As the YOUNG MAN exits:UL D. sits DL 
to f\1RS. BARkER) He t s very 
nice. Really top notch; much 
better than the other one. 
MRS. BARKER 
I'm glad you're pleased. And 
I'm glad everything's all straight-
ened out. 
MOMMY 
24~ 
Well, at least we know why we 
sent for you. We're glad that's 
cleared up. By the way, what's his name? -- ~g= .. ~··""""""'"""'"" ............... __ . ___ WA-"'"tl\ 
.r.1RS. BARKER 
Ha! Call him whatever you like. 
He's yours. Call him what you 
called the other one. 
MONMY 
Daddy? What did we call the 
other one? 
DADDY 
(Puzzles) Why • • • 
YOill~G MAN 
(Entering with a tray on which 
are a bottle of sauterne and 
five glasses) X C 
Here we are! 
MOiJII·~Y 
Hooray! Hooray! 
MRS. BARKER 
Oh, good! 
L..-10 
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MOMMY 
(Moving to the tray) So, 
let's - Five glasses? Why 
five? There are only four of 
us. Why five? 
YOUNG MAN (Catches GRANDI~'s eye; GRANDMA 
indicates she is not there) 
Oh, I'm sorry. 
~fl.OiviTIIIY 
You must learn to count. We're 
a wealthy family, and you must 
learn to count. 
YOUNG MAN 
I mll. ------------------------
140MI\.tfY 
\vell, everybody take a glass. 
(They do) And we'll drink to 
clelbrate. To satisfaction! Who 
says you can't get satisfaction 
these days!------------~==> Wo.v-l.t\ 
MRS. BARKER 
What dreadful sauterne! 
MOMMY 
Yes, isn't it? (To the YOUNG MAN, her voice 
already fuzzy from the wine) 
You don't know how happy I am ~.o 
see you! Yes siree. Listen, the 
time we had with • • the other 
one. I'll tell you about it some-
time. (Indicates MRS. BARKER) 
After she's gone. She was res-
ponsible for all the trouble in 
the first place. I'll tell you 
all about it. {Sidles up to him 
a little) Maybe •• maybe later 
tonight. 
YOUNG Iv1AN 
(Not moving away) Why yes. That 
would be very nice. 
MOMMY (Puzzles) 
Something familiar about you • • 
l~ll 
you know that? I can't ouite 
place it!. • • G. comes up stairs DR 
and X to DC 
GRANDMA (To audience) _____________ L #~11 
Well 1 I guess that .iust about ' · 
wraps it up. I mean, for W~v-11\ 
better or worse, this is a·comedy, l~l'2.. 
and I don't think we'd better go 
any further. No, definitely not. 
So, let's leave things as they 
are right now • • • while every-
body's happy •.• while every-
body's got what he wants •• or 
everybody's got what he thinks 
he wants. Good night, dears. 
CURTAIN 
On blackout: 
Curtain calls: 
Exit L: MOMMY, MRS. BARKER, GRANDMA 
exit R: DADDY, YOUNG- MAN 
l.MRS. BARKER - Enter L, ~ DL 
behind chair. 
2. YOUNG MAN - Enter R, X DR 
behind chair. 
3. MOMMY - Enter L, X DRC 
4. DADDY - Enter R, X DLC 
5. GRANDMA - Enter 1, X DC 
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Se't P:ro)?!l 
2 chailM3 
1 ooueh 
PROP LIST 
2 park benches 
l sandl'bc:lr: 
1 mu.a:tn 6tand 
1 step unit 
a~ l'~oP! t .. 
switch blade knii"$ 
6 Wine. glasses 
l serrlng tray 
l sauterne bottle 
t~y m$tal beach pail and shovel 
l book 
pile .of nEJatly wrapped boxes 
1 women's hankerehiet 
l pair horn ~m glasses 
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The Sandbox 
~ ., 
Mommy .... tight blue polished cotton, sleeveless 
sheath d~e.·::s; hig}l heel shOes,. a .few 
pieces or jewelry. 
Daddy - Dark buli:Jiness $u1t, darl( shoes~ red tiefl' 
Grandma - All black 1920's style bathing suit 
with black stockings and black shoaa. 
Muaio:ian .... Black tuxedo. 
Young Man ... Black bathing suit~ 
Pete~ .... Dark, expemti ve-look1ng business suit, 
very Madison~venuish. . 
Jerry .... Faded and worn dark brown cox-duroy 
trouse;rs 1 brown loafers corduroy . 
shirt, worn t:ween jacke~ with pat:ehed 
elbows. 
Mommy .... Same as in The Sandbox. 
Daddy • Same as in The Sandbox~ 
Grandma ..... Dark ma:.roon, old .... lady style dress 
With b~eh on nenk, white collar, 
black stockings and shoelih, 
Young Man • Dun~re$S1 T ..... shirt, sneakers_. 
~. Barker • Dark blue-green print dress~ 
beige hat, high heel shoea., 
PERCEPTION 
STUDENT EVALUATIONSfAND, CRITIOISMS 
The following is a selection o£ remarks 
made by a.tudent aeto:rs and directors during 
the Friday night eri tigue November 17, 1961, 
and later during the Graduate Directing classes. 
Most of the oonnnents appearing here have come 
directly f':torn papers submitted to me by the 
graduate di:reotors of the Graduate Directing 
clasa. I felt that their comments were eonoise 
and well thought out before thei:r' px>esentation, 
and stemmed more from a serious attitude about 
play~making than £rom the vicarious pleasure 
one o.ften gets by ?erirallY destroying one's 
O'olleague,. These then~ are the con:nnents~ 
I might say, £or the benefit o:f' those that 
might prestune otherwise, that I do not agree 
with the entire body of commentary, but they 
do fairly represent the wide range of opinions 
and att:ttudes conoerning my produotion. 
"It was a good curtain raiser.- The a:udienoe 
seemed to enjoy the bizarre humor, and were 
deligh:t;ed to see mo.re of it. in American Dream. 11 
"Total lack of continuity and through 
line of action. Actors not in a situation, 
but in a series of disconnected moments.n 
ttfhe lines of' Grandma, as she read them, 
gave me a negative :t"eaction to her., Her lines 
gave the indication that she personified a 
crabby, out .... dated symbol and there£ore it was 
good to :rid the world of this type ot wisdom. n 
"Eaah cha.ral)ter, every line 1 evecy gesture, 
eve::ry movement in this little play means some-
thing.~~ The Sandbox is very compact and the 
aotors must .fully understand the symbols. I 
.feel that the actors knew their actions and 
per.formed well~" 
"The Sa.nd'Qox was the most successful of 
h 
the *ee, it seemed to me,. Certainly it made 
a stringent comment on the callous, shallow 
disposal o£ Old Age by Middle Age~ It was the 
play best served by the presentational style 
selected by the director .. u 
".Zoo Si;ory did show U$ • without a doubt, 
om~ manta excruciating attempt to touch, to 
communicate with another human being.,tt 
"?oo Story was poorly realised, though 
Paul may have be$n on the right track and 
just unable to go far enough on it .• The }')lay 
presents e. few themes peculiar to most Albee 
writing, as well as its o'In spacial point~ I am 
not sure wether it is the author's fault or 
the director's, but too many ideas were 
noticeable and I got lost among them." 
nBoth stimulating and aggravating~ As I 
try to sort out the reasons £or my reactions 
I find that part of my dissatisfaction is with 
the author himself.. Despite its having had a long 
run of£ ... Broadway.,. I do not think that the Zoo 
~
Storz is really a play. It seems more like 
an animated short story, or an enlivened ac .... 
count of a psychiatrist r s session. tt 
ttBoth aet~rs were well chosen and ful-
filled their actions as state¢!. Jerryfs dietion 
was a bit too precise and polished fo~ the role 
and until the last fifteen minutes I was not sure 
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of his desire for communication with Pete~ .. He 
seemed rather to be using Peter to reflect 
his own voiCHh Pete:r's need for disinterest and 
involvement was carefully balanced. n 
"The staging and lighting did suggest the 
isolation o£ the two men in The. ,Zoo Sto;r:y; .. 
Jerry, who desired to communicate with.Peter, 
had many good moments_ Pet~r's :resistance was 
too passive; th~refore I could not believe in 
what he was doing." 
"The message ! receive most strongly f:rom 
The Zoo Stoq is that modern Americans live 
in various soeial strata making difficult and 
almost impossible empathy, sympathy and t~e 
relationships between social ~roups. nom .... 
mttnication is part o£ this and Paul succeeds 
in communicating it~" 
THE Al'«ERIOAN DREAiVL 
~- . 
"American Dream should really be a.n 
Am.erlca.n Nightmare~ w1 th surrealistic throwing 
togethe:t"" of realistic thinga and ::t"ealistic 
acting in a way that tha effect is logical 
yet somehow wildly askew.t n 
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"ln my opinion, the style of staging and 
aoting were especially effective :tn empha-
sizing the isolation of the characters in 
The American Dream. Mommy, Daddy, and Grandma. 
were qui-te eonvincing; ~a. Ba:t>ker te-nded to 
play a quality at timeEh" 
naonsidering the di:ftits$nesa of this play, 
which makes it difficult to direct, I think 
Paul's production was very successful.," 
"The satirloally presented ideas of this 
play were admirably connnunicat.ed.n 
GENERAL 
nThere was quite a good consistency of 
character in Sandbox and Ameriaan.Dream.n 
"It is evident that Mr. Wesel knew what. 
he wanted~ and knew how to achieve what he 
wanted .. " 
nThe platform did not achieve the sense 
o:t isolation about which tb.e director has 
talked, and ta.lked.n 
ftAlbee writes like modem painters paint. 
He uses splashes of witty ideas as they use. 
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splashes of brilliant color.. Paul conoiously or 
unconciously sensed this and conveyed it 
quite ~1 .• u 
"N<>t onfuy do I quarrel with. the author 
on the middle play, but I disagree with the 
director as to what the first. and third one 
are about .• n 
''MY immediate and overall response to (them) 
were that they we:t""e successful in holding my 
attention and interest; to the point of involve.-. 
ment., identity and passive ineraotion. Di££ioult 
plays to act and direct, I thought they were 
true to the playwright ts style and mesaage.n 
"Despite my objections and reservations, 
the plays must have been m.or$ ef'feotive than 
I have indicated• for I have tound myself 
thinking about them quite often .• And that., 
after all, is probably what Albee and Wesel 
were after." 
END OF STUDENT COf~NTS 
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F'ACULfi COMME~T'!'S 
M$". Hirsch .... The pla~ight gi vas Mommy and 
Daddy conditioned responses. However, the 
auAienne must see the difference between 
what they say and how they feel. We must see 
the real p$ople under the mask~. 
The rela~ionship between Jerry 
and P~te:r not nlearly established,. Where 
does Jerry make up his mind to die - on stage. 
or ot.f ... stage? lf' it. is on s'tage then we must 
see 1 t happen. 
Mr. Thomnten .... Mommy should be wearing :much 
more jewelry 'to indiC.ate her new .... rioh 
ostentatiousness. Why don tt MQ'llln1Y and Dacld!! 
look at each other more o£t$n? Mommy and 
n 
Daddy must have the re$p<:{aes and timing of 
vaudeville perfo%"lllers:. 
},rr,. Kazano.ff ... '?he looa.le o£ Central Park 
in The Zoo Story, not clearly established. 
Characters came from a life oof" stage which 
was not clearly defined on stage. Peter's 
J}hgb:teX" should, but did not, arise from the 
actors playing the situation. Laughter should 
be hysterical a:nd arise .from the unbearable 
2 bO 
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tension present at that moment._ 
Mr •. Gifford .o; · The girl playing Grandma. .. lld 
not walk or move like an S6 .... year old woman •.. 
Jet"rY d:resse<1 too nea:tly tor us to 
0 
believe he comes from such !Werty~trioken 
oiroumsta:nceHll-.. 
.'2611 
WORK OVER THE WEEKEND 
The £ollo.wing a.:t'it point$ up¢ln which 
I tried iio improve in the time remaining 
over the weekend. Mos-t were brought about 
by 'the discussion during the Faculty Critique 
Friday night.~ 
'1~RE SANDBOX: 
l. Duality o:t Mommy-Daddy relationship. 
2. Glea:t"e:r t"ealisa'tion o£ G:randmats death scene • 
.3!1: Sharper timing of lines, lights, and music. 
b,;;~ Young Man .... play mo~e your aotion "to eomforttt 1 do not be angry with Grandma when 
Sh$ steps on one ot your lines. 
;. Grandma. must reai$t death more ... play aetion~ 
THE ZOO STORY: 
1. lv'Io:re assurance in Peter at beginning. 
2., More i:n<d.siwness in Jer'X."'1• 
3" Peter to be lilelf' .... satisfie.l. :t.ssured. secul"S. 
He begins to el:"lllllble as Jerry removes props,/ 
one by one. · 
4• Peterts reactions to Je1!f!Y should arise from 
his growing awa.:tteness of what Je'I:'rY is saying 
and doing. · 
;. The tiokl:tng must be the trlgg$~ of' the 
nervous tension ""' trigge;r to hysteria.,. 
6.- Peter xnuet look at Jerry after the stabbing ... 
a selt-realisation o£ what he has done. . 
.. 
I 
II 
.. ,, 
'! 
\ 
1. Quieken the paoe. 
8. Sharpen the.dif'.faren()e betw$en Peter and 
Jerry.,. 
9. A clearer theatrio.al:lli$.ation o.f the death 
scene. 
10 • Peter t s frustration and impotence on the 
benoh, 
· 11. Sharpen bitterness of Je~. 
TflE AMEJ:UCAN DREAM 
1. Duality of Daddy in first scene ... he is getting 
away with something, does Mommy notiC$? 
2. Mommy and Daddy's feelings e. bout Grandtna 's 
speeches should be clear$r. 
:3. Imp~visatio:a with Mommy and Daddy ... 1-iomrny 
to compel Daddy to listen to her. Daddy..t. 
look at Mommy when you feel the ue~d to. 
More emphasis on beat cruu1ga$. A va:r:-iety 
ot beats, · 
Grandma • make more of your long speeches~ 
Particulari~e. 
Young Man - don't become emotionally in .... 
volved with your long speech. 
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In m:y critique on Tuesday, following the 
last performance, the faculty asked me to 
consider what I wo'Uld do if I bad another 
week to work on the play$. (A gaod point,, 
since The Zoo Sto:r',V ~fl only "tlro weeks of 
Jr$hean:utll The. f'ollowing 'W£lS a list of' points 
I thought I would work on, given another week. 
'!'HE SANDBOX: 
l11 Explore more 1n d<ipth the attittt.dew of 
Mommy and Daddy ..,. toward each other-, toward 
G;roandma, toward their e:o:v~ronment. 
2. Help Yotnlg. Man_ to accomplish a smoo'ther 
rendering of his line of action. 
3., Make , beats more s.peo:tf'itt-. 
4- Grandma • resist death more on thunder. 
s. Fix timing with Young !Jian's angel of 
d~ath speeoh. . 
THE ZOO STORY 
l" on some direct quest! ons i.e. ttWhere do you 
live," Peter should show much rnore disnomf'ortl 
2. Peter should x-eass'f.lre himself at various times., 
3 * Write :tnneX" monologu.$ for Peter'!!. 
4• MOre S$nse and direction £rom Peter's lines. 
;. Dog s'l:#ory mo:tte intense .• 
6. Cltaarer def'inition ot Peterts feelings 
about Jet'ey'. 
7-. Peter's involvement with the Dog Story. 
s .•. Clea~er de:finit't:n. t>f' beat ~hanges in the 
Dog Sto:cy-. 
9. Je~ts per£o~$e too linear1 should include mo:r~ varity of attitudest beat changes. 
10. Je'1!1!Y to be more agressive. 
11. Laughter to be more hy~rtericral - to come 
out of tension~· 
12. Sustain Peter•·s i:amsion. 
13• Drive ot Je't.7!Y' to get Peter to fight. 
14. Restage slapping scene* 
l5~ M"'lSt see Peterts decision to picl( up 
the knife. 
16. Restage the death scene ... 
THE AMERICAN DREAM 
1- Ds1ore exploration of' Momm.y....DaddyMGrandma 
lr'ela:tionsldps. 
2. More vaude-villian techniques .of oom.ie-take, etc. 
:; • Aoto:rs: to have more of a. lif'e of thei:r- own. 
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It l'~ould be fitting, :r suppose, tor 
me to thank those who have contributed to the 
realization_of this book, but to do that 
would requir& the listing tJf eve:ryone I 
ha.ve ever metw. lt would :t'iequi:re the mention 
o£ everr dawn, every sunset 1 every love, 
every o.ool wind 1 e'V'ery moment of anger 
and despair;: foX' the a:r"tiat is the totality 
o:t evarything he has ever experienced; the 
product of what he has been and what he 
has t:ried to be. Perhaps I have always 
known this; perhaps I have just discovered 
it, but with this dis~over:r comes a realization 
whieh perhal>$ is the tnO$t important tthind~·~ 
sight ()conclus.ion" ,... The onlY final judge o£ 
an arti$t 'a: work is the arttist hinlself'.~t 
That ia;, while he is aliV~h For it he feels 
that he has failed to commuttibate his own 
vision of tru.th and beauty, he has failed 
unto himself, It he fee1a that he has sue• 
eeeded~ then he su.~ceeds unto himself'. It 
is he alon$ who mus-t make that :f'ina.l., 
awful, decision. 
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If I War$ called upon to make soma 
sort of statement as to this decsision of my 
o~ln~ I could only reply thus~ 
Where I have seen ideas .fall upon a 
deathly silence, to be blown away by ~n 
uncomfortable cough from the audience 1 I 
have looked upon failure. Where I have seen 
illumination an4 inspiration caughtj held 
for a moment in space and time, fulfilled 
by the Vitality o£ laughter and response 1 
I have experienced one of those "great moments 
in .li:ren tor which every artist lives. 
I do not think that this book ean be 
o£ muoh use to anyone. l can only hope that 
it eomes close to presenting an accurate 
record .o:f.' an eXperienoe sb.a.r$d) in different 
ways, by many people,., 
Paul LS.$lO We$e'l 
Ap:r.il 1962 
